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Problem
The drop-out rate for pastors is and has been 
alarming. One reason for pastors leaving the ministry is 
their lack of opportunity and the knowledge of knowing 
where and how to enhance their pastoral skills. The 
objective of this project is to develop a design for the 
implementation of a resource center for pastoral skills 
development based upon a pastoral skills needs inventory.
1
2Method
Methods used in this project varied. A research 
of literature was conducted. A personal interview with 
Mark Rouch resulted in the possession of the mailing list 
of the "Society for the Advancement of Continuing 
Education for Ministers." From the "SACEM" mailing list 
letters of inquiry were mailed to 60 organizations.
Sixty letters were also mailed to Seventh-day Adventist 
organizations. These letters were seeking information on 
pastoral self-assessment or self-evaluation processes. 
Information received from these letters was developed 
into the Pastoral Skills Needs Inventory.
The inventory was pre-tested on a small group of 
Seventh-day Adventist pastors prior to being administered 
on a volunteer basis to 45 ministers of the Carolina 
Conference of Seventh-day Adventists.
The Pastoral Skills Needs selected by these 
pastors became the basis of the resource center for 
pastoral skills development.
Letters of inquiry (as to the whereabouts of 
resources for the needed pastoral skills) were mailed to 
Seventh-day Adventist and other than Seventh-day 
Adventist organizations. From the response of these 
letters resources were ordered for the resource center.
The materials for the resource center were 
computer cataloged and organized, as well as being 
physically arranged at the Carolina Conference of
3Seventh-day Adventist Headquarters office in Charlotte, 
North Carolina.
A procedure for material check-out was developed 
along with a computer catalog listing the contents of the 
resource center.
Results
As a result of the administration of the Pastoral 
Skills Needs Inventory all 257 specific skills contained 
therein were chosen by the pastors. Due to financial 
restraints and time limitations the specific skills the 
pastors desired were limited to their first, second, and 
third priority choices. These skills became the actual 
contents of the resource center.
The resource center is composed of 1,710 pieces 
of information, in fifteen formats, relating to 71 
specific skills under 15 major skills areas.
Conclusions
Due to the variety of information in the resource 
center and considering that the resource center is based 
upon the felt needs of the pastors, the opportunity is 
theirs to plan long-range continuing education programs.
The Pastoral Skills Resource Center could enhance 
the morale and the professional competency of pastors in 
their skills development.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background
As an educator, pastor, and member of the 
"Pastoral Growth and Continuing Education Committee," of 
the Carolina Conference of Seventh-day Adventist, I have 
had an interest in and a burden for the best possible way 
for ministers to be competent. It has been my own obser­
vation that success in the education field or the minis­
terial field takes place when the educators or ministers 
are competent in skills for their field.
In the past few years, I have personally observed 
at least a dozen pastors who have left the pastoral 
ministry or the ministry altogether. A lack of pastoral 
skills caused a resulting failure in their ministry.
This was verified by talking directly to these pastors or 
to their administrators. Many of these pastors were very 
discouraged because they did not know what to do. They 
had no where to go and no way of knowing how to correct 
the frustrating and discouraging situations that they 
were struggling against. In fact, many of the pastors 
are not even aware of the problems that caused their 
discouraging situations. Even if they do recognize their
1
2problems, most pastors do not know where to obtain 
information and skills to help them correct their 
inadequacies. In other cases, ministers are discouraged 
because they feel they do not have the opportunity to 
grow or develop new skills that would help them in their 
ever-changing ministries.
Justification
Many others besides myself, over the past thirty 
years, have observed the situation described above as it 
pertains to pastors. Bustanoby, in 1977, reported that 
one out of every eight ministers (or 25,000 clergymen) in 
the United States was thinking of resigning his/her 
pastorate. Bustanoby states that one reason for this is 
the feeling of professional inadequacy due to the lack of 
sufficient training and a lack of opportunity to develop 
needed pastoral skills.1
McClellan agrees with Bustanoby. He has found 
that counselors believe that the lack of professional 
skills is the primary reason for pastoral failure. 
McClellan contends that ministers in the 1980s do not 
know how to cope with the multiplicity of problems and 
pressures they have to face in contemporary ministry. He 
adds that most pastors have been educated and trained by 
being exposed to a mass of historical and abstract
1Andre Bustanoby, "Why Pastors Drop Out," 
Christianity Today. January 7, 1977, 15.
3materials and not courses dealing with the problems that 
ministers have to deal with on a day-to-day basis.1
Blizzard, in his research in 1956, concluded that 
pastors were in a dilemma (and I believe they still are) 
because of the conflict between the traditional normative 
view of the pastor's role and the congregation's per­
ceived functional expectations of the pastor. He further 
suggests that pastors need further education and training 
to gain new skills so they will know how to cope with the 
added contemporary expectations in the areas of adminis­
tration, organization, and pastoring.2
Hoge, Dyhle, and Polk, in their research on 
organizational and situational influences on vocational 
commitment of Protestant ministers, found that subjective 
feelings and skill utilization were the main determinants 
whether a pastor stays in the ministry or leaves the 
ministry.3
From his twenty years of experience as a trainer 
and pastor in the local church, Ludeker supports the 
concept that those who practice ministry must develop a 
lifetime training program. They must take charge of
1Albert McClellan, "Support Systems for SBC 
Ministers," Church Administration. October 1976, 6.
2Samuel W. Blizzard, "The Ministers Dilemma," 
Christian Century. April 25, 1956, 14.
3Dean R. Hoge, John E. Dyhle, and David T. Polk, 
"Organizational and Situational Influences on Vocational 
Commitment of Protestant Ministers," Review of Religious 
Research. December 1981, 145.
4tailoring this program to meet their unique personal and 
professional needs, including a great emphasis on skills 
development. He thinks that the necessary skills a 
pastor requires to be successful cannot possibly be fully 
developed in three years of classroom training or limited 
field education. These, at best, provide a foundational 
understanding and limited exposure to developing skills 
for ministry.1
Dudley and Cummings have surveyed Seventh-day 
Adventist pastors in the United States and Canada. They 
have discovered that 14 percent felt that one of the 
major needs for positive pastoral morale in the Seventh- 
day Adventist Church is the opportunity for more 
continuing education with emphasis on the development of 
pastoral skills.2
They also found that 54 percent of the pastors 
who feel under stress and 29 percent of pastors who do 
not feel under stress feel that their program for 
professional growth is inadequate.
The studies, surveys, and observations of the 
past thirty years indicate that there is a great need for
1David Ludeker, "Training for Ministry: A Life- 
Time Experience," American Baptist Quarterly. June 1984, 
101.
2Roger L. Dudley and Des Cummings, Jr., "Factors 
Related to Pastoral Morale in the Seventh-Day Adventist 
Church," Review of Religious Research. December 1982, 
127-135.
5continuing education and skills development for ministers 
beyond the initial training of college and seminary.
Due to the above set of circumstances, the 
Carolina Conference president has become very concerned. 
He has officially requested me to help in the design and 
establishment of a program for pastoral-skills develop­
ment. I feel there is clear justification for the 
establishment of a "Resource Center for Pastoral Skills 
Development" based on a pastoral skills-needs inventory.
Definition of Terms
There is a definite need for pastors to have a 
selection of materials that will help them to become more 
competent in their pastoral skills. They need to know 
where they can obtain help or materials that would 
improve their skills. Due to this need, the concept of a 
Resource Center for Pastoral Skills Development came into 
being. This center will be based on a Pastoral Skills 
Needs Inventory.
The Resource Center for Pastoral Skills Develop­
ment is envisioned as a room in the Carolina Conference 
Office in Charlotte, North Carolina. The center will 
have a variety of hands-on, self-help materials 
pertaining to pastoral skills. These materials could 
include: books, audio and video tapes, mimeograph
materials, periodicals, detached periodical articles, 
records, films, and more. This type of material would
6cover pastoral skills in such areas as: administration, 
preaching, counseling, evangelism, worship, and personal 
and professional growth. Other materials in the center 
could include: resource lists, seminars, classes, 
workshops, and courses which are available to enhance a 
pastor's ministry. These would include information on 
the time, place, date, costs, and the subject, as well as 
application blanks or registration information. Pastors 
could then choose materials and courses in any area of 
need that they might have. They would be able to take a 
"Pastoral Skills Needs Inventory" to find out what these 
needs might be.
The "Pastoral Skills Needs Inventory" is a 
written inventory of different pastoral skills that are 
needed to become a competent pastor. This is designed by 
amassing information from other such inventories that are 
available and then adapting it to the specific needs of 
the Adventist pastor. It would be administered to the 
pastors of the Carolina Conference on a voluntary basis. 
This tool will help pastors assess their own needs in 
their pastoral skills. It would also give the pastor the 
opportunity to identify areas in which he desires 
professional growth.
Overall Plan with Expectations
In order for the Resource Center for Pastoral 
Skills Development and the Pastoral Skills Needs
7Inventory to become a reality, much research would have 
to be conducted. The Pastoral Skills Needs Inventory 
would take extensive research. Libraries would have to 
be consulted and letters written to various Seventh-day 
Adventist organizations and other than Adventist organi­
zations to find what specifically constitutes a Pastoral 
Skills Needs Inventory as well as a Resource Center for 
Pastoral Skills Development.
Once the research is completed, a Pastoral Skills 
Needs Inventory for Seventh-day Adventist Pastors would 
be developed. This could then be pre-tested and 
modified, if necessary, and then be given to the pastors 
of the Carolina Conference on a voluntary basis.
Based upon the results obtained from the Inven­
tory as to their desires for needed pastoral skills, the 
Resource Center for Pastoral Skills Development would be 
developed. The material and resources for the center 
will be obtained and physically cataloged and arranged in 
the room provided for them at the Carolina Conference 
office in Charlotte, North Carolina. A procedure for 
checking out materials will also be developed along with 
a catalogue explaining what is available in the Resource 
Center.
From this project, I expect to be able to dis­
cover what constitutes the skills of a pastor and, with 
this as a base, to identify the skills needs of the
8pastors of the Carolina Conference of Seventh-day 
Adventists.
When the felt skills needs of the pastors are 
known, resource material needed to fulfill the desires of 
these pastors will be obtained. This material will be 
placed in a Resource Center at the Carolina Conference 
Office to be utilized on a voluntary basis by the pastors 
of the Carolina Conference.
I expect to learn a great deal that will enhance 
my own pastoral skills and help me to locate material and 
information that will enable me to be competent and 
proficient in areas that are now limited.
I also expect that this project could be the 
foundation of a denomination-wide program for pastoral 
skills development. If this proves to be the case, then 
this project could be the beginning of a system of 
pastoral continuing education enrichment that would 
affect pastors in the Seventh-day Adventist Church as 
well as other denominations.
What Is Ministerial Continuing Education? 
Definition
This project mainly deals with the subject of 
skills development. Since skills development is a part 
of continuing education, it is worthwhile to consider 
what is meant by continuing education for the ministry.
Of course, many definitions of continuing
9education have surfaced over the last thirty years. The 
definition used at this time is one developed by Mark 
Rouch. His book Competent Ministry: A Guide to Effective 
Continuing Education contains his complete definition.
He states:
Continuing education is an individual1s 
personally designed learning program which begins 
when basic formal education ends and continues 
throughout a career and beyond. An unfolding 
process, it links together personal study and 
reflection and participation in organized group 
activities.1
Rouch's concept of continuing education in the 
ministerial field is one that leads the minister to 
competence in his ministry. To Rouch that means the 
minister is able to engage in his ministry in a more 
effective way.
The basic components of continuing education that 
would enable competence in ministry are manyfold. Mark 
Rouch and James Lowery, Jr., largely represent the views 
of the many who set forth different types of continuing 
education for ministers. Rouch maintains there are five 
components of continuing education: (1) individualized 
study and reflection, (2) participation in local groups 
or training events with either professional colleagues or 
laity, (3) short-term organized courses and seminars 
which are usually held in or near the home area, (4) 
long-term programs which would reguire a sabbatical and
1Mark A. Rouch, "What Is Continuing Education?," 
Christian Ministry. May, 1974, 4.
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are professional degree programs, and (5) a planned basic 
component that would tie all the other components 
together so that everything taken has a direct bearing on 
the needs of the individual to have a more effective 
ministry and be a competent minister.1
Lowery perceives six components of continuing 
education for ministry. First is the in-parish but not 
supervised or accountable kind. This includes readings, 
cassettes, reflection, occasional production of papers, 
etc. Second is the in-parish but accountable study.
This would include correspondence courses, locally based 
extension seminars for pastors, devoted study with 
supervised projects or papers, drawing and learning from 
actual practice. The third is the out-of-parish academic 
pursuit— a continuing-education effort which focuses on 
individual areas of study that may or may not lead to a 
degree. Fourth is the out-of parish skill training.
This may be at home or away from home. This type of 
continuing education is modeled after the experiential/ 
situational method. The fifth component focuses on the 
individual. It concerns career development and planning. 
The sixth and final kind of continuing education is that 
of therapy and counseling.2
1Rouch, "What Is Continuing Education?" 4-5.
2James L. Lowery, Jr., "Post Seminary Growth, 
Christian Ministry. May 1974, 20-21.
II
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Regardless of the kind of continuing education 
chosen, it is the thought of most leaders in the 
continuing-education movement that certain areas of 
content ought to be included in whatever is taken. The 
content should be a felt need of the individual and be 
planned in such a way as to help the individual to become 
more competent in that area. Lowery uses Dean Fielding's 
four areas in which education and training are necessary: 
heritage, personal growth, skills, and commitment. The 
heritage area is academic knowledge. The personal growth 
area includes the personal identity of the minister. The 
skills area covers communication, community, word and 
worship, administration, pastoral care and counseling, 
conflict management, and education. The commitment area 
deals with the minister's "call" of God and his faith and 
devotional life.1
Pastoral Stewardship of Continuing Education
The concept of continuing education for ministers 
is a relatively new concept. Since it is a new concept, 
it needs to be considered from a theological basis.
In its simplest form, acquisition of skills and 
broader continuing education in ministry is growth. In 
Ps 113, the psalmist says that the godly "shall be like a 
tree planted by the rivers of water, that bringeth forth
1Ibid., 22.
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his fruit in his season; his leaf also shall not wither; 
and whatsoever he doeth shall prosper." In other words, 
godly people are expected to grow and the natural results 
of that growth will be prospering. This is also shown in 
Hos 14:5-7 where it is said that Israel shall grow as the 
lily and cast their roots as Lebanon.
In the New Testament, Eph 4:15 tells us that we 
should grow up into him, meaning Christ, in all things. 
And in 1 Pet 3:18, Peter enjoins us to grow in grace and 
in knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
These texts from the Old and New Testaments 
suggest that God's people are to be constantly growing, 
growing to the fullest stature that they may obtain in 
Jesus Christ.
Ellen G. White and Growth
Ellen G. White1 is one of the founders of the 
Seventh-day Adventist Church. As an individual whose 
opinions are highly regarded in the Seventh-day Adventist 
Church, she has given some pointed counsel on growth in 
ministry. She forcefully holds a concept of continuing
1Ellen G. White along with her husband James 
White helped found the Seventh-day Adventist Church in 
the 1840s-1860s. Mrs. White became the most prolific 
writer of all those who helped establish the church. She 
wrote many books of counsel and guidance for all phases 
of ministry in the church right up to her death in 1915. 
Her counsel is highly regarded by the church's ministry 
and laity alike and is followed faithfully as possible by 
most. She is considered an inspired writer by the 
church.
13
education for ministers in her writing, when she states:
A minister should never think that he has 
learned enough, and now may relax his efforts.
His education should continue throughout his 
lifetime; every day he should be learning and 
putting to use his knowledge gained.1
She also writes:
Study must never cease; it must be continued 
all through the period of his labor, no matter 
how well gualified for the labor he may think 
himself to be . . .  the times demand an 
intelligent, educated, ministry, not novices.2
Growth is needed in ministerial knowledge and 
skills throughout the minister's lifetime. This will 
lead to better effectiveness and competency. This is all 
included in the concept of ministry that Ellen White 
holds for ministers.
A Brief History of Continuing 
Education for Ministry
A short history of the continuing-education 
movement for the ministry, inside as well as outside the 
Seventh-day Adventist church, would be helpful to know. 
This would help in understanding why the area of pastoral 
skills development is necessary and why a resource center 
for pastoral skills development is needed. The events 
that led to the development of continuing education for 
the ministry in the United States are summarized first.
1Ellen G. White, Messages to Young People. 
Nashville: Southern Publishing Association, 1930), 192- 
193.
2Ellen G. White, Testimonies for the Church. 9 
vols., (Mountain View, California: Pacific Press 
Publishing Association, 1948), 5:528.
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Then the events within the Adventist church are 
summarized for comparison or contrast.
Late Nineteenth and Early 
Twentieth Century
The roots of the present continuing-education 
movement for ministry lie in the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries. The westward spread of American population 
created special needs for the leaders of the churches for 
few educational institutions or seminaries were on the 
frontier.
According to Frerichs, ministers organized them­
selves for continuing-education opportunities. From 1864 
on, ministers came together for a two-week program in the 
old University of Chicago to study Bible exposition, Bib­
lical, polemic, and practical theology, and elocution.1
In 1874 the Chautuaqua movement began in western 
New York. This movement brought lectures, classes, 
inspiration, and study programs to ministers.
In 1910, the land-grant universities began as a 
part of the great Rural Life Movement. They began to 
offer courses for ministers and still do today. About 
the same time, the seminaries of the land started to 
develop faculties for providing summer schools and 
institutes for the ministry. These classes were to
1Robert T. Frerichs, "A History of the Continuing 
Education Movement," The Drew Gateways 47, no. 1 (1976- 
77): 11-18.
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provide refresher courses and update the trends of 
theological education.1
Organized in the 1860s, the Adventist church drew 
its ministers from various educational backgrounds.
Nearly all were employed without a seminary education.
The minister's work was his primary concern but at times 
the church did provide training for the minister. This 
training resembled standard formal training in content 
but continuing-education in method. This training was 
usually done at the minister's home rather than away from 
home.
An example of the above would be James White's 
Ministers' Lecture Association of Seventh-day Adventist 
initiated in 1870. This association consisted of a 
series of Bible lectures and instruction in grammar and 
penmanship all for five dollars. No information tells 
how long this organization lasted, but it had sixty 
original members.
Another attempt at ministerial upgrading was a 
reading course offered toward the end of 1881 by a 
General Conference Committee known as the Committee on 
Course of Reading for ministers. They mandated in 1882 
that every ordained or licensed minister had to take part 
in a six-year reading program and that in every confer­
ence the minister would be examined every year to be sure
1Ibid., 3.
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that he was completing his assignment. This program 
lasted until 1885 and was revived as a volunteer course 
in the 1920s.
W. W. Prescott, another early Adventist leader 
concerned with ministerial competence, developed and 
directed a General Conference Bible School from 1889- 
1896. It was held for five months per year at the 
Seventh-day Adventist General Conference Headquarters, at 
that time based in Battle Creek, Michigan. In 1896, 
Prescott's concept was incorporated into the curricula of 
Adventist colleges. Prescott's concepts were patterned 
to some extent on Harper's Chautuaqua summer Hebrew 
Schools.
In 1909, Frederick Griggs promoted the idea of a 
denominational correspondence school, which included 
studies for ministers. Griggs obtained his idea from the 
correspondence study program conducted at the University 
of Wisconsin by Charles R. Van Hise. In this early per­
iod of Seventh-day Adventist church history, individuals 
like the Whites, Prescott, and Griggs brought into 
existence several innovative plans for pastoral 
continuing education.1
1Penny Shell, "A Study of Selected Variables 
Dealing with Continuing Education Interests of Seventh- 
day Adventist Pastors Association Judicatory in the North 
American Division," Ed.D. diss., Andrews University, 
Berrien Springs, Michigan, 1983.
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In the 1920s and 1930s, denominations began to 
provide seminars and refresher courses combining 
education with inspiration and recreation. These were 
usually held at national conference grounds and centers. 
In 1929 the College of Preachers at Washington Cathedral 
was founded. This facility was specifically devoted to 
the continuing education of the clergy, especially in the 
area of communications.
In the Seventh-day Adventist Church, college 
theology curriculums and programs sponsored by the Gen­
eral Conference Ministerial Association were the primary 
agencies for the promotion of ministerial growth. During 
the 1920s, college education was expected of those 
entering the ministry. Post college educational activ­
ities were basically the responsibility of the "Minis­
terial Commission," the official name of the General 
Conference Ministerial Association established in 1922.
The mode of continuing education for ministry by 
the ministerial commission was two-fold. First, it pub­
lished a professional journal, The Ministry. This jour­
nal advertised the conventions, institutes, and evange­
listic field schools that the church would hold in any 
given year. Second, the commission revived the aban­
doned Ministerial Reading Course. This reading course, 
however, was voluntary, not mandatory. It had only five 
required books and about fifty "electives" from which to 
choose from for the following year. The old Reading
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Course had had 120 books and pamphlets to be read within 
a year.1
Mid-Twentieth Century
In the 1940s a host of innovative programs and 
processes for continuing education for ministry were 
developed by many different denominations. In 1942 the 
United Presbyterian Church established the Presbyterian 
Institute of Industrial Relations in Chicago to train 
clergy to minister to the industrial and labor 
communities.
During the 1940s, the Clinical Pastoral Training 
Program began in conjunction with the medical, nursing, 
and psychiatric fields. The emphasis here was to train 
pastors to be competent counselors.
In 1945 the Episcopal Church established the 
Roanridge Rural Training Foundation near Kansas City.
The foundation was to train ministers how to deal with 
the people and problems of rural community life. Also in 
1945 the American Baptists established the Rural Church 
Center to better prepare pastors for service in the rural 
community. This was done through in-service training, a 
lending library, and an extension service.
The 1950s were years of continued innovation 
and expansion, both in the number of centers and of 
participants in continuing education by ministers. Urban
1Shell, 30-31.
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church centers became the mainstream in training, and 
training centered on city planning, urban ministry, 
church mission, and evangelism. Intensive study in 
management, administration, planning, finances, human 
relations, and other subjects were brought to the 
attention of the professional minister and administrative 
leadership of various denominations.1
The Modern Movement
In the 1960s the continuing education movement 
for ministry came of age. In fact, Connolly C. Gamble, 
Jr. states that continuing education for ministers really 
did not start until 1960. He believes this was due to 
three events that took place in 1960. First, the Library 
of Congress recognized continuing education when it 
established the subject headings in its card catalog. 
Second, the first national survey of continuing education 
for ministry was made under the auspices of the American 
Theological Schools and the National Council of Churches. 
Third, the origins of the Society for the Advancement of 
Continuing Education in Ministry (SACEM) began and was 
formed in 1967.2
Surprisingly, the Adventist Church seemed to 
reflect little of the growing awareness and enthusiasm
1Frerichs, 3-6.
2Connolly C. Gamble, Jr., "Continuing Education 
for Ministry: Perspectives and Prospects, The Drew 
Gateway 47, no. 11 (1976-77): 10-12.
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for continuing education for ministry that was developing 
in other denominations between the 1920s and 1960s. No 
evidence was found that the continuing education for 
ministry movement of the 1960s influenced the current 
events of continuing education within the Adventist 
Church. It seems that during this period of time, the 
Adventist Church was preoccupied with the development of 
its schools and administrative departments. However, 
when professionalism was stressed in the 1970s, the same 
emphasis was found in the Adventist Church as well.1
In the 1970s seminaries made a move to offer the 
Doctor of Ministry degree. The trend was to make this 
degree an "in-service degree." The general emphasis was 
upon a field-oriented, project-centered, experiential 
program which included a substantial amount of resident 
work, coupled with in-the-field, on-the-job research and 
development.
The 1970s also saw an increase in the number of 
self-planned and group-planned continuing education 
programs, which have their origin in the felt and 
discovered needs of individual ministers or groups of 
ministers. These needs were only intuitively felt and 
occasionally identified in the 1960s, but in the 1970s 
they were documented. These needs were found to be: 
knowledge, growth, training in skills, changed support
1Shell, 31-32.
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systems, and therapy. As a result of these needs, a 
proliferation of resource guides were published by SACEM. 
These guides predominantly gave the standard theological 
curriculum of Biblical, historical, doctrinal, and 
pastoral concerns, as did the 1960s programs.1
Along with the theological content of continuing 
education, many programs appeared that focused upon 
clergy as persons. These numerous events dealt with 
evaluation of professional performance and role conflict, 
whereas others combined these with organizational 
development, goal setting, and management. However, I 
have found none that specifically dealt with the aspect 
of skills training for ministers.
An example of one of the programs that focus upon 
the clergy as persons is the career-development center. 
Career development is a process.rather than an event. It 
helps the minister to identify his/her strengths and 
weaknesses as far as career choice is concerned. It is a 
way that a minister can determine if he or she should 
continue in pastoral ministry or seek a career change.
The 1970s were a time of proliferation of contin­
uing education materials, articles, and books as well as 
extension programs. Two publishers of a vast quantity of 
this material are the Academy of Parish Clergy and the 
ALBAN Institute. The Academy of Parish Clergy was
1Frerichs, 7-9.
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created as a professional organization for ministers, 
requiring fifty-clock hours of study per year. The 
Academy has not been as widely utilized as had been 
hoped. The reasons seem to be due in part to its volun­
tary nature and the resistance of ministers to being 
evaluated.1
The 1980s have continued this same proliferation 
and have added many more areas for seminars, workshops, 
classes, etc. A few of the many organizations that 
sponsor this type of continuing education for ministry 
are: The Seminary External Education Division of the
Southern Baptist Conventions; National Seminars, Inc.; 
Kirkridge; Grow Ministries; National Council of Churches; 
Career Planning Center of America; Bergano Renewal 
Center, and many theological seminaries.
The renewed Adventist emphasis on professionalism 
during the 1970s and 1980s is reminiscent of the 1870s to 
the early 1900s of Adventist church history. One of the 
first indications of this renewed professionalism was the 
creation of the Academy of Adventist Ministers in 1972. 
The concept of the Academy was to enable the minister to 
keep informed of the very latest and best information 
essential to his leadership growth. The Academy of 
Adventist Ministers contained similarities to the old 
Ministerial Reading Course of the 1940s but was patterned
1Shell, 33.
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after the concept of the Academy of Parish Clergy 
mentioned above. Both required fifty clock hours per 
year of study, and like the Academy of Parish Clergy, the 
Adventist Academy of Ministers was not utilized as was 
envisioned. By 1983 it no longer existed.1
Even though the Adventist Academy of Ministers 
did not last, the interest in continuing education for 
pastors continued. The 1980 Annual Council of the Gen­
eral Conference of Seventh-day Adventist heard the pre­
sentation of a report entitled "Professional Training of 
Pastors." The paper presented the Adventist ministerial 
training program primarily as a ten-year program which 
included (1) four years of college, (2) one year of field 
experience, (3) two and one-fourth years of seminary 
training, and (4) three years of field experience. In 
addition to that, it expressed the need for continuing 
education through the Conference Ministerial Association, 
advanced studies at seminaries or graduate schools, and 
by conventions or intensives providing specific skill and 
learning opportunities.2
Another event that impacted on continuing educa­
tion for ministers was the offering of the Doctor of 
Ministry degree at the Seventh-day Adventist Theological 
Seminary in 1973. This was followed by the addition of a
1Ibid., 33.
2Ibid., 34-35.
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Master of Pastoral Ministry degree in 1983. The Master 
of Pastoral Ministry degree is for established pastors 
who have been ministering for a few years and who have 
not been able to take the standard Master of Divinity 
degree. It is offered by extension classes in order to 
make it more available to ministers.
Two other organizations have had a growing con­
tribution to continuing education for ministry. These 
are the Institute of Church Ministry and the Center of 
Continuing Education for Ministry. Both of these organ­
izations became part of the seminary in the early part of 
the 1980s.
The Institute of Church Ministry was founded on 
the concept of researching the needs of local churches 
and developing programs for ministers that help meet 
those needs. The specific needs that this Institute 
focuses on are those of practical ministry, e.g., 
preaching, church growth and evangelism, youth ministry, 
pastoral care and counseling, liturgy and worship, and 
religious education. The Institute also, from time-to- 
time, offers a solid grounding for the theology of the 
pastor in courses in biblical and theological studies.1
The Center of Continuing Education for Ministry 
was a cooperative effort of the General Conference 
Ministerial Association and the Seventh-day Adventist
1Ibid., 38-39.
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Theological Seminary. Its purpose is to identify the 
needs and issues that affect the professional growth of 
the Adventist Ministry continuing education offerings for 
ministers that focus on attitudes, competencies, and 
skills that Seventh-day Adventists see as essential for 
the development of a strong, effective, and spiritually 
dynamic church.1
The new organizations that have been developed 
within as well as those outside the Seventh-day Adventist 
Church in the 1970s and 1980s have ushered in an emphasis 
on the needs of the individual minister. This in turn 
has brought to the forefront the development of needs 
assessment instruments and procedures for finding ones 
needs. A number of such tools have been invented and 
perfected from brief and informal measurements to mate­
rials requiring three full days to process. Some of the 
organizations that have prepared such instruments are the 
Academy of Parish Clergy, the United Methodist Church, 
the United Church of Christ, the American Baptist 
Churches, and the Intentional Growth Center. Self- 
knowledge growing out of these inquiries form a basis for 
projecting one's continuing education program.
1Raoul Dederen, "Andrews University Center of 
Continuing Education for Ministers" (A proposal presented 
at the Annual Council of the General Conference of 
Seventh-day Adventist, Andrews University, Berrien 
Springs, Michigan, 1981), 1.
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Key Problems
From this brief history of continuing education 
for ministry, one can see easily that the area of pasto­
ral skills development has been touched only lightly.
Most of the development and organizations over the years 
mainly have emphasized knowledge skills dealing with 
theology or preaching. Even in the last few years where 
the needs of the individuals have been taken into consid­
eration and specific pastoral skills needs are becoming 
more recognized, new problems are cropping up to hinder 
in the fulfillment of achieving those needs.
Two key problems that face the individual who 
wishes to study any given topic in ministry are: (1)
What is available in the field? and (2) How can one gain 
access to the resource or material once the minister 
knows from his needs assessment what he/she wants to 
improve or enhance? The answer to these two problems is 
the major objective of this project. In addition, the 
development of a distinctive Seventh-day Adventist tool 
for determining the Seventh-day Adventist ministers1 
needs as to pastoral skills is planned.
CHAPTER II
A THEORETICAL AND CONCEPTIONAL BASIS 
FOR A RESOURCE CENTER OF PASTORAL 
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
Theoretical Perspectives from a 
Theological View
Chapter 1 discussed many aspects of this project 
in general and some of the problems that pastors are 
experiencing in their ministry today.
This chapter discusses some theoretical and con- 
ceptional aspects of ministerial leadership. Through 
this avenue, certain role conflicts of pastors are 
reviewed which shed some light on problems pastors 
experience today. Lastly, this chapter deals with adult 
learning theory, models, and practices which are useful 
in helping pastors overcome some of the problems inherent 
in role conflicts they face. The theories, models, and 
practices will also be used in forming the foundation for 
the Resource Center for Pastoral Skills Development.
In talking about ministry and the problems 
pastors experience when "doing" ministry, a theology of 
ministry needs to be the starting point, for we must 
understand what ministry really is.
All ministry is God's ministry. That has been
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demonstrated in the life, work, death, and resurrection 
of Jesus Christ. Neither the Church nor any individual 
has a true ministry apart from being called into and 
equipped for that ministry by the gift of the Holy 
Spirit.
The Holy Spirit combines the ministry of the 
Church and the individual to what has already been 
accomplished in and by Jesus. This ministry takes 
various forms even as there are different gifts given to 
the Church by God through the Spirit.1
Before an individual receives a ministry from the 
Holy Spirit, that individual must undergo a modification 
of consciousness or a redemptive change, as Howe puts it.
This takes place as an individual meets and is 
transformed by Jesus Christ. When this happens the 
ministry that results can be characterized in different 
ways. One of these is reflective awareness. This is 
where the minister reflects upon both his or her adequacy 
and effectiveness in his/her ministry to see if his/her 
ministry can be improved. In order for this task to be 
accomplished, ministry must be viewed as intentional with 
specific purposes in view that can be analyzed and appraised.2
1Roy S. Anderson, ed., Theological Foundations 
for Ministry. "A Theology for Ministry" (Grand Rapids, 
Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1979),
7-8.
2Leroy T. Howe, "Theology in the Practice of 
Ministry," Perkins Theological Journal 40 (Spring 1987):
44-45.
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This is where pastoral skill development enters 
into ministry. The gifts of the Spirit must be exercised 
and developed in order to edify and build up the church, 
the body of Christ. Knowing what skills to develop is 
the purpose of reflective awareness and is an aid to 
developing and utilizing the Spiritual gifts from the 
Holy Spirit.
Reflective awareness, however, must be more than 
subjective analysis, or objective and subjective 
appraisal of professional skills. Ministry must also 
encompass true spirituality.
True spirituality is based upon the life and 
ministry of Jesus Christ. John 15:13 gives us that 
basis: "A man can have no greater love than to lay down
his life for his friends." If a minister is willing to 
be vulnerable to a congregation and not wear a mask to 
cover up his/her vulnerability, then the minister must 
have a true spiritual relationship with Jesus before 
he/she can lay their life down for a friend.
If certain skills of ministry such as teaching, 
preaching, pastoral care, organizing, and celebrating are 
to go beyond the level of professional expertise, it is 
because the minister has come to the place in his 
reflective awareness where he is willing to lay down his 
life for his friends and his congregation, as well as for 
all the children of God.
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All the above skills and many more can only be 
fulfilled with careful preparation and proven competence 
which is grounded in the commitment to lay one's own life 
down for the service of others. I firmly believe that 
Nouwen is right when he states that "ministry means the 
ongoing attempt to put one's own search for God, with all 
the moments of pain, joy, despair and hope, at the 
disposal of those who want to gain this search but do not 
know how."1
This concept of true ministry displays itself 
when, as Nouwen says,
. . . the teacher moves beyond the transfer­
ence of knowledge and is willing to offer his own 
life experience to his students so that paralyz­
ing anxiety can be removed, new liberating 
insight can come about, and real learning can 
take place. Preaching becomes ministry where the 
preacher moves beyond the "telling of the story" 
and makes his own deepest self available to his 
hearers so that they will be able to receive the 
Word of God. Individual care becomes ministry 
when he who wants to be of help moves beyond the 
careful balance of give and take with a willing­
ness to risk his own life and remain faithful to 
his suffering fellow man even when his own name 
and fame are in danger. Organizing becomes 
ministry when the organizer moves beyond his 
desire for concrete results and looks at his 
world with the unwavering hope for a total 
renewal. Celebrating becomes ministry when the 
celebrant moves beyond the limits of protective 
retreats to an obedient acceptance of life as a 
gift.2
1Henri J. M. Nouwen, Creative Ministry (New York: 
Doubleday Publishers, 1978), 113-114.
2Ibid., 114.
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This to me is true ministry and can only be lived out if 
Jesus Christ is truly at the center of one's being.
Leadership Styles
With this concept of true ministry in mind, one 
must realize that ministers are human and work with other 
humans. Due to this fact which manifests itself in the 
complexity of congregational life and in the diversity of 
individual parishioner needs, effective ministry often 
demands a variety of leadership styles.
I believe that the Holy Scriptures give us a 
biblical model of leadership. This biblical leadership 
is modeled by Jesus Himself and He verbalized this 
leadership in Mark 10:43-45 when he said to his 
disciples, "Whoever wants to become great among you must 
be your servant, and whoever wants to be first must be 
slave of all. For the Son of Man did not come to be 
served, but to serve and give his life as a ransom for 
many." This kind of leadership is an empowering 
relationship. Jesus empowered his disciples to be the 
kind of leaders that he exemplified.
Paul brings out in Eph 4, Rom 12, and 1 Cor 12 
that this servant-leadership is meant for Christ's 
disciples of all time. Paul tells us that the ascended 
Lord gave gifts to his followers— "some to be apostles, 
some prophets, some evangelists, some pastors and 
teachers, to equip God's people for work in his service,
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to the building up of the Body of Christ." This is 
leadership for empowering. It is the use of one's power 
to increase the maturity of another for Christian 
maturity. It is the transfer of power and the delegation 
of authority to the members of the Body so that they also 
may lead out in ministry.
The biblical view of leadership is not one where 
only one individual wields all the power and authority 
over the Body of Christ. No! The biblical view of 
leadership is where a leader is one who is part of the 
Body of Christ and who, together with other members of 
the Body, form the "koinonia" of Community.1
Paul further describes this view of leadership in 
Rom 12. He calls all Christians to a life of ministry 
and service in the Body of Christ so that it can function 
as a healthy whole. He lists leadership in the middle of 
the gifts, not first or last. The point is that leader­
ship needs to be shared and all of Christ's people who 
exercise the gifts of the spirit must work together.
Truly the biblical model of leadership shows the reality 
that every member is a minister for Jesus Christ.
Therefore, empowering others to be leaders is the 
process of helping others to recognize strengths and 
potential within as well as encouraging and guiding the
1Jack Bolswick and Walter Wright, "A 
Complementary— Empowering Model of Ministerial 
Leadership," Pastoral Psychology (Fall, 1988), 6-8.
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development of these qualities. It is assisting others 
to develop the knowledge, skills, and competence with 
which to give leadership.
Bolswick and Wright have found four leadership 
styles that fit into the empowering leadership model.
They have also found that each style used depends upon 
how mature the congregation is and how willing its 
members are to accept responsibility and authorities.
The "preaching" style is characterized by one-way 
communication in which the minister "tells" the congrega­
tional members what to do. This is necessary when the 
congregation has a low Christian maturity. They do not 
know how or have the knowledge or desire to apply the 
gifts of the Spirit to work in the Body.
The "teaching" style is for congregational 
members who are low to moderate in Christian maturity.
In this style the minister must encourage, support, and 
give direction to the new members who are willing to take 
on leadership but lack the know-how.
In the "participating" leadership style the 
minister is like a player-coach. He gives encouragement 
and helps members who are highly motivated to do things 
in their own way and gives little direction to the 
members.
The final leadership style, "delegating," is for 
high maturity congregations who are both able and willing 
to lead. The pastor delegates both responsibility and
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authority to the members and continues to encourage them 
when needed and helps them to be accountable.1
Regardless of what leadership style a minister 
utilizes, he/she must have certain skills to assume 
competency in order for the style to be successful.
Allen Noress, in his research on leadership styles, found 
four major clusters of factors or skills that pastors 
need in order to be successful in utilizing leadership 
styles. He found that the professional cluster of skills 
includes pervasiveness, coolness under pressure, task- 
orientation, and accuracy in predicting and control. The 
personal approach cluster is characterized by being 
relations-oriented, integrative, cool under pressure, 
tolerant of freedom, and tolerant of uncertainty. The 
third cluster is that of a presentation of a public image 
with one skill of representing the congregation. The 
fourth cluster is that of a managerial style. Its skills 
include goal-oriented, task-oriented, integrative, and 
accuracy in predicting.2
The successful pastor today must exhibit all four 
of these clusters of skills in his ministry if he is to 
be competent. These skill clusters may be utilized in
1Ibid., 9-11.
2Allen Noress, "Leadership Styles of Effective 
Ministry," The Journal of Psychology and Theology 17 
(1989) 60.
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varying emphasis as to the function the minister is 
operating in at a particular time.
It becomes very evident that to function compe­
tently in all the skill clusters and to be versatile in a 
variety of leadership styles, as is expected by congrega­
tions, can become confusing. This is where a majority of 
the problems of ministers today take place. The diver­
sity of roles, functions, and skills expected by congre­
gations, pastors, and their administrators are very 
confusing. This confusion turns to frustration and 
anxiety when the minister cannot find the proper balance 
between these different groups or when the pastor is not 
competent and proficient in the roles, functions, and 
expected skills of these differing groups.
Pastoral Role Conflicts
A large part of the confusion, stress, and 
frustration ministers experience is caused by role con­
flicts inherent in their responsibilities as pastors. 
Ministers are caught "between the person they understand 
themselves to be and the role they feel required to 
play. "1
Donald P. Smith gives considerable space in his 
book in analyzing the findings of Samuel Blizzard's 
classical research on this problem of role conflicts. He
1 Donald P. Smith, Clergy in the Cross-fire 
(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1974), 45.
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states that there are "denominational differences in the 
role priorities as seen by the clergy." He also states 
that the minister is "caught in the crossfire between the 
intellectual activity and pastoral work that he must do." 
Smith concludes that "conflicts will emerge in the 
pastorate to the extent that the minister's self-image 
has been shaped in relation to an unrealistic image of 
the role demands of the clergyman."1
Since the roles of the minister are so important 
in the success of the ministers, it is advisable to take 
a closer look at some of these roles.
Professionalism versus Calling
The heart of the confusion surrounding the 
minister's roles is that of whether or not the ministry 
is a profession. If the minister were a technician, as 
is the case in some ordinary forms of employment, then 
the parameters, standards, and the general job 
description would remain the province of the employers 
alone. If this were the case, then the minister could 
simply obey the detailed instructions of his employer.
But the reality of ministry is not that simple.
James D. Glasse has formulated a definition of a 
minister. He says a minister is a professional due to 
the following characteristics:
1Ibid., 49-51.
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1. A professional is an educated man, a master 
of some body of knowledge.
2. He is an expert man, master of some specific 
cluster of skills.
3. He is an institutional man, relating himself 
to society and rendering his service through a historical 
social institution.
4. He is a responsible man who professes to be 
able to act competently in situations which require his 
services.
5. He is a dedicated man.1
Glasse puts his definition into table form and 
compares it to three other professions. He calls his 
definition The Professional Perspective, as table 1. 
demonstrates.
Table 1.— The Professional Perspective
THE PROFESSIONAL PERSPECTIVE
Professional Educated Expert Institutional R esponsible D edicated
= + + + + +
N am e o f B ody o f Cluster Standard Institution V a lu e  or
Professional K now ledge o f Skills or Ethics in Society Purpose
D octor M edicine M edicine O ath H ospital H ealth
Law yer Law L aw C anon C ourt Justice
T eacher E ducation Teaching Certification School Learning
Clergym an Divinity M inistry V ow s Church L ove o f G o d  
and N eighbor'
1James D. Glasse, Profession; Minister 
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1968), 38.
2Ibid., 40.
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Inherent dangers however, come with bearing the 
name of "professional." The major danger is the possi­
bility of building a wall of separation between the pew 
and the pulpit. It is essential that the minister have a 
clear concept of his biblical and theological place in 
the church, but he cannot afford the type of profession­
alism that divides and separates.
The minister is not a minister just because he 
acquires the knowledge and skills of a pastor; he has to 
have an added element— that of "being." The element of 
"being" is the knowledge of God pervading the minister to 
the extent that he is a certain kind of person. This 
means that the minister's life-goal and orientation is 
God-centered and that his life is inseparable from his 
profession.
This element of "being" is known as a "calling." 
It is what makes the distinction between a professional 
minister and a called minister. Glasse affirms this when 
he says, "Ministry is not just a profession, but it is a 
profession.1,1
This "calling" that a minister experiences makes 
the truly professional ministerial person inseparable 
from his or her professional integrity. Thus a minister 
must be more than a role-player or he/she will no longer 
be a minister.
1Ibid., 76.
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What kind of a person must the minister be? As I 
have already inferred, the life of Christ must give us 
the qualities needed for this special element of "being" 
in the ministry. Ernest J. Stevenson shares a partial 
listing of qualities for those who are under-shepherds.
1. The minister will be a devout man. One 
who senses a need and comes in close 
contact with Jesus to draw strength and 
wisdom for his earthly ministry. This 
contact will become obvious to those he 
ministers to.
2. The minister will be a loving man, able 
to generate love but never actually 
expecting love in return. His influence 
on those he ministers to will enable him 
to restore broken relationships.
3. The minister will be a honest man; true 
to God, true to himself, and blameless 
in his dealings to his fellowman. He 
will expound the Scriptures rightly and 
not ask his congregation to do anything 
he has not personally accepted in his 
life. He will keep confidences.
4. The minister will be a compassionate 
person who knows how to empathize and 
does not fear involvement in the plight 
of people in distress nor the 
possibility of personal loss as a 
result. He will hate the sin but love 
the sinner.
5. The minister will be a friend, sensitive 
and understanding.1
The truly professional minister will also be a 
called minister and will have, as Nouwen rightly
1Ernest J. Stevenson. "Seminars for Professional 
Improvement: A Pilot Project in Continuing Education for 
Ministers (D.Min. project report, Andrews University, 
Berrien Springs, Michigan, 1979).
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believes, a commitment to lay down his/her personal life 
in service for the congregation.1
Administration versus Ministry
The previous concept of a minister as a 
professional who is called of God and one who has been 
called to minister to and for God and God's children 
paves the way for another conflict. This conflict is one 
that is internal-external. It is a conflict that is 
between the roles of what a minister feels he is trained 
for and what in reality takes up the majority of time.2
Traditionally, the minister performs the 
preacher, priest, and teacher roles but in the 1990s the 
minister is expected to add the role of pastor, which is 
a neo-traditional role, plus the administration and 
organization roles, which are contemporary.
There are role definitions, ideologies, and bib­
lical definitions for the roles of pastor, priest, 
teacher, and preacher, but there is little agreement on 
the roles of administrator/organizer based on either 
church tradition or biblical foundations. Hence, the 
conflict comes, especially when ministers place the two 
roles of administration and organization as the least 
important in their work and yet they are roles in which
1Nouwen, 114.
2Samuel W. Blizzard, "The Minister's Dilemma," 
Christian Century 7 (1979): 509.
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they have to spend the majority of their time. Ministers 
also feel the least professionally prepared in these two 
roles.
To add to this conflict, ministers are prepared 
in the seminary to cope with the priestly, preaching, and 
teaching roles and, to some degree, the pastoral role. 
These roles are basically academic and traditional; but 
very little has been taught in the functional roles of 
administration and organization— the roles in which the 
congregation expects the pastor to be competent.1
Closer scrutiny also reveals a conflict in how 
4 the minister is expected to act in the various roles. In
the preaching, teaching, and priestly roles, the minister 
is expected to be a type of actor before an audience, 
whereas in the pastoral, administrator, and organizing 
roles, the pastor is expected to interact in intra- and 
inter-group relations which involves interpersonal 
relationships. This also requires the minister to shift 
the orientation of his/her mental thinking as he/she is 
changing from an ideological or message orientation to 
meeting the needs of individual people. If this mental 
shift is not accomplished, then the minister runs into
1Ibid., 508-509.
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problems meeting the different role expectations of the 
congregation.1
The difference between the pastor's views of the 
pastoral role, specifically as to his/her own ministry 
and views of the congregation as to the pastor's roles is 
where a major conflict arises. The pastor views his or 
her ministry in terms of the preacher, teacher, priest, 
and, sometimes, pastor roles. The congregation of the 
1990s views ministry more in the roles of pastor, admin­
istrator, or organizer.2
This difference between the normative/traditional 
view of the ministry by pastors and the desired func­
tional ministry by congregations has been such a conflict 
that it has stifled the creativity and freedom of pastors 
to perform the ministry they feel God has called them to. 
They feel they do not have the freedom to experiment and 
test their spiritual gifts. This is due to having to 
spend so much time in the roles of administration, organ­
ization, and peacemaking between church members (pastoral 
role). This frustration has come to the place where one
1Samuel W. Blizzard, "Role Conflicts of the Urban 
Minister," The City Church. September-October, 1956, 13- 
14.
2Joel R. De Luca, "The Holy Crossfire: A Job 
Diagnosis of a Pastor's Position," Pastoral Psychology 29 
(Summer 1980): 237.
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in eight of all ministers in the United States in 1977 is 
thinking about leaving the pastoral ministry.1
In a more recent survey conducted in 1981 by 
Dudley, Cummings, and Clark on Seventh-day Adventist 
ministers, it was found that 28 percent of the ministers 
felt that sometimes they would like to leave the pastoral 
ministry and 33 percent have discussed the possibility of 
transferring to another type of ministry.
The greatest area of frustration and disap­
pointment in these pastors' ministry was that no matter 
what they tried, they could not motivate or involve their 
congregations in the ministry of the church. The second 
highest area of anxiety and frus-tration was that of 
being overwhelmed with administrative trivia and minute­
ness. Twenty-two percent of the pastors felt that moti­
vation of church members was their largest frustration, 
and running a close second with 17 percent were those who 
felt overburdened with administrative responsibilities.2
It does not seem to matter to what denomination 
one belongs. Research over the past forty years indi­
cates that the roles of administration and organization 
in the pastoral ministry are cited by ministers every-
1Bustanoby, 16.
2Roger L. Dudley and Des Cummings, Jr., "Factors 
Related to Pastoral Morale in the Seventh-day Adventist 
Church," Review of Religious Research 24 (December 1982): 
130,134.
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where as being the least important, the least liked, and 
yet the most time-consuming roles of their profession.1
Just what do these two roles of administration 
and organization involve that makes them so distasteful 
to ministers? The role of administration entails man­
aging the local church. This could consist of local 
church board and staff meetings, public relations work, 
secretarial work, financial administration and promotion, 
supervising the physical plant and its needs, as well as 
general church planning. Working with one's superiors in 
the judicatory and interdenominational assignments also 
fits into this role of administration.
The role of organization consists of leadership, 
planning, and participation in local ministerial 
associations and community organizations.2
One of the problems with administrative and 
organizational roles in the ministry is that many 
ministers in the past have not understood or have not 
been trained in these two roles. Therefore, they feel 
very inadequate working in them. Many contemporary 
ministers have taken classes or seminars in these areas 
and have become confused as to the right way to use the 
techniques they have learned. Much of this confusion can 
be cleared up by understanding the difference between the
1 Donald P. Smith, Clergy in the Crossfire 
(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1973), 48-50.
2Blizzard, "The Ministers Dilemma," 508.
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minister as a leader and the minister as a manager and 
their prospective role models.
Every minister has to have a little managerial 
leadership, but there is a vast difference between much 
of what is being taught in the 1990s to the minister as a 
manager and what will actually help the pastor in his 
dealings with his congregation. This is true because the 
minister is being taught how to be a manager and not how 
to use managerial techniques as a leader of his 
congregation.1
There are basic differences in the objectives and 
methods used in managing personnel and that of leading a 
volunteer congregation.
The manager's attitude towards goals is imper­
sonal and passive and are simply accepted as the organi­
zation states them. A leader, however, is active not 
just reactive. He helps shape the ideas of the organi­
zation in a way that influences the ways in which members 
of an organization think and perceive different 
possibilities.
A congregational leader and a manager have dif­
ferent concepts of work. Leaders develop new approaches 
to long-standing problems rather than limiting choices as 
managers do. Leaders create exciting ideas that motivate
1Richard G. Hutchison, Jr., Wheel within the 
Wheel: Confronting the Management Crisis of the 
Pluralistic Church (Atlanta, Georgia: John Knox Press, 
1979), 164.
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people to accomplish a task whereas managers use negotia­
tion, bargaining, the offering of rewards or punishments, 
and other forms of coercion. This may be deemed 
necessary to establish strategies and help people make 
decisions to accomplish their appointed tasks.
Another difference between managers and congre­
gational leaders is how they relate to others. The man­
ager relates to people according to the role the people 
play in a sequence of events or in decision-making 
process. The leader, however, is concerned with ideas 
and relates to others in an intuitive and empathetic way. 
The manager is concerned with "how" things get done and 
the leader concentrates on "what" events and decisions 
mean to the people concerned. Managers are often seen as 
detached, manipulative, and inscrutable, but leaders are 
described in rich emotional adjectives and illicit 
feelings of identity or feelings of love or hate from 
their constituents.
The self-image of the leader and the manager also 
differ. The manager sees himself as a conserver and 
regulator of an existing order. Managers gain identity 
and rewards from that organization. The leader, on the 
other hand, may work for an organization but never really 
belongs to that organization. A leader's sense of self
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or his/her self-image does not depend upon an organi­
zation, but it helps shape the organization.1
The bottom line difference between the congrega­
tional leader and the managerial role model of leadership 
depends on how the individual relates to others. The 
manager views people as a tool to achieve a goal on the 
behalf of someone else and usually relates to the mass of 
constituents through a board of directors. The leader, 
however, should have a direct relationship with the con­
stituents, even if there is a board to which he/she is 
answerable. The manager is at liberty to use coercion 
when necessary but the leader must use non-coercive 
authority. The leader uses the authority and leadership 
that comes from tradition, social norms, or legal 
authority which is embodied in organizational laws and 
standards. The leader may also use a charismatic 
authority which grows out of his/her own personal force—  
magnetism and ability. The crux to the role model 
dilemma between the managerial role model and the leader­
ship role model is that the manager views people as the 
means to an end to achieve the congregation's goals, 
whereas the leader sees people as the end in themselves.2
The minister of the 1990s needs to find a balance 
between administration, organization, and what he or she
1Ibid., 165-166.
2Ibid., 166-167.
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feels is his/her "called" ministry. There must be the 
opportunity for ministers to attend workshops, seminars, 
classes, etc., that will help them learn means and 
methods of short-cutting the time consumption of adminis­
tration and organization. There must be a way to make 
administration and organization a part of the ministers1 
ministry if they are to be wise in the ways of knowing 
how to use it for that purpose. Ministers can harness 
these two roles to perform ministry rather than having 
these roles fight against them, causing discouragement 
and frustration.
The concern ministers have over the conflict 
between the roles of ministry versus administration, and 
the concept of the ministry as a profession or a calling, 
also has a bearing on the concern of how ministers are to 
show accountability?
Stewardship versus Accountability
The conflict over how ministers are to be held 
accountable is a relatively new phenomenon. Only 
recently has this topic of conflict been of importance. 
The heart of this conflict goes back to how one views the 
minister. Is the minister a professional or a tech­
nician? Is he/she retained on the employee-employer 
relationship to his/her congregation? And if he/she is a 
professional, what kind of a professional is he/she?
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The management concept, referred to above, has 
much to do with the concept concerning the relationship 
of the minister to his/her congregation in most 
protestant Christian churches. Much confusion and 
controversy arises over this issue. Should the minister 
look to God for his/her stewardship and accountability in 
his/her ministry? Or is the minister to be accountable 
to the congregation for accountability in his/her 
ministry? The management concept stipulates that the 
relationship of a minister to the congregation is that of 
employee-to-employer and that the employer (the congre­
gation) has the right to dictate the conditions of 
employment to which the employee (the minister) agrees. 
This concept does not adeguately describe the 
professional aspect of the minister nor does it satisfy 
the biblical description of a minister.
The professional, as has been noted, is different 
from a technician. Technicians may be just as well edu­
cated as professionals but they choose to place them­
selves under the tutelage of superiors, using what they 
can test and refine from their superiors. Professionals, 
on the other hand, are continually reflecting on their 
own methods, learning from them what works best and what 
does not and then determining from this type of eval­
uation what they will use in the future. Professionals 
also place themselves under the careful watch care of 
their fellow colleagues in their profession. Together
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they formulate and enforce professional standards for 
their profession. It is common knowledge that the 
minister does not fit totally into this professional 
model as do medical doctors, dentists, lawyers, or 
teachers. Neither does the minister fit into the tech­
nician role since he/she has very little if any tutelage 
by superiors or the opportunity to be exposed to the 
testing and refining of superiors (if there are superiors 
in the ministry).
Then what about the employee-employer concept of 
the minister and the congregation? This concept is not 
true to the minister either. The very nature of that 
relationship contradicts the professional concept of the 
ministry. Being an "employee" implies a degree of sub­
jection to an employer which would indicate proposals for 
mandatory review and supervision of the ministers work by 
the congregation. This concept does not foster the kind 
of relationship that is desirable for a minister to 
function in his/her ministry.1
The concept of employee-employer that is so 
stressed in the ministry of most protestant denominations 
in the 1990s and the concept of congregational review as 
well as congregational supervision goes beyond a 
theological or biblical perspective but from a secular 
management prospective.
1Donald P. Smith, Clergy in the Crossfire. 152-
153.
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The Bible gives us the life of Jesus Christ as 
the biblical model for a minister and his/her ministry. 
Every functional title that the Bible ascribes to 
ministers is also used in describing the work of Jesus 
Christ. Jesus is said to be the "shepherd (pastor) and 
guardian (bishop) of our souls" (1 Pet 2:25). "He came 
not to be served but to serve (ministry)" (Mark 
10:45)."But you are not to be called rabbi, for you have 
one teacher, the Christ, and you are all brethren" (Matt 
23:8). All of these titles and how they are used denote 
the concept of servant-hood not lordship.
The New Testament is very clear in setting aside 
a distinct office of ministry in the Church from the very 
beginning of the Christian era (Matt 16:17-19; Acts 11 & 
15; Eph 3:7; Rom 1:1, 15:16; 1 Cor 4:1, 12:29; 2 Cor 3:6, 
6:14).
These passages tell us that indeed there was an 
office of ministry. This office of ministry was where 
ministers were to proclaim the Gospel of God, and the 
center of that ministry was a person, Jesus Christ. 
Ministers were to take the Gospel to the Church and to 
the world. The work of the minister was the same as that 
of Jesus and the Apostles.
When the texts of Scripture noted above are 
studied very carefully, they bring out some very inter­
esting concepts concerning ministerial accountability.
The minister is accountable to Christ, to the Gospel, and
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to the apostolic commission entrusted to him/her. The 
minister is also accountable to the judicatory body, and 
the world. This to me is ministerial stewardship.
With this biblical foundation, the minister must 
be a steward of God's ministry and is accountable to God, 
the Word of God, to Jesus Christ and the judicatory. 
He/she must be accountable to Jesus Christ for the 
congregation both spiritually and numerically, which is 
an expression of stewardship. The minister must work 
with the congregation with the motives as well as the 
methods of Jesus in order for true stewardship to take 
place. If ministers are accountable in their stewardship 
in the biblical way, then their congregations will 
acknowledge that they are truly caring for the flock and 
are rightly dividing the word of truth and are showing 
Christ's compassion in their acts and actions. If this 
is taking place, the congregation will not be wanting to 
tell the minister what to do, for it will be evident to 
the congregation that the minister knows his/her work and 
what he/she is doing.1
If the minister is a professional and not a 
technician or an employee, then what kind of a profes­
sional is he/she? According to what the Scripture has 
just revealed it appears that the minister would be
1Everett L. Wilson, "A Biblical Approach to 
Pastoral Accountability," The Covenant Quarterly.
February 1981, 17-26.
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classified as a professional with dual accountability; 
one who governs self and evaluates self by stewardship of 
the Gospel, the Word of God, God, Jesus Christ, and the 
churches' j udicatory.
Ministers in the 1990s have a different practical 
church situation and a different cultural milieu to live 
in to perform their ministry than in the early Christian 
church. The relationship ministers must have with their 
congregation today brings new and additional expectations 
beyond those that seem to be reflected in the early 
Christian church. They still must practice stewardship 
of ministry and be accountable to God, God's Word, the 
Gospel, Jesus Christ,and the judicatory, but they must 
also realize the need to place a larger emphasis on a 
positive relationship to the congregation, and the church 
board. While professionals, they do not have individual 
practices in the same way other pro-fessionals do, such 
as doctors or lawyers. They must recognize that they 
also have an organizational type of accountability that 
makes them different from other professionals.
Matthew 16:17-19 and Acts 11 and 15 bring out 
that ministers are also under the accountability of the 
Body of Christ, the church. Acts 11 and 15 reveal to us 
that there was an elected or selected representative 
council or judicatory within the body of Christ, composed 
of other ministers, that ministers were accountable to 
and received council from. In the Seventh-day Adventist
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Church this judicatory takes the form of the local con­
ference governing body, which is made up of ministers who 
have been elected by the local church congregations in 
that specific geographic area, usually a state, to pre­
side over the churches' work in that state. As part of 
their responsibility, this local judicatory is respon­
sible for the hiring, placing, and nurturing of their 
ministers. The minister is directly accountable to the 
judicatory, but the local church congregation does have 
input into this process through direct access to the 
members of the judicatory as well as having lay members 
on various committees at the judicatory level.
In view of the foregoing, the ministers of today 
should be "minister directors." This means that 
ministers are professionals but professionals with dual 
accountability. They are accountable to God and to self, 
on the one hand, and are also accountable to God's 
people, the organism of the church, on the other.
This dual accountability in the 1990s has created 
confusion and controversy that has been the defeat of 
many ministers, resulting in their leaving the ministry.1
Conclusion
As may be seen in the foregoing role-conflict 
analysis, the minister has a dilemma in making the right 
decisions in the situations he/she finds him/herself.
1 Smith, 152-154.
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Part of the solution to solving role conflicts 
and role competition is to have a program of continuing 
education for ministers. This program should include the 
opportunity for ministers to have a regular evaluation in 
order to devise short- and long-range planning for 
individual development and enrichment.
The concept of continuing education for ministers 
where their skills are enhanced or enriched is 
graphically stated by Mark Rouch.1
Continue Grow in Engage in Ministry
Education Competence Effectively
The above linear concept can be compared to a 
cyclical self-perpetuating one suggested by James D. 
Glasse, that has the same end result.2
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Figure 1: Cyclical Self-perpetuating Concept.
1Rouch, Competent Ministry. 43.
2Glasse, 19.
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It is my firm belief that all of these needs of 
the minister can be brought together in a Resource Center 
for Pastoral Skills Development based upon a Pastoral 
Skills Needs Inventory.
Inherent in this concept is the fact, as 
presented chapter 1, that a minister's collegiate and 
seminary preparation may be limited in certain respects. 
In fact, it is generally known that no academic exper­
ience can fill the need of every situation, but it may 
inspire the student to develop his/her own resources and 
to be a life-long learner, growing continually while 
practicing his/her profession and calling.
In this project report the design and imple­
mentation of a resource center to fulfill this need is 
recorded.
In the section that follows a review of some 
theoretical considerations dealing with adult learning 
theory and methods are considered. These theories and 
methods set the foundation of the Resource Center for 
Pastoral Skills Development which is described in later 
chapters.
Conceptional Perspectives from 
Adult Learning Theory
In the section above the conclusion was reached 
that ministers need to continue their education in order 
to possess the pastoral skills needed for a competent 
ministry. The next question that automatically arises is
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what is the best type of education for ministers and how 
do ministers decide what to do to enhance their pastoral 
skills so they can become competent in their ministry? 
These same questions helped to form the foundation for 
the Resource Center for Pastoral Skills Development as 
the answers to these questions result in a natural 
motivation for ministers to use such a center when it is 
made available to them. In consideration of these 
questions, the area of learning theories, methods, and 
practices need to be consulted to understand how adults 
learn best and what motivates adults to learn.
In considering theories that impact upon 
learning, no attempt has been made to be comprehensive, 
only those theories that pertain to adult learning or 
andragogy1 are considered for their relevance to the 
objectives of this project.
A myriad of learning theories influence 
andragogy. In essence, all of them can be placed under 
two basic concepts. The first concept is that of the 
"mechanistic" model. This concept views the universe as 
a machine composed of different pieces or parts not
1Andragogy needs to be distinguished from 
Pedagogy. Andragogy is derived from the Greek stem, 
aner. meaning "man," while the word pedagogy is from the 
stem, paid, meaning "child." Hence, the science of 
pedagogy encompasses the task of teaching children while 
andragogy refers to the teaching methods utilized in 
teaching adults as well as children. See Malcolm 
Knowles, The Adult Learner: A Neglected Species. 3rd ed. 
(Houston: Gulf Publishing Company, 1973), 16-17.
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interrelated that make up the whole. Learning takes 
place when something outside of the individual acts upon 
a specific part of him/her and initiates a specific 
reaction that results in learning with the individual.
The second concept of learning is that of the 
"organismic" model. This model represents the universe 
as a whole made up of interrelated developing parts. It 
is, therefore, organic instead of mechanical in nature. 
Learning takes place through the active organism rather 
than the reactive as in the mechanistic model. The whole 
organism is the important concern. Learning takes place 
as the whole is understood, and then all of the parts are 
seen as interrelated and connected to the whole. In this 
type of learning, the process is emphasized over 
products, qualitative change over quantitative change.
The role of experience is emphasized in development 
instead of the effect of training on the individual.1
With these two learning models as the foundation 
for learning theories, we now consider some of the 
learning theories that influence andragogy.
Theories Based on the Mechanistic Model
Stimulus-Response Theory
Edward L. Thorndike, Edwin R. Guthrie, and Clark 
L. Hull have made a great impact upon the mechanistic 
model of learning theory. Thorndike developed what is
1Ibid., 16-17.
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known as the connections theory of learning or the 
"trial-and-error" method, also known as the stimulus- 
response method of learning. This theory is based on the 
concept that learners are simply organisms who respond to 
stimuli randomly and automatically. This is shown by a 
specific-rewarded response which is "connected" by a 
specific stimulus which is under the control of the 
teacher.
Thorndike developed three laws of learning from 
the discovery of this "stimulus-response connection."
1. The Law of Readiness, which states that if the 
organism is ready for the learning experience the 
result is pleasurable and enhances learning. If 
the organism is not ready for the learning 
experience then the result will not be 
pleasurable and learning is retarded.
2. The Law of Exercise. This law states that 
practice of a skill with meaning enhances 
learning but practice that has negative effects 
upon the learner will negate learning.
3. The Law of Effect. The connection between a 
stimulus and a response is strengthened or 
weakened by the amount of satisfaction or 
negative affects that results from the action.1
Thorndike placed a great deal of emphasis upon
rewarding the learner for positive responses and felt
that punishment for negative responses or wrong responses
to learning were detrimental to the learning experience.2
1Ibid., 18-19.
2Ibid.
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Behaviorism Theory
Guthrie built upon the works of Thorndike. His 
theory of learning became known as "Behaviorism.” This 
theory understands that learning is the alteration of 
behavior that results from experience. In this theory 
emotions are of two kinds: Those that excite and lead to 
the altering of behavior and those that depress and 
hinder the alteration of behavior. Guthrie’s theory is 
that we learn only what we do, not what we accomplish.
In other words, we learn specific responses that are good 
or bad. Guthrie differs from Thorndike as to punishment. 
Guthrie feels that punishment is not as significant as 
reward but that even punishment can be influential at 
times, depending upon the circumstances.
Both Thorndike and Guthrie believe that practice 
or repetition of a stimulus-response connection facili­
tates learning, but Guthrie believes that a specific cue 
stimulus would facilitate learning at one time and then 
every stimulus after that if preempted by that "cue" 
stimulus would guarantee the continued performance of the 
desired response.1
Mathematic-Deductive Theory
Clark Hull further developed the "Behaviorist" 
theory by constructing an elaborate "mathematic-
1J. R. Kidd, How Adults Learn (New York: 
Association Press, 1973), 168-169.
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deductive" theory stating that there are intervening 
variables in the organism which influence a specific 
response to a specific stimulus. Hull also agreed with 
Thorndike that reinforcement is an essential in 
learning.1
The influence of the "behaviorism" theory of 
learning on andragogy manifests itself in the area of 
learning job or skills training. It shows itself in 
self-instructional packages, programmed instruction, 
computer-assisted instruction, and personalized systems 
of instruction. The general principles of behaviorism 
are present in the skills training where the learning 
task is broken into segments or tasks and there is a 
"correct response" which is rewarded.2
Theories Based on the Organismic Model
Edward Tolman is the individual who is credited 
with forming a bridge between the mechanistic and the 
organismic models of learning. His theory has elements 
of both theories of learning. He advocated that an act 
of behavior has distinctive properties all its own, 
irrespective of the muscular, granular, or neural pro­
cesses that underlie it. Tolman saw behavior as purpose 
regulated in accordance with specific determined ends.
1Knowles, 20.
2K. Patricia Cross, Adults as Learners (San 
Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1982), 232-233.
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This is the difference between mechanistic and organismic 
learning, that learning has meaning and purpose.1
Gestalt Theory
Wertheimer is recognized as the first to make a 
complete break with the behaviorist theory and formed a 
pure Gestalt theory. He proposed that experience is 
always structured and not just a mass of separate parts 
but a complex pattern of stimuli composing a whole. 
Wertheimer also proposed four laws through which the 
learner tends to organize perceptions.
1. The Law of Proximity. The parts of a stimulus 
pattern that are close together tend to be 
perceived in groups.
2. The Law of Similarity and Familiarity. Objects 
similar in form, shape, color, or size tend to be 
grouped in perception; and familiarity with an 
object facilitating the establishing of a figure- 
proved pattern.
3. The Law of Closure. Learners try to achieve a 
satisfying end-state of equilibrium; incomplete 
shapes, missing parts, and gaps in information 
are filled in by the perceiver. 4
4. The Law of Continuation. Organization in 
perception tends to occur in such a manner that a 
straight line appears to continue as a straight 
line, a part-circle as a circle, and a three- 
sided square as a complete square.2
The emphasis of Gestalt learning theory is upon 
perceiving relationships as a whole rather than respond­
ing to isolated objects or stimuli. Problems are to be
1Knowles, 31.
2Ibid., 32.
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solved sensibly, with concern about structure and 
organization. This theory is relevant for mature and 
experienced people and helps in motivation and insight 
into learning. Gestalt theory also had a part in 
stimulating an approach to learning referred to as "field 
theory" which is considered next.1
Field Theory
Kurt Lewin, who was an associate of Wertheimer, 
developed what became known as the "Field Theory." Field 
theory deals with small groups and group dynamics. Lewin 
developed the concept of "life space," which is the 
totality of facts that determine the behavior of a person 
at a given time from his/her own viewpoint. As part of 
Lewin's development of the Field Theory he identified the 
following four kinds or aspects of learning.
1. Change in cognitive structure (knowledge).
2. Change in motivation (learning to like or 
dislike).
3. Change in group belongingness or ideology.
4. Achieving voluntary control of body musculature 
(sharp skills).2
1Kidd, 173.
2Ibid., 174-175.
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Cognitive Theory
Jerome Burner views the learning process as three 
processes happening almost simultaneously:
1. The acquiring of new information that often 
is counter to or is a replacement for or a refinement of 
previous knowledge.
2. The transforming or manipulation of current 
knowledge to make it fit new tasks.
3. The evaluation of the manipulative 
information to see if it is adequate to the task.1
To Burner educational learning is "experience- 
reorganized” and is a process not a product. Learning is 
its own reward and its motivations are discovery or 
curiosity, a desire for competence, aspiring to imitate a 
model and a commitment to social responsibility.2
The Humanistic Theory
In the most recent era, a group of clinical 
psychologists have proposed what has become the 
humanistic approach to learning. This theory assumes 
that there is a natural tendency for people to learn and 
that learning flourishes if a nourishing and encouraging 
environment is provided.
Two names are prominent in the Humanistic Theory 
of learning. The first is Abraham Maslow. His theory
1Knowles, 25.
2Kidd, 180.
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states that there is a hierarchy of needs which must be 
satisfied from the lowest level of needs, which are 
physiological,or survival needs, safety needs, love, 
affection, and belongingness needs, to the highest needs, 
which are self-esteem and a need for self-actualization. 
Maslow's concept is that everyone desires to reach the 
top of the hierarchy which is self-actualization or 
realizing all that one has the potential to become. But 
before this can take place all needs below that need must 
be fulfilled.1
The second prominent name in humanistic theory is 
that of Carl Rogers. Rogers championed the concept of 
the student-centered approach to learning. This theory 
is based on five hypotheses which are:
1. We cannot teach another individual, we can 
only facilitate his/her learning.
2. A person learns significantly only those 
things which he/she perceives as being involved in the 
maintenance of, or enhancement of, the structure of self.
3. Experience which, if assimilated, would 
involve a change in the organization of self, tends to be 
resisted through denial or distortion of symbolization of 
self and appears to become more rigid under threat.
1Ernest J. Stevenson, "Seminars for Professional 
Improvement: A Pilot Project in Continued Education for 
Ministers (D.Min. project report, Andrews University, 
Berrien Springs, Michigan, 1979), 48-49.
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4. Experience which is perceived as inconsistent 
with the self can only be assimilated if the current 
organization of self is relaxed and expanded to include 
it.
5. The educational situation which most 
effectively promotes significant learning is one in which 
threat to the self of the learner is reduced to a minimum 
and differentiated perception of the field is 
facilitated.1
Rogers sees learning as a totally internal 
process controlled by the learner. It is a concept where 
the whole being of the learner interacts with the per­
ceived environment.
The humanistic theory of learning assumes that 
there is a natural tendency for people to learn and that 
learning thrives if a nourishing and encouraging 
environment is provided. This nourishing and encouraging 
environment includes providing multiple options for 
people, resources, and materials and making them freely 
available to all. It also entails helping learners to 
think through what they want to learn and how they want 
to learn it as well as making few value judgments about 
the nature or quality of the learning experiences.2
1Knowles, 41-42.
2Cross, 228.
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The Developmental Theory
The developmentalist believes along with the 
humanist that the learning environment should be rich in 
resources and encouragement. They differ, however, as to 
how much guidance and direction should be given to the 
learner to advance him/her to the next level of learning 
or growth. The developmentalist would emphasize 
challenge and stimulation in the learning environment.
The developmentalists subscribe to four basic pre­
suppositions to learning; they are:
1. Each stage of development is an integrated
whole.
2. A particular stage is integrated into the 
next stage and finally replaced by it.
3. Each individual acts out his/her own 
synthesis; he/she does not merely adopt a synthesis 
provided by family or society.
4. The individual must pass through all previous 
stages before he/she can move on to the next stage.1
Developmentalists espouse that transitions are a 
normal part of life and this change creates the 
challenges and stimulation that promotes learning and 
development. These life changes encompass such areas as 
marriage, job changes, life changes as to stages by ages, 
retirement, and so on. These stages can be deliberately
1Cross, 230.
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brought about by instructors to help learners reach the 
next stage of learning or development.
Mezirow has developed another variation on this 
developmental theory. He espouses that new learning is 
not added to what we know but transforms existing 
knowledge to bring about a new perspective. He calls 
this new learning "conscientization.1,1
At a surface understanding it would appear that 
the various learning theories are antagonistic toward one 
another, but in reality they tend to be supplementary and 
complementary. Many of these theories have the same 
principles and practices emphasized but from differing 
points of view. As an illustration of this, let us take 
the role of the teacher and compare it to some of these 
theories. To the conditioning theorist, the teacher must 
provide cues for a given response and reinforcement of 
that response. To the modeling theorist, the teacher 
must provide a model to be observed and imitated. To the 
cognitive theorists, the teacher must provide a cognitive 
structure or the stimuli that will produce one.2
To summarize these different theories, it may be 
said that learning for adults is internal and personal, 
is controlled by the person, is self-directed, is when 
the person's self-concept is threatened, may be
1Ibid., 231.
2Ibid., 227.
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facilitated by the modification of external factors, and 
may be motivated by factors which tend to promote well­
being and personal involvement.
The evidence of the various learning theories 
seems to prove that the heart of the educational system 
is not so much the teaching as it is the learning. If 
that is the case, then the focus of education, especially 
adult learning in the area of continuing education, 
should be on the learner and not on the teacher. These 
theories show that adults learn more efficiently and 
effectively by discoveries made by themselves. Andragogy 
is the science of teaching the adult or leading one into 
self-discovery of information, skill acquisition, and 
attitudinal changes. With the forgoing as a foundation, 
the consideration of the factors that facilitate an adult 
learning model are considered next.
The Adult Learner Model and 
The Principles of Andragogy
Based upon the learning theories covered so far 
five assumptions can be made about adult learners.
1. Adults are motivated to learn because they 
experience needs or have interests in their lives. These 
needs or interests are the starting points for organizing 
adult-learning activities.
2. The adult orientation to learning is life- 
centered; therefore, the appropriate unit for organizing 
adult learning is life situations and not subjects.
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3. The adults experiences are the richest 
resource for learning; therefore, the main methodology of 
adult education should be the analysis of the individuals 
experience.
4. The adult has a deep need for being self­
directing; therefore, the role of the teacher is one of a 
facilitator of learning through mutual inquiry and the 
evaluation of the learning.
5. Adults have individual differences and these 
increase with age; therefore, adult education must make 
provisions for these differences which manifest 
themselves in style , time, place, and pace of learning.1
In the research surveyed in the field of 
andragogy, Tough has been the most prolific and the 
researcher most often quoted. He has found that adult 
education is basically self-directed with the learner's 
intention to gain specific knowledge and skills. Most 
individuals want to learn about vocational subject that 
deal with a problem or a question or an interest that the 
individual has with that particular subject.
Once the area of study has been chosen, the next 
phase is deciding to begin the learning process. The 
steps in beginning the learning process may include 
setting an action goal, assessing one's interests, 
seeking information on certain opportunities, choosing
1Knowles, 31.
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the most appropriate knowledge and skill, establishing a 
desired level of competency, and estimating the cost and 
benefits. The second phase is choosing the planner, 
which may be a number of possibilities such as: oneself, 
a programmed text, a workbook, tape recordings, an 
individual learning consultant, or a group.
Tough found in his research that non-human 
planners such as the above-mentioned were highly 
efficient in generating the highest ratings on the amount 
an individual learns in the shortest period of time.1
The third and final phase of this process is to 
actually engage in the learning process that a person has 
laid out for himself or herself. The critical elements 
in this step are the variety and richness of the 
resources, their availability, the evaluation of how the 
learner has made use of them, and how they have enhanced 
his/her skills.2
With these principles and the various learning 
theories as a foundation let us turn our attention to a 
practical model of adult learning.
A Practical Model of Adult Learning
Given the various theories of learning and their 
impact upon adult learning, one has to decide what type 
of theory fits the situation of a specific objective
1Cross, 198.
2Ibid., 46-48.
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best. For the purposes of this project it would appear 
that the eclectic approach would be best due to the 
variety and wide-range of learning possibilities and 
needs. There is the possibility that training needs to 
take place as well as cognitive learning thereby necessi­
tating the best of many learning theories. For example, 
if training is the objective of the self-directed 
learner, then one of the mechanistic learning theories 
such as programmed instruction or didactic cognitive 
teaching would be appropriate. If education is the focal 
point of the objectives of a learner, then an organismic 
adult-education model, such as self-directed learning, 
would be more appropriate. Knowles suggests that differ­
ent types of learning situations can be placed on a con­
tinuum as figure 2 shows.1 This concept has two criteria 
for identifying the appropriate teaching theory: 
complexity of the learning task and the level of individ­
ual learning ability. This is how this concept works.
If the objective of the learner is to learn to operate a 
simple machine and the learners level of learning is low, 
then the behaviorist theories are the best to be used.
If the learning task is moderately complex, such as 
obtaining understanding of the theory behind the operat­
ing of the machine, then the cognitive theorists are the 
best to use, and didactic teaching is appropriate. But
1Knowles, 113.
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if the learning task is highly complex and the learner's 
level of ability is high, then the humanistic theorists 
are the best and self-directed learning projects are 
appropriate.
The andragogical model is a "process" model and 
not a "content" model, as is the case in most traditional 
educational models. The difference in the two models is 
that traditionally in the "content model," someone other
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Figure 2: Knowles Relationship between teaching 
models and the learning situation
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than the learner pre-chooses what knowledge or skills 
needs to be transmitted, arranges this body of material 
into logical units, selects the most efficient means for 
transmitting this material (seminars, workshops, tapes, 
readings, etc.)/ and then develops a plan for presenting 
these materials in some sort of sequence. In the 
"process model," the andragogical facilitator prepares in 
advance a set of procedures for involving the learners in 
a process which includes the following elements:
1. Establishes a climate conducive to learning.
2. Creates a mechanism for material planning.
3. Diagnoses the needs for learning.
4. Formulates program objectives (which is 
content) that will satisfy the needs.
5. Designs a pattern of learning experiences.
6. Conducts these learning experiences with 
suitable techniques and materials
7. Evaluates the learning outcomes and 
rediagnoses learning needs.1
The difference between these two models is not 
that one contains content and the other does not, for 
both do. The difference is that the "content model" is 
concerned with transmitting information and skills 
whereas the "process model" is concerned with providing 
procedures and resources for helping learners acquire
1Knowles, 116.
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information and skills. These two models are compared 
and their underlying assumptions contrasted in table 2 
which compares these assumptions and contrasts in the 
form of the "content model" being pedagogical and the 
"process model" being andragogical.1
The resources provided in the andragogy model 
should be rich and accessible. Provisions for basic 
resources such as books, pamphlets, manuals, reprints, 
journals, and tapes are a must.
Another element in the andragogical model that is 
a necessity is some form of a diagnostic process. This 
process needs to represent an amalgamation of the per­
ceptions of the desired competencies from a variety of 
sources for the skills that the learner is seeking.
According to andragogy, the critical element of 
diagnosis should be a self-assessment tool that helps the 
learner to see the discrepancy between where they are at 
the present and where they want or need to be. It is the 
responsibility of the human resource developer to provide 
the tools for obtaining the data and making responsible 
judgments about the level of the learner and his/her 
competencies.2
To sum up, the andragogical model involves 
choosing problem areas that have been identified by the
1Ibid., 117.
2Ibid., 124-125.
A Comparison of the Assumptions and 
Designs of Pedagogy and Andragogy
Table 2:— A Comparison of the Assumptions and Designs of 
__________Pedagogy and Andragogy________________________
Assumptions
Pedagogy Andragogy
Self-concept Dependency Increasing self­
directiveness
Experience Of little worth Learners are a rich 
resource for 
learning
Readiness Biological 
development 
social pressure
Developmental tasks 
of social roles
Time
perspective
Postpones
application
Immediacy of 
application
Orientation 
to learning
Subject centered Problem centered
Design Elements
Climate Authority-oriented
Formal
Competitive
Mutuality
Respectful
Collaborative
Informal
Planning By teacher Mechanism for 
mutual planning
Diagnosis 
of needs
By teacher Mutual self- 
diagnosis
Formulation of 
objectives
By teacher Mutual
negotiation
Design Logic of the 
subject matter
Sequenced in terms 
of readiness
Content units Problem units
Activities Transmittal
techniques
Experiential
techniques
(inquiry)
Evaluation By teacher Mutual re-diagnosis 
of needs
Mutual measurement 
of program
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learners through self-diagnostic procedures and then 
letting the learners select appropriate formats that the 
developer has provided for learning. These learning 
units should be of an experiential nature utilizing 
materials that are appropriate to the learner's needs.
The above concept can be shown as Howe so 
graphically depicts it in his andragogical fundamental 
design system found in figure 3.1
Andragogical Methods and Practices
The andragogical design of adult education 
demands that there be a variety of methods and practices 
or techniques that the adult learner can choose from in 
order to help him/her in learning the skills or in gain­
ing information that he/she seeks to become competent.
It is relevant to this project to consider some 
of the methods and techniques that impinge upon andragogy 
for the best results in adult education. There are three 
major methods that are relevant to andragogy: the lecture 
group discussion method, the skills and processing 
method, and the media-method.
The Lecture-Group Discussion Method. The lecture 
method, even though it is only one voice speaking to an 
audience, is still the most used method of presentation 
of information. This is one of the best methods to 
present facts. It is valuable because it enables people
1Ibid., 132.
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Figure 3: Howe's andragogical fundamental education design 
system
with special knowledge and competence to organize facts 
and ideas and then present them in an orderly way with a 
minimum of time and effort.
If opinions or values are the objectives of 
learning, then the small-group method needs to be used. 
Some of these small-group methods are the symposium, 
where two or more speakers give prepared statements which
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are on the same or related subjects; the forum, where two 
or more individuals make presentations, interacting 
between themselves and the learners by entertaining ques­
tions and answers as well as comments and observations; 
and, finally, the panel where there is a face-to-face 
small group that interacts with one another on a topic(s) 
that the audience listens to.1
The Skills and Processing Method. The Skills and 
processing method is used normally to teach specific 
skills. The best way this method can be used is by help­
ing the learner to have an understanding of the reasons 
why these specific skills are being learned and how they 
are related to the total process the skills are incorpor­
ated in. This overall understanding most likely will 
entail the mastering of a body of information that needs 
to be learned in connection with the learning of individ­
ual skills. It is best for learning with this method to 
practice the specific skills desired in the actual 
conditions and the actual setting of the desired outcome.
One technique in the skills and processing method 
to accomplish the above-desired goal is demonstration. 
Demonstration is just what it says, the leader shows 
someone else how to accomplish a skill by actually demon­
strating it. It is very important that the demonstrator 
leave time for questions from the learners to make sure
1Kidd, 248-249.
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everything is clear to them and then gives the learners 
ample time to practice the skills under supervision.
Role playing is another technique that can be 
used to help individuals to learn in "real" situations. 
Role playing is trying to get as close to the actual 
place and activity where the learner will be using his 
skill as possible, yet be in an artificial learning 
situation. In role playing, members of the group act out 
a problem situation. This is usually followed by a dis­
cussion and may be replayed with variations of partici­
pants and circumstances. The purpose of role playing is 
to experience reality as close as possible and draw 
personal insight and understanding from the experience.
All of these forms of skill processing should be 
used with sensitivity and caution for there is always a 
possibility that someone could become offended by one 
aspect or another of any of these techniques.1
The Media Method. The media method encompasses a 
large range of techniques and devices for learning.
There is a wide variety of purposes as to the learning 
spectrum as well. The media method can help accomplish 
the following purposes of learning:
1. Providing information, facts on theories.
2. Showing the proper execution of skills and 
processes.
1Ibid., 256-259.
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3. Motivating study and action.1
Some of the many devices or techniques that aid 
in this method of media are: the motion picture, video 
tapes, audio cassette tapes, the long-playing record, the 
magazine, the pamphlet, the brochure, the research 
report, manuals, reprints, and books.2 All of these 
devices and techniques, if selected by the adult learner, 
can bring competency in the area of skill development or 
learning knowledge in new interest areas.
Relationship to the Project
As a result of researching the various learning 
theories, education models, and methods and practices of 
those models, I decided to select the educational model 
of andragogy as the design for this project. Since this 
project deals with adult learning, is problem centered, 
and is expected to be self-directed on the learners part, 
andragogy is the appropriate educational design to 
accomplish the objectives of the project and to be used 
as the foundation of the Pastoral Skills Resource Center 
for Pastoral Skills Development.
In light of the research conducted by Tough, 
Knowles, and Howe, the andragogy model is also a "process 
model" which predisposes that the research developer will 
provide in advance, for the learner, a set of procedures
1Ibid., 263.
2Ibid., 98; Knowles, 119.
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which includes a tool for self-assessment in order for 
the learner to plan out his/her learning objectives or 
needs based upon his/her own experience. This tool 
should be based upon various sources to enable the 
learner to know what is expected of him/her in the 
vocational endeavor or problem area(s). This same tool 
would also enable the research developer to know what 
kind of resources to provide for the learners. It would 
also give the research developer the needed information 
to know how to set up a resource center to facilitate the 
methods, materials, and learning experiences that the 
learners need to become competent in their perceived 
needed interests and skills development areas. The tool 
for this project's purposes takes the form of a Pastoral 
Skills Needs Inventory which is discussed in chapter 3.
Since such a variety of possibilities of learning 
needs are available in this project, I have decided to 
use the eclectic approach for the design of the Resource 
Center of Pastoral Skills Development. This approach 
means that a wide variety of methods and practices will 
be available for the learners to choose whatever will 
enable them to reach their learning goals.
This means that the learning theories, the 
mechanistic as well as the organismic schools of thought, 
will be represented. In applying Thorndike's theory of 
readiness, exercise, and effect, the research developer 
insures that the adult learner is actively involved in
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the learning process and obtains a result that is satis­
fying. When the method of learning by doing and rein­
forcement by repetition is used, the research developer 
is utilizing the theories of Hull and Guthrie.
The emphasis that the research developer places 
on the background and experience of the learner is a 
recognition of the field theorists. This will manifest 
itself in this project by having an orientation of the 
learners to become acquainted with the role and purpose 
of the Pastoral Skills Needs Inventory as well as the 
Resource Center for Pastoral Skills Development. This 
resource center will also be developed to take into 
consideration individual differences by providing a 
variety of materials, resources, and presentations, which 
is theorized by Tolman.
It will be attempted to provide in the Resource 
Center a variety of resources in as many content areas as 
the learners indicate they need to enhance their skills 
and fulfill their interest. These resources could 
manifest themselves in the devices of audio and video 
cassette tapes, books, magazines, pamphlets, reprints, 
etc. These resources then would be broken down into 
content learning units so that the learners could select 
from them to achieve their learning objectives.
Procedures would be developed for these learners to 
utilize these units and once per year to reevaluate 
themselves so they may appraise their growth. This
process is developed in chapter 4 of this paper in 
detail.
We now turn to the detailed development of the 
diagnostic and planning tool for the learners of this 
project in chapter 3.
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Chapter III
DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 
PASTORAL SKILL NEEDS INVENTORY
The Developmental Process
As was mentioned in Chapter 1, one of the two 
main objectives of this project was to find and/or 
develop a distinctive tool for the Adventist Ministry to 
determine their needs in the area of pastoral skills 
development. To accomplish this objective, research was 
conducted to find what constitutes a Pastoral Skills 
Needs Inventory.1 In the literature reviewed, only a few 
books and magazine articles were found concerning the 
areas of pastoral skills, pastoral evaluation, pastoral 
assessment, and pastoral growth.
As part of the research, the name of the 
Intentional Growth Center, located at Lake Junaluska 
Assembly, North Carolina, surfaced as a possible place to 
gain more information. Intentional Growth Center is the 
name given to the Career Development Center (sponsored by 
the United Methodist Church) for pastors and anyone else
1To initiate this search, three libraries were 
consulted; Duke University, Wake Forest University, and 
Andrews University.
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who desires to take advantage of their programs. Mark 
Rouch, who is one of the major leaders in continuing 
education for ministers, is the director of the center.
In an interview with Mark Rouch, I was provided with a 
mailing list that gave information about where to write 
and whom to contact to learn more about the contents of 
pastoral skills inventories correspondence.
With the above information in hand, a letter was 
sent to ministerial secretaries of the General, Union, 
and local Conferences of Seventh-day Adventists. Letters 
were also sent to other Christian organizations and 
individuals as possible resource people for information 
referring to Pastoral Skills Needs inventories or 
Pastoral Self-Assessment material. (See Appendix A.)
The number of replies and the usefulness of information 
received are listed in Appendix- B and Appendix C. Of the 
sixty-three letters sent to Seventh-day Adventist 
entities, twenty-eight replied and sixteen useable pieces 
of information were received. Some of the information 
was repetitive. Of the sixty-three letters sent to 
other than Seventh-day Adventist organizations, twenty- 
six replies were received with sixteen pieces of usable 
information.
Design
Perusal of the materials received as a result of 
the correspondence quickly revealed that self-assessment
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and/or self-evaluative instruments deal with pastoral 
skills areas. Some of the instruments emphasized major 
categories of pastoral skills such as administration, 
preaching, counseling, and worship; and other instruments 
emphasized major categories of skills and then specific 
skills that compose the various aspects of the major 
skill area. Still other instruments mixed both the major 
pastoral-skill areas and the specific skill areas 
together with no distinction between them.
When all of the above material was received, nine 
major skills areas surfaced:
1. Administration/Organization
2. Preaching/Leading in Worship
3. Education and Teaching
4. Communications
5. Church Growth
6. Relation Building
7. Evangelism/Outreach
8. Pastoral Care and Counseling
9. Personal and Professional Growth
I decided that the Pastoral Skills Needs 
Inventory should be an instrument that encapsulated both 
major categories and specific skills in which the 
minister is expected to be knowledgeable and competent in 
ministry. The next step in designing the Pastoral Skills 
Needs Inventory was to discover what the major skills 
categories were, and what specific skills composed the
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major competency expectations for ministries. Many 
sources revealed this type of information.
Enablement Incorporated, an organization headed 
by James L. Lowery, claims that from their research of 
the literature, as well as their experience in the field, 
they believe the skills required of the parish pastor 
fall into six areas: priestly, pastoral, communications, 
administration, outreach, and askesis.1 The Needs 
Assessment Inventory for Professional Church Leaders, 
developed by the mid-west continuing education team of 
the American Baptist churches, USA, added the major 
pastoring skill areas of preaching and worship and 
pastoral care and counseling.2
The Academy of Parish Clergy, Incorporated, in 
their Guide for Continuing Growth, add the major skills 
of relation building and personal and professional 
growth.3
The United Methodist Church, Division of Ordained 
Ministry, Board of Higher Education and Ministry, has 
produced A Manual for Pastors and Diaconal Ministers on 
Developing and Evaluating on Effective Ministry. This
1 James L. Lowry, Jr., ed., Enablement Newsletter, 
March 1987.
2Midwest Continuing Education Team, American Baptist 
Churches, USA, Needs Assessment Inventory for Professional 
Church Leaders (N.p.: Theological and Continuing Education 
Services, n.d.)
31975.
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list, as part of the major pastoral skill areas, 
education, teaching, and evangelism.1
In the Ministerial Leadership Evaluation, pub­
lished by the Ohio Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, 
comes the major pastoral skill of church growth.2 This 
major pastoral skill encompasses the areas of maintaining 
current church attendance and transfer growth. The 
Pennsylvania Conference of Seventh-day Adventists pro­
vided the Pastoral Evaluation Form of the pastoral skill 
of organization.3
The area of knowledge skills is conspicuously 
absent in these major skill areas. It was decided to 
delete this area on the assumption that the minister 
acquires the needed theological and historical knowledge 
in college and seminary for a competent ministry.4
The specific skills are numerous. They were 
gathered from various sources (see Appendixes D and E).
A total, of 257 specific skills were gathered. For 
example, some of the specific skills were:
1Dick Yeager, ed., A Manual for Pastors and 
Diaconal Ministers on Developing and Evaluating an 
Effective Ministry (Division of Ordained Ministry Board of 
Higher Education and Ministry, United Methodist Publishing 
House, 1984), 64-65.
20hio Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, 
Ministerial Leadership Evaluation. 1987
Pennsylvania Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, 
Pastoral Evaluation Form (1987).
4The deletion of the knowledge-skill area was 
done in consultation with the Doctor of Ministry Adviser.
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1. Defining the mission of the church.
2. Planning a meaningful mid-week service.
3. Motivating volunteers.
4. Knowledge of contemporary communication 
techniques.
5. Maintaining a high active church attendance.
6. Teaching others to clarify their own 
convictions and values.
7. Helping people build a relationship with God 
through prayer.
8. Assimilating new members.
9. Training local persons in pastoral care
visitation.
10. Managing one's own passiveness to ministry.
In order to design the Pastoral Skills Needs 
Inventory, it was necessary to decide which specific 
skills to put under each of the nine major skill areas. 
This was especially difficult when dealing with what one 
might consider distinctive Seventh-day Adventists 
pastoral skills. These might include specific skills 
that pertain to ways of financing local church schools, 
working with local church community services, conducting 
stop smoking clinics, and understanding the function of 
the Adventist Book Center.
Another problem that surfaced was that some of 
the specific skills could fit equally well under more 
than one major skill area. To minimize repetition
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specific skills were placed only in one major skill area, 
thus some areas were devoid of specific skills that might 
be expected to be included. An example of this is the 
specific skills involved in the similar major skills of 
evangelism, outreach, and church grpwth.
Refinement of the Instrument
As was mentioned in chapter 2, any instrument for 
the purpose of assessment must have some means of 
indicating to the minister whether he needs more work in 
a certain area or whether he feels he is satisfied with 
the level of skill he has already attained. In order to 
satisfy this reguirement, a simple yes and no column was 
devised at the far right-hand side of the inventory.
From this, the minister has a way of visually 
ascertaining his needs and/or desires in any specific 
skill in each of the nine major skill categories. Listed 
under each of the nine major skill categories were the 
various specific skills that compose each area.
The inventory began with the title and a set of 
directions explaining how to complete the inventory.
(See appendix F.)
The inventory was collated in duplicate with 
carbon between so the participant and the administrator 
of the inventory could each have a copy. The inventories 
were filled out anonymously to provide confidentiality 
and security. Thus the minister could be honest as to
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his needs and have no fear of either conference or church 
involvement in his continuing education program or 
present church situation.
Implementing
Before the inventory was given to the ministers 
of the Carolina Conference, a pretest was conducted.1 
Once the pretest was given, feed back was invited as to 
corrections, deletions, additions, etc., to the 
inventory. The pastors had no suggestions for changing 
the inventory. They felt the inventory was very 
functional as well as revealing and helpful.
At the regional ministerial meetings, the 
inventory was made available on a voluntary basis to all 
the pastors of the Carolina Conference. At each regional 
meeting, I was granted a half hour to inform the 
ministers of the concept of the inventory, to introduce 
the Resource Center for Pastoral Skills Development, and 
to administer the inventory to those who volunteered.
Out of a possible sixty pastors in the Carolina 
Conference, forty-five voluntarily took the inventory.
It should be noted that forty-five pastors were in 
attendance at the four regional ministerial meetings.
1This pretest was accomplished by administrating 
the inventory to the Blue Ridge Ministerial Association—  
a group of ten Seventh-day Adventist ministers from the 
surrounding churches where I lived.
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Because of the carbon-copy design of the 
inventory, pastors turned in a copy of the inventory, but 
also had a copy that could remind them of the direction 
they had chosen for their continuing education program. 
Their own choices were clarified by the form of the 
inventory; i.e., the instructions directed them to choose 
their top priority skill from each of the nine major 
categories. (See Appendix G.) From these nine 
categories they were to choose three skills they wanted 
to work on first; of those three, they were to choose one 
they would like to begin with when the Resource Center 
for Pastoral Skills Development was completed or when an 
opportunity opened for them to pursue that needed skill 
area.
The Results
The tabulation of all the inventories revealed 
that every single one of the 257 specific skills had been 
chosen by the ministers as areas in which they would like 
to acquire further knowledge or experience. The same 
tabulations indicated the number of times every specific 
skill was prioritized as first, second, or third choice, 
as well as giving the total number of individuals who 
placed that specific skill as a need for continuing 
education emphasis. (See Appendix H.)
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Analysis of the Results of the 
257 Specific Skills on the Pastoral 
Skills Needs Inventory
General
Considering that forty-five ministers took the 
inventory, it is significant that two specific skills 
were chosen by all the ministers. These two skills were 
maintaining a high active church attendance and helping 
others in crisis of faith and major life changes. Yet it 
is very clear which one of these two specific skills is 
of top priority to these ministers, for twenty-four 
individuals said that maintaining a high active church 
attendance was a priority item and only three indicated 
that helping others in crisis of faith and major life 
changes was a priority.
Another interesting finding was that almost all
of the most frequently chosen specific skills dealt with
the interaction of the minister with others, usually his
church members. Specific skills such as:
Inspiring and motivating church members 
Discipling of church members
Delegating and involving members in church work 
Conflict management
Crisis counseling: suicidal, rape victims, battered 
wives, alcoholics 
Marriage counseling 
Pre-marital counseling
Training of lay persons in pastoral-care visitation 
Motivating lay volunteers 
Training lay volunteers 
Equipping others to witness
Involving members in one-to-one Bible studies 
Visiting program for inactive or former church members
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Involving others in finding and utilizing their
spiritual gifts for ministry were selected most
frequently for skills enhancement.
Skills that were not connected with interpersonal
relationships yet were frequently selected were:
Promoting an effective public relations program 
Planning and scheduling a well-balanced yearly sermonic 
calendar
Planning a meaningful mid-week service 
Preparing and presenting "Week of Prayer” programs for 
various age groups 
Family life ministry
Planning for and involving all ages in worship 
Creative community through worship
Communicating through worship an authentic personal 
encounter with Jesus
Evaluating one's own strengths and weaknesses 
Handling hostility, dependence, manipulation, suspicion, 
and despair in positive and helpful ways.
Managing a balance between professional and personal life 
Reviewing leadership style 
Contemporary communication techniques 
Constructive criticism (giving and taking)
Implementing socials to save.
The skill that had the highest priority rating
(41) yet not the most frequently chosen (39) was
delegating and involving members in church work.
At the other end of the spectrum, the skill that
the ministers felt least needful for enhancement was
preparing church bulletins, only three individuals marked
this skill.
Others in the bottom 25 percent of felt needs
were:
Processing properly the transfers of memberships 
Using non-sexist language in prayers and liturgy 
Writing agendas
Understanding the function of the Adventist Book Center 
Understanding stewardship
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Understanding duties and functions of the conference 
health, temperance leader 
Using traditional forms of worship
Establishing and overseeing the works of the nominating 
committee
Managing and organizing church properties 
Familiarization with local church community services 
programs
Involvement with local community services agencies 
dealing with hunger relief 
Understanding duties and functions of departmental
leaders in education, Sabbath School, Religious 
Liberty and publishing
Communicating the duties of church officers such as, 
deacons, church clerk, and treasurer 
Sponsoring the Home and School organization 
Knowledge of Seventh-day Adventist education philosophy 
Knowledge of local church schools curriculum 
Knowledge of various age-level developmental learning 
abilities and needs among Sabbath School 
divisions.
Some of these skills are minor skills in ministry 
but many of the above skills are very necessary for a 
smooth-running church. From my experience as a pastor, 
the areas of stewardship, board meetings, nominating 
committee meetings, community services, and education are 
the primary problem areas of most churches. Either these 
pastors have already gained competency in these skills or 
they are ignorant of their importance to a competent 
ministry. See Appendix I for a numerical listing of the 
above skills.
Specific Skills Analysis by 
Major Skills Categories
The major skill category of Evangelism/Outreach 
held the distinction of having the largest number of 
specific skills requested for skills enhancement. The 
interest of the pastors, indicated by the highest
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frequency of skills chosen, were in the areas of 
assimilating new members, better knowledge of gaining 
decisions, and involving members in evangelism of one 
form or another be it small group Bible studies, one-to- 
one bible studies, or radio or television evangelism.
The major skill category of administration/ 
organization had the highest frequency of requests as 
well as the highest priority selection. It would seem 
that these ministers are still feeling the need for 
better administrative and organizational skills even 
though this area is considered the least desirable area 
to spend much time on in one's ministry.
Pastoral care and counseling and relationship 
building were the next two interrelated categories to 
receive the most frequent and highest priority items for 
specific skills. The pastors stressed the training of 
others in pastoral-care visitation as one of the highest 
skills needed in this category. A skill that was rated 
just as high was that of marriage counseling followed 
very closely by pre-marital counseling/family life 
ministry. In this same area the visiting of inactive 
church members ranked as a very important skill to learn. 
Interrelated with the counseling area was that of helping 
people set goals, make decisions, and take action as to 
counseling as well as to helping people to develop self­
esteem and self-understanding.
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Crisis counseling was also of major interest to 
the ministers, especially the skill of counseling 
people's suicidal tendencies. The major concern after 
suicidal types was counseling battered wives, rape 
victims, and alcoholics.
In close relation to counseling is the major 
skill area of relationship building. The specific skills 
desired the most in this category go hand-in-hand with 
counseling. The ministers felt a great need for skill 
enhancement in the areas of asking questions that build a 
climate of acceptance and trust as much as learning how 
to respond in the pastoral relationship as a counselor. 
Also high on the felt needs list was how to help people 
build a relationship with God through prayer and 
meditation. And, along this line, the ministers felt a 
need to learn how to put others at ease and how to get 
along well with people of all ages.
The major skill category of education and 
teaching showed the same trend as most of the other major 
areas, with the pastor needing to enhance the specific 
pastoral skills in dealing with his members. Recruiting, 
motivating, and training volunteers were their main 
interest, followed closely by a desire for the knowledge 
of a variety of teaching techniques, resources, and 
methods to include skills as a discussion leader and how 
to use the Bible with children.
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The one skill in this area that the pastors 
showed a great deal of interest in but does not deal with 
church members was that of becoming acquainted with 
financial ways and means of educational support for 
Seventh-day Adventist Church schools.
One of the most important areas for pastors is 
that of preaching and leading out in worship. Under this 
major skill category, the ministers chose specific skills 
in areas of different kinds of services and skills 
dealing with the Sabbath morning worship service.
Planning a meaningful mid-week service was one of 
the ten highest needed skills in frequency and in 
priority of all the twenty-one specific skills listed in 
this category. Equal in importance was preparing and 
presenting Week of Prayer programs for various age 
groups.
As to the worship service, ministers feel a need 
to know better how to plan for and involve all ages in 
the worship service. They also are looking for better 
skills in creating community through worship, as well as 
communicating through the worship service an authentic 
personal encounter with Jesus. All of the specific 
skills chosen by the ministers in this category can be 
summed up in the specific skills as meeting the needs of 
the congregation by making the faith understandable and 
relevant to every day experience through communicating 
the Gospel effectively.
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Very closely connected to the foregoing skill is 
that of communication. Contemporary communication 
techniques involving writing and speaking to make the 
Christian faith and symbols come alive are a main 
interest in this major skill area. The ministers also 
want skill enhancement that will enable them to know how 
to give and accept constructive criticism.
Under the major skill area of church growth comes 
a concern for knowing how to maintain a high active 
church attendance as well as how to maintain the current 
membership and even increase transfer growth.
Last, but by far not the least of the major skill 
areas surveyed, was that of personal and professional 
growth.
Under the personal growth category evaluating 
one1s own strengths and weaknesses was the most 
frequently chosen skill to enhance. Following closely' 
was how to handle hostility, manipulation, suspicion, 
despair, and dependence in positive and helpful ways.
Another area of concern was that of managing a 
balance between professional and personal life. Bearing 
upon this skill are other skills such as clarifying 
expectations, managing one's own passiveness, and the 
knowledge of resources for strengthening one's private 
devotional life. All of these skills lead to another 
very important skill— knowing how to manage stress.
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In the professional skill category the ministers 
felt a great need for reviewing leadership styles, being 
aware of continuing education career development 
opportunities, and utilizing self-assessment performance 
and self-appraisal informal procedures.
The least specific skill in this category for 
which ministers felt a need for enhancement was that of 
reviewing the minister's call to the ministry.
(See Appendix I for a numerical listing of the 
above skills.)
From reviewing the ministers desires as to what 
they felt was their greatest pastoral skill needs, it is 
very clear that skills in working, training, and teaching 
church members is their greatest need. These needs 
transcend all the major skill categories. The second 
need that is apparent is that the ministers feel that 
they still need improvement or enhancement in areas that 
are basic and should have been taught in college or the 
seminary; for example, better preaching techniques, how 
to make sermons, grief counseling, counseling in general, 
and how to motivate church members. Third, the ministers 
want to find a balance between their professional and 
personal lives. The last area of felt needs that comes 
to view is that the ministers want formal and informal 
ways to assess and appraise their ministry as well as 
desiring to know where and how to find the continuing
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education material that would enable them to be competent 
in those areas of need.
CHAPTER IV
DESIGN OF THE RESOURCE CENTER FOR 
PASTORAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
The Developmental Process 
Limiting the Resource Center
As was disclosed in chapter 3, all 257 specific 
skills on the Pastoral Skills Needs Inventory were chosen 
by the ministers of the Carolina Conference.
This outcome was unexpected, both by myself and 
the Carolina Conference president. Neither the 
Conference nor I had the finances or the time to develop 
a resource center that would entail the material and 
information on 257 specific skill areas of pastoral 
ministry. A project of this scope and magnitude was 
beyond our conception.
For help in narrowing the priorities of pastors,
I turned to the Carolina Conference Church Growth 
Consultant, Ben Maxson. Together we began the task of 
finding the pastoral skills desired by the most pastors.
First, we counted the total number of pastors who 
wanted each item. The total number of those who marked 
each item as a priority item also was totaled. These 
were compared. It was found that all the items that were
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marked as a priority were also the most popular items. 
This made it easier to limit the number of items finally 
to be placed in the resource center. Seventy-one 
specific items of the 257 total specific skills in the 
inventory were chosen. This list of seventy-one specific 
areas became the foundation of the Resource Center for 
Pastoral Skills Development.
LIST # 1
THE FINAL LISTING OF THE SEVENTY-ONE SPECIFIC 
SKILL ITEMS TO BE PLACED IN THE RESOURCE 
CENTER FOR PASTORAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
I. ADMINISTRATION/ORGANIZATION
Inspiring and motivating church members 
Disciplining church members
Delegating and involving members in church work 
Team-building skills
Promoting an effective public-relations program
Discovering and utilizing members spiritual gifts
Planning and scheduling a well-balanced yearly 
sermonic calendar
Perfecting conflict management
II. PREACHING AND LEADING IN WORSHIP
Planning a meaningful midweek service
Preparing and presenting Week of Prayer programs 
for various age groups
Creating community through worship
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Communicating the Gospel effectively
Communicating through worship an authentic 
personal encounter with Jesus
Meeting the needs of the congregation through 
making the faith understandable and relevant to 
every day experience
Using voice and mannerisms in worship
III. EDUCATION AND TEACHING
Motivating volunteers
Training lay volunteers
Becoming aware of a variety of teaching 
techniques, resources, and methods
Recruiting volunteers
Making an acquaintance with financial ways and 
means of educational support for SDA church 
schools
Developing skills as a discussion leader 
Using the Bible with children
IV. COMMUNICATIONS
Developing contemporary communication techniques 
Writing
Public speaking
Handling constructive criticism (giving and 
accepting)
Making Christian faith and symbols come alive 
through communication
V. CHURCH GROWTH
Maintaining a high active church attendance 
Increasing transfer growth
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Maintaining current membership
VI. RELATION BUILDING
Teaching others to clarify their own convictions 
and values
Helping others in crisis of faith and major life 
changes
Involving others in finding and utilizing their 
spiritual gifts for the ministry
Asking questions that build a climate of 
acceptance and trust
Helping people build a relationship with God 
through prayer
Helping people build a relationship with God 
through meditation
Putting others at ease and getting along well 
with them at all age levels
Responding in the pastoral relationship according 
to need as a counselor.
VII. EVANGELISM/OUTREACH
Assimilating new members 
Equipping others to witness 
Gaining decisions
Organizing small groups and their leadership
Involving members in personal (one-to-one) Bible 
studies
Involving members in public evangelism 
(Revelation Seminars)
Maintaining an up-to-date interest list
Utilizing and becoming personally involved in 
radio evangelism
Utilizing and becoming personally involved in TV 
evangelism
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Implementing socials to save
Visiting program for former church members
Participating in local county/city ministerial 
association
VIII. PASTORAL CARE AND COUNSELING
Crisis counseling: 
suicidals 
rape victims 
battered wives 
alcoholics
Training lay persons in pastoral-care visitation
Pre-marital counseling
Marriage counseling
Visiting inactive church members
Visiting active church members
Family-life ministry
Helping people develop self-esteem and self­
understanding
Helping people set goals, make decisions, and 
take action as to counseling
IX. PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
Evaluating strengths and weaknesses
Handling hostility, dependence, manipulation, 
suspicion, and despair in positive and helpful 
ways
Managing a balance between professional and 
personal life (family time)
Becoming aware of continuing education career 
development opportunities
Clarifying expectations
Managing own passiveness
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Reviewing leadership styles
Knowledge of resources for strengthening private
devotional life
Managing stress
Utilizing self-assessment performance procedures
periodically
Utilizing self-appraisal informal procedures
occasionally
Correspondence
Once the parameters of the Resource Center were 
established, the acutal developmental process began.
Since the library research did not uncover any 
information on Pastoral Skills Resource Centers, I had 
only the interview with Mark Rouch to help me in this 
endeavor.
From the interview with Mark Rouch, Director of 
the (United Methodist Church's) Intentional Growth 
Center, as mentioned in chapter 3, I was able to obtain 
the SACEM mailing list. He also informed me that to his 
knowledge, a resource center such as the Carolina 
Conference was wanting to establish was not in existence.
In order to obtain information on existing 
resources and/or materials regarding the specific skills 
items, a letter was written (see Appendix J) and sent to 
sixty-five organizations chosen from the SACEM mailing 
list. Letters were also sent to the General Conference 
of Seventh-day Adventists, eight Union Conferences of 
Seventh-day Adventists, and to all the local conference
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ministerial secretaries in the United States, a total of 
sixty letters. The total number of letters sent to 
various organizations was 125.
The resources sought included books, audio tapes, 
magazines, magazine articles, inventories, mimeographed 
materials, and resource lists of seminars, work-shops, 
and classes that could be taken in the seventy-one skill 
areas listed.
The organizations that replied and any meaningful 
resources or information received are found in Appendices 
K and L. From the sixty letters sent to Seventh-day 
Adventist orgainizations, eleven responses were received, 
nine with usable information. Of the sixty-five other- 
than Seventh-day Adventist organizations solicited, 
forty-eight responded, and thirty-five had usable 
information and/or resources to offer.
The resource suggestions from the organizations 
solicited were catalogued into fifteen types or formats 
(see Table 3).
Categorizing
Having categorized the resources by format, they 
were further organized for easier accessibility. In 
order to make better use of the computer in categorizing 
and organizing the materials of the Resource Center, the 
nine major skill categories listed in the Pastoral Skills
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Table 3.— Format of the resources for the seventy-one 
specific skill items in the resource center for pastoral
skills development
Type of Material Catalog Designation
Seminars — Sem.
Workshops = Wrk.shps.
Books =s Bks.
Periodicals = Mag.
Mimeograph Materials = Mimeo
Audio Cassettes = A/C
Video Cassettes = VHS
Long Playing Record = LP
Articles Detached
from Periodicals = ART.
Self-Study Materials = SELF STUDY
Movie Films = 16 mm.
Manuscripts = MAN.
Inventories
Monceales,
Check Lists,
Surveys,
Profiles = INV.
Study Guides = STUDY GD.
Pamphlets = PAM.
Needs Inventory were broken down into fifteen major skill 
categories.1 These included the following:
1. Administration
2. Organization
3. Preaching
4. Leading worship
5. Education
6. Teaching
7. Communication
1Breaking the nine major categories down into 
fifteen was done due to the large amount of material that 
was going to be listed under each heading. It was 
thought that accessing and comprehending the material 
under each major category would be easier if the nine 
major categories were broken down into fifteen. Breaking 
down the categories in no way changes them, it simply 
made some compound categories into single categories 
which helped in clarifying what material pertained to 
each area.
Ill
8. Church Growth
9. Relation Building
10. Evangelism
11. Outreach
12. Pastoral Care
13. Pastoral Counseling
14. Personal Growth
15. Professional Growth
The specific skills listed under each of nine 
major skills areas in the Inventory likewise were 
separated and placed under the appropriate major skill 
area in this new list of fifteen (see Appendix M).
A filing system was set up following the outline 
of the major and specific skills listed in Appendix M. 
Each specific skill was also assigned a file number and a 
name or title. The file numbers arbitrarily began at 1 
and went as far as necessary. The file cabinet contains 
all the information regarding seminars, workshops, mimeo­
graphed materials, articles detached from periodicals, 
self-study materials, manuscripts, inventories, study 
guides, and pamphlets.
The books, periodicals, records, and video tapes 
were placed in the conference library, each labeled with 
a file number. This aspect is discussed in detail under 
physical arrangement of the material.
In the process of researching the books and 
periodicals, I found it necessary to include, under 
several of the major skill categories, a specific area 
entitled "general." This accommodated the many excellent
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articles and books that covered a general category of a 
major skill but was not a specific skill.
Audio tapes were placed in a special tape 
cabinet and were identified by the title and file number 
on the tape case. This arrangement also followed the 
outline of major and specific skill areas as outlined in 
Appendix M.
Securing the Material
Once the list of materials that were available 
was organized, it was not difficult to place the number 
and item letter beside the name of the specific resource 
and then to match it with the publisher from which it was 
to be ordered. A listing of publishers from which 
materials and resources were ordered is found in Appendix 
N. Thirty-three different suppliers were used to pur­
chase items for the Resource Center.
The Carolina Conference of Seventh-day 
Adventists provided all the storage furniture for the 
materials in the Center and paid for all the telephone 
calls and mailing charges. It also paid for all the 
resource materials and for those materials used to set up 
the Resource Center. The total budget for the project, 
including the resources and resource materials, was set 
at $3,500.1
1As the resource materials were received, I 
personally inspected each order and compared the contents 
to that which had been ordered. In some cases double
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Many books on the desired list were no longer in 
print, and, in most cases, the publishers had no 
comparable books to recommend in their place. Letters 
were written to the publishers of these out-of-print 
books to request permission to xerox them for the 
Resource Center. (See Appendix 0.) Permission was 
granted and twenty-two books were xeroxed and placed in 
three-ring binders for the conference library (see 
Appendix P).
In order to keep the Resource Center updated so 
far as seminars, workshops, classes, etc., were 
concerned, letters were written to twenty-eight 
organizations requesting that the Center be placed on 
their perpetual mailing list (see Appendixes Q and R).
The ordering and receiving of all of the 
materials from the various sources took six months.
During that time, I carefully searched through period­
icals from the past ten to twenty years for useful 
articles that concerned the seventy-one specific skill 
items. See Appendix S for a list of the periodicals 
consulted. Seventh-day Adventist periodicals were 
searched mostly because I was greatly interested in the 
skills dealing with the Seventh-day Adventist ministry.
orders were received; in others items were missing. 
Telephone calls were made and letters were written to 
publishers to correct these orders. I reviewed all 
statements and signed them before payment was made by the 
Carolina Conference.
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Of the many Seventh-day Adventist periodicals reviewed, 
the Ministry was the most thoroughly researched because 
it is the official denominational organ for the Seventh- 
day Adventist ministry.
Other periodicals published by the Adventist 
church have had name changes, and some of those listed 
are the new counter-part of older periodicals. Still 
others have come into being in the past few years.
Other periodicals were reviewed very 
selectively, with the exception of Leadership. This 
periodical is so well done and has so much value to this 
project that all the issues from its inception were 
ordered for the resource center. A perpetual order for 
this periodical was also obtained.
The best periodicals from the Seventh-day 
Adventist church were Ministry and PRAXIS, the official 
ministerial organ of the Mid-America Conference of 
Seventh-day Adventists. Both periodicals were placed on 
perpetual order.
Altogether, 443 periodical articles were found 
that pertained to the seventy-one specific skill items. 
Not all seventy-one skills, however, had periodical 
articles that corresponded to them.
Once all the resource materials were gathered at 
the Carolina Conference office, they were photo copied. 
One set of all the materials photo-copied was for the 
Resource Center, the other was placed in my files.
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Evaluating Criteria for Resources
The criteria for evaluating materials for the 
Resource Center was very flexible. If the material 
filled the description of the specific skill area, and if 
it met Seventh-day Adventist theology and standards, it 
was accepted. A few books and tapes also had to be 
deleted due to the irrelevance to the Seventh-day 
Adventist lifestyle and/or belief and value system.1
A special screen for data entry was prepared for 
the computer in Data-Flex. This screen permitted a posi­
tion for sixteen pieces of information (see Figure 4).
1 . Title 9. Cost
2. Date Entered 10. Publisher
3. Author 11. Order Number
4. File Number 12. Location
5. Category 13. Contact Person
6. Area 14. Phone Number
7. Format 15. Address: Street
8. Date: To:
16.
City, State, Zip 
Code
Description
Fig. 4. Data-Flex Screen with positions 
available for 16 pieces of information
Not all of the resources had the same types of 
information, so the screen was developed to fit all possible 
types of information that the resources demanded.
1Some seminars and workshops had to be deleted, for 
example, because they taught hypnosis or because they 
delved too heavily into spiritualism or Eastern Mysticism, 
such as journaling through transcendental meditation and 
learning through hypnosis.
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It took three months to enter the data that had 
been prepared for the Resource Center. This included a 
total of 1,710 resources that could be obtained by the 
pastors at the Resource Center, through the Inter-Library 
Loan System, or could be bought at bookstores.
Once the data entry phase had been completed, the 
computer was programmed to retrieve the data in various 
ways. First, the computer could retrieve all the Resource 
Center data numerically by file number. This numeric 
listing also contained the title of each resource, the 
format, the major skill category, and the specific skill 
area. (See Appendix T for a sample of data numerically 
listed.)
Second, data could be retrieved by listing the file 
numbers in order and giving the format, specific skill area, 
and publisher. (See Appendix U). Third, data could be 
retrieved by listing all the resources alphabetically. This 
alphabetical retrieval also included the file number, 
format, major skill category, and specific skill area. (See 
Appendix V). The fourth data retrieval method was by 
alphabetical title within each major skill category. This 
data list also gave the file number, format, major skill 
category, and specific skill area (Appendix W). The fifth 
and final data retrieval method was retrieval by major skill 
category and the specific skill area. This method included 
the title of each resource, its format, and its file number 
(Appendix X). This last method was chosen as the main
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method of retrieval for ministerial use of the Resource 
Center. It seemed the most likely and logical way a pastor 
would go about finding information since this was the way 
the Pastor Skills Needs Inventory was also organized. If a 
pastor desired to use any of the other methods of retrieval, 
the computer was programmed so that the data could be 
retrieved with any of the other methods as well by using 
topical cross referencing.
Check-Out Procedures
The Resource Center is designed for ministers who 
have computers of their own as well as for those who do not. 
If a minister has a computer that is compatible with Data- 
Flex or Word Perfect, he only has to ask for a floppy disk 
of the contents of the Resource Center from the Carolina 
Conference office. He can use the disk to find what he 
wants, noting the file number. He then may check out the 
material from the secretary in charge of the Resource Center 
at the Carolina Conference office. A minister who does not 
have a computer can ask for the listing of the resources in 
the Resource Center in the form of a computer printout (see 
Appendix Y). He or she then may review the contents of the 
center and make a choice of the items he/she wishes to check 
out. He/she will need to note the file number of each item, 
call the secretary in charge of the Resource Center at the 
Carolina Conference office, and order the material.
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A pastor who wishes to obtain more detailed 
information about a resource dealing with a specific skills 
area may request the secretary of the Resource Center to 
send the material or give the information contained on the 
original data entry screen over the phone. In this way the 
individual also has access to the type of format in which 
the resource is packaged. If the resource is a proposed 
seminar or workshop, the data screen contains the title, 
dates, cost, location, contact person if any, telephone 
number, and address of the facility where the seminar or 
workshop is to be held. A description of the seminar or 
workshop also is given (figure 5).
The format of audio cassettes gives the information 
of the author, cost, order number, publisher, the year it 
was published, the description, and the address where the 
tape may be purchased (figure 6.) . The mimeographed format 
renders the author, publisher, contact person, and address 
where the material may be obtained (figure 7). Books on the 
original data screen give the author, publisher, the 
publisher's address, as well as a description of the book 
and whether it is in the Resource Center, has to be 
purchased at a bookstore, or can be checked out through the 
Inter-Library Loan System (figure 8).
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PASTORAL GROWTH AND SKILLS RESOURCES 
TITLE: A Retreat On Guilt & Forgiveness Date Entered: 05/23/88
AUTHOR: File # 3
CATEGORY: PASTORAL COUNSELING AREA: CRISIS COUNSELING - ALCOHOLIC
FORMAT: WRK.SHP DATE: 
PUBLISHER:
LOCATION: Kirkridge
07/29/88 TO: 07/31/88 
ORDER #
COST: $175
CONTACT PERSON: PHONE; ( ) -
ADDRESS: Kirkridge Bangor PA 18013
Street, City, State, Zip
DESCRIPTION: For adult children of alcoholics. A mixture of
presentations, quiet times, small and large group sharing, and 
experiential exercises.__________________________________
Fig. 5. Data Screen for Seminars and Workshops
PASTORAL GROWTH AND SKILLS RESOURCES
TITLE: A Conversion Focus Date Entered: 02/15/88
AUTHOR: Coffman, C. File # 4193
CATEGORY: OUTREACH AREA: EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS
FORMAT: A/C DATE: TO: COST: $2.00
PUBLISHER: MINISTRY, Tape-Of-The-Month ORDER # EV-20a
LOCATION:
CONTACT PERSON: PHONE: ( )
ADDRESS: 6840 Eastern Ave., N.W.Washington, DC 20012
Street City, State, Zip
DESCRIPTION: April 1971
Fig. 6. Data Screen for Audio Cassette Tapes
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PASTORAL GROWTH AND SKILLS RESOURCES 
TITLE: 125 Years of Disciplining Date Entered: 03/10/88
AUTHOR: Andrews, Donald C. File # 701
CATEGORY: EVANGELISM AREA: ASSIMILATING NEW MEMBERS
FORMAT: MINEO DATE: TO: COST: $2.00
PUBLISHER: Academy of Parish Clergy ORDER 3 
LOCATION:
CONTACT PERSON: Loren House, Jr., Dean of Studies PHONE: ( )
address: R. 1, Box 195, West Winfield, NY 13491
Street, City, State, Zip
DESCRIPTION: 1980._______________________________________________
Fig. 7. Data Screen for Mimeographed Materials
PASTORAL GROWTH AND SKILLS RESOURCES
TITLE: Happiness Homemade
AUTHOR: White, Ellen G.
CATEGORY: PASTORAL CARE AREA:
FORMAT: BK DATE: TO:
PUBLISHER: Southern Pub. Assoc.
LOCATION:
CONTACT PERSON:
ADDRESS: Nashville
Street, City,
Date Entered: 02/22/88 
File # 3259
FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY 
COST: $0.00
ORDER #
PHONE: ( ) -
, TN
State, Zip
DESCRIPTION: 1971, 188 pp. Study guide also available. Compiled
from the writings of Ellen G. White covering all areas of family 
life, such as building and furnishing the home, fathers, mothers, 
the unborn child, finance and recreation. NOT AVAILABLE AT 
RESOURCE CENTER, MAY ORDER FROM ADVENTIST BOOK CENTER.
Fig. 8. Data Screen for Books
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The secretary in charge of the Resource Center 
records the file numbers for the requests of the 
materials for the pastor (figure 9) and mails out the 
allowable number of materials, a total of six items.
These materials, as far as possible, are copies of the 
originals in the Resource Center. The pastor may keep 
the materials for one month from the date of check out. 
After one month, the pastors are asked to return the 
materials to the ministerial secretary's office via First 
Class Mail, UPS, or in person. Pastors who forget to 
return the materials on time will be sent a reminder to 
return the material immediately (figure 10). Once the 
original order has been returned the pastor is able to 
reorder. A notice of the check-out procedures (figure 
11) along with a print out of all the materials available 
in the Resource Center was given out to all the pastors 
in the Carolina Conference at a ministers meeting held in 
July 1988. Provisions are made so all incoming pastors 
will be given a survey of the Resource Center, check-out 
information, and a materials print-out when they come 
into the conference. This is a part of the New Pastor 
Orientation Program initiated in the Carolina Conference
in 1988.
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THE RESOURCE CENTER FOR 
PASTORAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT 
MATERIALS CHECK-OUT FORM
NAME DATE/OUT TITLE FORMAT FILE # DATE/IN
Fig. 9. Form completed by secretary when 
materials are checked out.
THE RESOURCE CENTER FOR 
PASTORAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT 
LATE MATERIALS REMINDER FORM
Dear
The following materials you checked our from the R.C.P.S.
D. on ___________________________  are now past due.
Please return them immediately to the Ministerial 
Secretary's office.
TITLE FORMAT FILE #
Thank you
Fig. 10. Reminder sent to pastors who 
fail to return materials on time.
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THE RESOURCE CENTER FOR PASTORAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
CHECK-OUT PROCEDURES
For computer Print-out Users 
and
For Computer Disc Users
1. Telephone (704 525-6720) and ask to speak 
with the Secretary of the Ministerial 
Secretary.
2. Ask secretary for the desired File # from 
your selection of materials on the print-out 
or disc of the R.C.P.S.D. (There is a limit 
of 6 items in each of 3 categories or a 
total of 6 items.)
3. The secretary will mail you the selections 
you have chosen.
4. You will be allowed to keep the material(s) 
for one (1) month.
5. After one (1) month, please return the 
material(s) to the Ministerial Secretary's 
office via 1st Class Mail, UPS, or in 
person.
6. If you forget to return the material(s) the 
secretary will send you a reminder to please 
return the material(s) IMMEDIATELY.
7. You are now ready to re-order.
Fig. 11. A copy of check-out procedures 
sent to pastors of Carolina Conference
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Physical Arrangement of the Materials 
in the Resource Center for Pastoral 
Skills Development
As mentioned above, the Resource Center was 
basically organized into three main sections: the file 
cabinet containing files of detached periodical articles, 
inventories, mimeographed materials, surveys, and self- 
study materials; the audio-cassette CABINET containing 
the majority of the tape resources; and the conference 
library, where all the books, complete periodicals, video 
tapes, and a few audio cassette tapes are housed.
Each of the three major areas of the Resource 
Center were arbitrarily assigned a file-number grouping. 
The file cabinet materials were given file numbers from 1 
to 2999. The books housed in the conference library were 
designated with file numbers 3000 to 3999. The tape- 
cabinet materials (the audio-cassette tapes) were 
assigned file numbers 4000 to 4999.
The File Cabinet
The file cabinet contains information on 82 
seminars and 61 workshops, a total of 143, each in its 
own file folder with a file number and title. These 
materials are updated every six months and the new 
information placed in the folders. For material that is 
not repeated, the number and title is deleted and new 
material, if any, replaces it. The file also holds 443 
detached periodical articles with file numbers and
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titles. Sixty-six folders with mimeographed reports, 
three folders of manuals, and sixteen folders with 
pamphlets are all titled and file numbered. Twenty-nine 
study guides on different topics and books of the Bible 
for prayer meetings are available. These are all titled 
and file numbered in their own folders. Ten more study 
guides are in notebooks in the conference library and are 
file numbered accordingly. To complete the first 1,014 
numbers in the filing system, there are fifty folders of 
different inventories, check lists, self-assessment, and 
self-appraisal forms. Another thirty-six instruments are 
self-assessment or self-evaluative materials for pastors 
and conference office personnel, and fourteen inventories 
are designed for pre-marital and marriage counseling. 
These materials fill the first two drawers and part of a 
third drawer of a four-drawer cabinet.
The Conference Library
The conference library houses the books, 
complete periodicals, a few audio-cassette tape sets, 
selected study guides, and one video cassette. The file 
number grouping given to the books and periodicals were 
3000 to 3999. Fourteen back and current issues of the 
Leadership magazine were included in this area due to 
their relevance on the specific skill areas included in 
the Resource Center. Altogether nineteen periodicals and 
212 books, as well as one VHS, six audio-tape cassette
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sets, and eleven self-study guides are in the Resource 
Center library. Also, 500 books are listed on the 
computer print-out of the Resource Center, not counted in 
the above. All of these are not actually in the library 
of the Resource Center but are available at local book 
stores or through the Inter-Library Loan System.
The Tape Cabinet
The tape cabinet contains a total of 381 titles 
and file numbers. A total of 450 plus individual 
cassette tapes are available, but many of the tapes are a 
series containing from two to twenty-four individual 
tapes under one title.
Summary
These three areas compose the Resource Center 
for Pastoral Skills Development. When taken together 
they comprise 1,710 items in seventy-one specific 
pastoral skill areas. Information on these skills are 
contained in a variety of resources in the format of 
audio tapes, video tapes, periodicals, detached 
periodical articles, mimeographed materials, books, 
inventories, and pamphlets as well as resource lists of 
seminars, workshops, and correspondence classes. With 
these materials in place, the Resource Center for 
Pastoral Skills Development is operable and ready to be 
used on a voluntary basis by the pastors of the Carolina 
Conference of Seventh-day Adventists. It is with great
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anticipation that the Resource Center will be an avenue 
to facilitate the continuing education of pastors and 
enhance their competencies in pastoral skill development.
CHAPTER V
VALUES, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Values of This Project to My Ministry
This project is having a tremendous impact upon 
my own ministry. Pursuing and completing this project 
has benefited me with a multitude of values.
The area of expectations in ministry, especially 
for a Seventh-day Adventist pastor, is very nebulous. 
Everyone has expectations for the pastor, but very few 
are willing to verbalize these expectations. As a result 
of researching and designing the Pastoral Skills Needs 
Inventory, I am able to better understand the various 
skills of the pastor and specifically what is expected in 
the various skill areas as far as what composes these 
skills.
The Pastoral Skills Needs Inventory has also 
allowed me to determine my own needs as far as pastoral 
skills enhancement is concerned. This in turn has given 
me the opportunity to plan my own future continuing 
education program.
An added value of this project, due to the 
researching and designing necessary to prepare the 
Pastoral Skills Needs Inventory, was opportunities to
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view and compare what other denominations consider major 
and specific pastoral skill areas. This gave me an 
insight as to the expectations of other denominational 
governing bodies as well as expectations congregations 
had of their pastors.
A personal value gleaned from the results of the 
Pastor Skills Needs Inventory was that most pastors of 
the Carolina Conference of Seventh-day Adventists had 
felt needs similar to mine in the area of pastoral skills 
development. Obviously, we all felt that it was an area 
where we needed more information to understand what 
pastoral skills were and where and how we could become 
more competent in their effective utilization.
Not only have I been able to determine and plan a 
course of continuing education for myself, but I have 
also been given the opportunity to work on those areas of 
felt needs, due to obtaining the resources in those areas 
for the Resource Center of Pastoral Skills Development.
It has been a revelation to find such a variety 
of resources and materials that are available in the 
various specific pastoral skill areas. Just having the 
opportunity to browse, review, and become familiar with 
the materials that have been obtained for the Resource 
Center for Pastoral Skills Development has been an 
enlightening and educational process.
One of the main reasons I began this project was 
due to the frustrations my collegues and I were having
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trying to find materials and resources to gain fresh 
insights into new experiences to bring to our church 
members. One large area of frustration was the prayer 
meeting. In developing the Resource Center, over sixty 
new ideas and resources were discovered to bring new 
vigor into this area of church life.
Conflict management is an area a pastor always 
has to deal with, either between church members and 
groups, or personally between himself and other 
individuals. The thirty-nine resources discovered, 
ranging from audio cassette tapes to workshops, seminars, 
articles, mimeographed materials, etc., were a great help 
to me. Along with this area was skill in communication 
and how to relate to criticism. The information I 
received in this area was invaluable to me in personal 
inter-relationships within the local church structure as 
well as at the conference level.
The area of motivating and inspiring church 
members was also of great value. This area, coupled with 
material in team-building skills, gave good insights into 
how to work better with church members and how to get 
them to be willing to work with the pastor for the church 
and the non-Adventist community.
The skills involved with assimilating new members 
was a very practical help to me as I attempted to train 
my church members in this area to provide the atmosphere 
for assimilation.
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Another area of real value was the information 
gleaned from the materials dealing with and involving all 
ages in worship. This material enhanced the worship hour 
for the children as well as the parents.
The whole area of evangelism, outreach, and 
equipping others to witness was a breath of fresh air. 
This material opened up new concepts, ideas, and insights 
that I plan to try to utilize and incorporate into the 
ministry of my churches.
One of the most valuable areas to me was that of 
relationship building coupled with family-life ministry 
and pre-marital and marital counseling. The material 
gathered is so practical and relevant to the situations 
that presently exist in the church that it truly enhances 
the pastor's skills to be able to be a help to the 
members.
So many areas of this project have been a help to 
me that it is almost impossible to list them all. The 
area of developing self-esteem greatly helped me better 
help my congregation, especially the female members who 
have such a problem with that area in life today.
On a personal level, the materials contained in 
the area of personal growth have helped me and my church 
to grow together. The specific area of balancing 
professional and personal life, taking into consideration 
time and priority management, has been a great help. 
Learning to positively handle negative feelings of anger
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and hostility has been a real boost to me, my family, and 
my church.
The area of professional growth has enabled me to 
grow professionally. Learning better ways to clarify 
expectations, manage stress, and to truthfully and 
honestly appraise my ministry as well as to have others 
evaluate my ministry has led to growth that has bene- 
fitted my church and me.
The Resource Center has been a benefit to other 
ministers in the Carolina Conference, also. About a 
dozen ministers have utilized the Resource Center since 
it was established. The majority of these ministers felt 
it was a tremendous help to them in their search for 
pastoral skill enhancement.
New ministers, as they come into the conference, 
are given an orientation session concerning the Resource 
Center and are also given a copy of the contents of the 
Center.
Having the knowledge of where to go for help to 
develop the skills that need enhancement is a great 
encouragement and a valuable asset to furthering one's 
continuing education and developing a more competent 
ministry.
A lasting value to me, as a result of this 
project, has been the privilege of having access to the 
material of the Resource Center at anytime regardless of
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where I am employed. This will establish a life-long 
continuing education process for me.
Conclusions
After completing this project, I believe that 
developing both the Pastoral Skills Needs Inventory and 
the Resource Center for Pastoral Skills Development was 
too large a task to undertake all at one time. The 
research, design, and implementation of the Pastoral 
Skills Needs Inventory alone would have been the size of 
project that could have been done in the expected time 
frame for the Doctor of Ministry Program. This was 
recommended to me by Garth Thompson, who was my first 
adviser, as well as by Sara Terian, who reviewed the 
Pastoral Skills Needs Inventory. However, I had already 
been commissioned by the president of the Carolina 
Conference of Seventh-day Adventist to be primarily 
responsible for the research, design, ordering, 
organizing, and set-up of the Resource Center for 
Pastoral Skills Development at the Carolina Conference 
Office of Seventh-day Adventists. Due to this fact, I 
decided to make this aspect a part of my Doctor of 
Ministry project.
In my research, I became joyfully aware of a 
wealth of material and resources available to help 
pastors to develop their skills. To my dismay, however, 
I found that such a project required a large amount of
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time, money, and effort to locate, order, and purchase 
these materials.
I also found a tremendous amount of material in 
some specific skill areas and a very little in others.
The closer the skill areas were identified specifically 
to the Seventh-day Adventist pastor or the Seventh-day 
Adventist denomination, the harder it became to find 
materials and resources for those areas.
It was found that the Continuing Education 
Department of the Ministerial Association of the General 
Conference of Seventh-day Adventists produces more self- 
help, hands-on audio cassette, book, class-type material 
for pastors than any other denomination or publisher 
researched in this project.
According to the research reviewed from the 
different denominations, the Seventh-day Adventist church 
expects its pastors to be more knowledgeable and 
proficient in more specific pastoral skill areas than any 
other denomination represented in this project. No other 
denomination has more than two hundred and fifty specific 
skills in which their pastors are to be knowledgeable and 
able to perform proficiently.
After reviewing the specific skill expectations 
of the Seventh-day Adventist pastor, I came to the con­
clusion that the possibility of becoming proficient in 
all two hundred and fifty plus skills would take a 
ministerial lifetime. In fact, I wonder whether it is
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possible to become competent in 257 skills in a pastor's 
life time.
Three possible problems emerge from this project 
as I look at it in its final form. First, the problem of 
the continual updating of the material. If the material 
is not continually updated, parts of the Resource Center 
can become obsolete within six to twelve months. The 
second problem is one of usage on a voluntary basis. The 
Center will tend to lie useless unless someone is there 
to constantly inform and promote the resources and the 
Center. Third is the problem of transition of personnel. 
The average pastor moves every two to three years; thus, 
long- range opportunity for using the Center is lost. A 
similar problem arises from the change in administrative 
personnel. Since the Resource Center came into being due 
to the request of the current president of the Carolina 
Conference, its continuance is assured for now, but when 
that president leaves, one wonders if the next president 
will wish to continue this program or if it will be 
relegated to some store room, never to be heard from 
again.
During the lapse of time in which this 
dissertation has been written the Resource Center has 
been in actual operation for one year. During that one 
year, twelve ministers have used the center. My personal 
feeling is that this is due in part because of the
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volunteer nature of the center and the continual 
transition of ministers.
The Resource Center was founded on the felt 
needs of the pastors in the area of pastoral skills. It 
is a plan that was desired by the ministers of the 
Carolina Conference and a plan that is echoed in the 
literature reviewed for this project. However, in order 
for this plan to work, the Pastoral Skills Needs 
Inventory needs to be given to the ministers on a yearly 
basis. To my knowledge, this has not been done. Because 
of this there may be a problem in the area of current 
felt needs of the minister.
The conceptual material that the Resource Center 
is founded upon forms a very firm basis for the felt 
needs of the minister. Pastoral skills enhancement and 
opportunities is one of the greatest needs of most 
pastors for growth, competency, and positive morale.
There was an abundance of material that filled out the 
needs of the minister but very little conceptual material 
that shared the "how to" for the solution of the 
minister's felt needs in a practical way. The majority 
of the material dealt with the theory of the needs and 
the explanation of why the needs existed and pointed the 
way to some general conclusions of how the needs might be 
met. Very little, if any, material exists on the actual 
detailed solutions of the how, where, and when or the
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actual awareness of the items pastors could put their 
fingers on to help them solve their pastoral needs.
The Resource Center was developed in response to 
the above deficiency in continuing education of pastoral- 
skills development. The resources in the Resource Center 
have been rated as excellent by the individuals who have 
used them so far. The resources are numerous, varied, 
and accessable to the pastors for the price of postage to 
send them back to the Resource Center. The resource 
lists of workshops, seminars, classes, etc., have been 
kept updated so ministers may select further continuing 
educational opportunities not offered by the Resource 
Center. The professional periodicals have also been kept 
on perpetual order and are on hand for those who desire 
to utilize them.
Recommendations
As noted in the conclusions, this project was too 
wide in scope and too full of possibilities to be fully 
achieved at the local conference level. It should be 
adopted at the union or general conference level with a 
full-time director placed in charge of the continuing 
research, development, purchasing, set-up, and up-dating 
of the total possibilities of all 257 specific skill 
areas.
A wider search for more materials needs to be 
made in such specific skill areas as team-building
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skills, transfer growth, constructive criticism, 
financial support for Seventh-day Adventist schools, 
helping people set goals and make decisions, ideas for 
weeks of prayer, and getting along with people of all 
ages.1 Due to the time restraints, I was unable to 
uncover as much material in these areas as might have 
been desired.
The General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists 
recommends that every minister should have at least two 
continuing education units each year. This is an 
excellent concept. The Resource Center for Pastoral 
Skills Development could be a great help. I believe that 
wherever one is organized, the use of the Resource Center 
should be mandatory and not stictly voluntary. This 
should be done for the guaranteed use of the Resource 
Center as well as for the continual professional 
development of the pastor.
I was not surprised to find that a controversy 
exists in the area of evaluation or assessment of 
ministers. Everyone agrees there should be an evaluation 
or assessment, but the how to and who of evaluation is 
where the difference of opinion lies. There is no dis­
1Since the research on this project was conducted an 
Outreach Resource Collection by Wolfhard Touchard of the James 
White Library, Andrews University, Berrien Springs, Michigan, has 
been developed. This resource contains video tapes, kits, and 
other information on church growth, church attendance, family life, 
health/temperance services, witnessing, and outreach materials 
specifically designed for a Seventh-day Adventist clientele.
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agreement that a minister has to have a systematic way of 
checking where he/she is against where he/she wants to 
be, but the method to be used creates the disparity. A 
negative connotation even surrounds the word 
"evaluation." Many, therefore, use the word "assessment" 
instead.
Biersdorf holds the view that a minister could 
have very close friends, colleagues, who will help in the 
process of evaluation.2 On the other hand, Richards 
supports the concept that the minister could have a 
mentor, a peer, and a church administrator to help in the 
evaluation.3 Mead adds that there ought to be three lay 
members of the minister's congregation to help in the 
evaluative process.4 Others propose that the total 
church congregation needs to be involved in the 
evaluation of the pastor. Biersdorf, Mead, Richards, et 
al. agree that a certain format should be followed as far 
as pastoral evaluation is concerned. They all agree that 
there needs to be an instrument for the pastor himself to 
obtain a self-evaluation or assessment. Also agreed is 
that this instrument should be of such a nature that it 
will offer information as to the direction the pastor
2John Biersdorf, ed., Creating an Intentional 
Ministry (Nashville: Abingdon, 1976), 89.
3David E. Richards, "Evaluation: Individual and 
Corporate," Christian Ministry. January 1973, 26.
4Loren B. Mead, "Evaluation? Who Needs That? 
Christian Ministry. January 1973, 4.
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should go in planning a continuing-education program. As 
has been stated, nearly all agree that a "significant 
other" should be involved in the pastoral evaluative pro­
cess. Another area of agreement is that others besides 
the pastor need to be involved in the final planning and 
reevaluating of the pastor's growth as he/she attempts to 
enhance, update, or take remedial action as to growth and 
competency in ministry. However, deciding exactly who 
these individuals should be is a matter of option. Some, 
such as Richards, think that denominational administra­
tors or the pastor's mentor could be the ones to counsel 
with and reevaluate the pastor periodically. Adams 
proposes that a peer colleague could be the individual 
who should help the pastor reevaluate self as to how 
his/her growth is proceeding compared to stated needs on 
the evaluative instrument.1 This peer colleague, 
according to Adams, can also be a lay person in the 
pastor's congregation. And again, others support the 
concept that the total church congregation could be 
involved with the pastor's on-going reevaluation of 
his/her growth in competency in ministry.
It is interesting that most of the literature 
reviewed stated that pastoral evaluation by others should 
not take place unless the pastor and the congregation
1Henery Babcock Adams, "Continuing Education for 
Ministry," National Consultation on Continuing Education 
for the Ministry. July 12, 1965, 27-38.
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know with reasonable certainty and understand with 
clarity what is expected of the minister. This situation 
does not exist in the Seventh-day Adventist Church for 
the most part. In fact, the role of the minister is so 
idealized and romanticized, so venerated and generalized, 
that its function in the society, in general, and in the 
Seventh-day Adventist Church, specifically, is very vague 
and undefined.
From the available literature I reviewed and from 
personal observation as well as from professional 
training, I believe the type of self-assessment and/or 
self-evaluation procedures used in this project is 
insufficient by itself. To truly acguire an objective 
assessment of one's ministry, a pastor needs to go 
outside self, perhaps once or twice a year the 
congregation could complete an anonymous assessment form 
for the pastor. Another possibility would be regular 
assessment by the ministerial secretary or others 
appointed by the conference. This evaluation could be 
made at the request of the pastor or on a regular 
rotating basis as a conference policy. Two such 
assessments, together with the pastor's own self- 
assessment, would give a more objective consensus of 
which pastoral skills the pastor needs to become more 
competent in ministry.
APPENDIX A
LETTER OF INQUIRY CONCERNING PASTORAL SELF-ASSESSMENT
OR SELF-EVALUATION FORMS
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Dear Sirs:
I am the pastor of the Hendersonville Seventh-day 
Adventist church and a member of the Pastoral Growth and 
Continuing Education Committee of the Carolina Conference 
of Seventh-day Adventist.
At the present time I am in the process of writing a 
dissertation for the Doctor of Ministry degree through 
the Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary, Andrews 
University, Berrien Springs, Michigan. Part of my 
dissertation is the researching of existing Pastoral 
Self-Assessment Programs with the intention of developing 
such a program for the Carolina Conference of Seventh-day 
Adventist with the assistance of the ministerial 
secretary of said conference. Would you please send any 
information or materials you have about such a program to 
me in care of Elder Robert Beck, Ministerial Secretary of 
the Carolina Conference.
The address is as follows:
Thank you for your cooperation and timely consideration 
of this matter, as this information is needed within the 
next three (3) weeks.
Sincerely,
Elder Robert Beck, Ministerial Secretary 
Carolina Conference of SDA 
P.0. Box 25848 
Charlotte, NC 28212
Ralph A. Hollenbeck 
Pastor
Hendersonville SDA Church 
SDA
Robert Beck 
Ministerial Secretary 
Carolina Conference of 
SDA
APPENDIX B
REPLIES FROM LETTERS OF INQUIRY FOR 
INFORMATION CONCERNING PASTORAL 
SELF-EVALUATION FORMS
REPLIES FROM LETTERS OF INQUIRY FOR 
INFORMATION CONCERNING PASTORAL 
SELF-EVALUATION FORMS
Seventh-dav Adventist Returns; Useable Information
General Conference of Seventh-day (yes)
Adventist Ministerial Association 
6840 Eastern Ave. NW.
Washington, D.C. 20012
Columbia Union Conference of (no)
Seventh-day Adventist 
5427 Twin Knolls Road 
Columbia, Maryland 21045
Lake Union Conference of (yes)
Seventh-day Adventist 
Office of the President 
Box C
Berrien Springs, MI 49103
Mid-America Union Conference (yes)
of Seventh-day Adventists
P.O. Box 6127
8550 Pioneers Blvd.
Lincoln, NE 68506
Northwest Headquarters of (no)
Seventh-day Adventist
P.O. Box 16677
10225 E. Burnside
Portland, Oregon 97216
Pacific Union Conference (no)
of Seventh-day Adventist 
P.O. Box 5005
Westlake Village, CA 91359
Southern Union Conference (yes)
of Seventh-day Adventist
P.O. Box 849-3978 Memorial Dr.
Decatur, Georgia 30031
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Southwestern Union Conference 
of Seventh-day Adventist 
777 Burleson Blvd.
P.0. Box 4000 
Burleson, TX 76028
Hawaii Conference of 
Seventh-day Adventist 
2728 Pali Highway 
Honolulu, HI 96817
Idaho Conference of 
Seventh-day Adventist 
7777 Fairview Ave.
P.O. Box 4878 
Boise, ID 83711
Illinois Conference of 
Seventh-day Adventist 
3721 Prairie Ave.
P.O. Box 89
Brookfield, IL 60513
Indiana Conference of 
Seventh-day Adventist 
P.O. Box 1950 
Carmel, IN 46032
Iowa-Missouri Conference 
of Seventh-day Adventist 
1005 Grand Ave.
P.O. Box 65665
West Des Moines, IA 50265
Kansas-Nebraska Conference 
of Seventh-day Adventist 
3440 Urish Rd.
Topeka, KS 66604-4601
Michigan Conference of 
Seventh-day Adventist 
P.O. Box 19009 
Lansing, MI 48901
Minnesota Conference of 
Seventh-day Adventist 
7384 Kirkwood Court 
Maple Grove, MN 55369
(PAGE 2 CONTINUED)
(yes)
(yes)
(yes)
(no)
(yes)
(no)
(no)
(no)
(no)
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Northern California Conference (yes)
of Seventh-day Adventist 
P.0. Box 23165 
401 Taylor Blvd.
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
Ohio Conference of (yes)
Seventh-day Adventist
P.O. Box 831
Mount Vernon, OH 43050
Oregon Conference of (yes)
Seventh-day Adventist 
13400 S.E. 97th Ave.
Clackomos, OR 97015
Pennsylvania Conference of (yes)
Seventh-day Adventist 
720 Museum Rd.
Reading, PN 19611
Rocky Mountain Conference of (no)
Seventh-day Adventist 
2520 South Downing St.
Denver, CO 80210
South Central Conference (no)
of Seventh-day Adventist 
P.O. Box 24936 
Nashville, TN 37202
Southeastern California Conference (no)
of Seventh-day Adventist 
11330 Pierce St.
P.O. Box 8050 
Riverside, CA 92515
Southern California Conference (yes)
of Seventh-day Adventist 
1535 East Cherry Chase Dr.
P.O. Box 969 
Glendale, CA 91206
Washington Conference of (yes)
Seventh-day Adventist 
20015 Bothell Way S.E.
Bothell, Washington 98012
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Wisconsin Conference of (no)
Seventh-day Adventist 
P.0. Box 7310 
Madison, WI 53707
Elder Alan K. Jones (yes)
Rt 1, Box 48 
Hickman, NE 68372
Dr. William Loveless, President (yes)
Columbia Union College 
Takoma Park, Maryland 20912
Dr. Benjamin Schoun (yes)
Assistant Professor of Church
Leadership and Administration
Theological Seminary
Andrews University
Berrien Springs, MI 49104
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REPLIES FROM LETTERS OF INQUIRY FOR INFORMATION 
CONCERNING PASTORAL SELF-ASSESSMENT AND 
PASTORAL SELF-EVALUATION FORMS
Other than Seventh-dav Adventist: Useable Information
Academy of Parish Clergy, Inc.
R.R. 01, Box 195
West Winfield, NY 13491
(yes)
American Baptist Churches USA 
Division of High Education 
P.0. Box 851
Valley Forge, PN 19482-0851
(yes)
Auburn Theological Seminary 
3041 Broadway at 120th St. 
New York, NY 10027
(yes)
Candler School of Theology 
Emory University 
Director of Continuing Education 
Atlanta, GA 30322
(no)
Career Planning Centers of America 
Dr. Thomas Brown 
8420 Delmar Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63124
(yes)
Center for Church Renewal 
P.O. Box 863173 
Plano, TX
(no)
Center for Parish Development 
144 E. 53rd St.
Chicago, IL 60615
(yes)
Christian Theological Seminary 
Office of Continuing Education 
1000 West 42nd St. 
Indianapolis, IN 46208
(no)
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Duke University (no)
The Divinity School 
Durham, NC 22706
Effectiveness, Incorporated (yes)
Mr. Bob Moore 
P.0. Box 23403 
Tampa, FL 33623
Enablement, Incorporated (yes)
Room 707 
14 Beacon St.
Boston, Massachusetts 02108
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Episcopal Divinity School (no)
99 Brattle St.
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
Fuller Theological Seminary (no)
Pasadena, CA 91182-1460
Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary (yes)
2121 Sheriden Road 
Evanston, IL 60201
Luthern Church in America (yes)
Division for Professional Leadership 
2900 Queen Lane 
Philadelphia, PN 19129-1090
Ministers Counseling Service (yes)
A Ministry of the Baptist General
Convention of Texas
603 Texas-American Bank Tower
Harry Hines at Mockingbird
Dallas, TX 75235
Ministers Life (no)
P.0. Box 910 
Minneapolis, MN 55440
National Council of Churches (yes)
Office of Professional Church Leadership
Mr. James W. Gunn
475 Riverside Drive
New York, NY
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Petersons Guides 
166 Bunn Dr.
P.O. Box 2133 
Princeton, NJ 08504
Princeton Theological Seminary 
Center of Continuing Education 
12 Library Place 
Princeton, NJ 08540
Society for the Advancement of 
Continuing Education for Ministry 
3401 Brook Road 
Richmond, Virginia 23227
The Alban Institute, Incorporated 
4125 Nebraska Ave., NW.
Washington, D.C. 20016
Union Theological Seminary 
3401 Brook Road 
Richmond, Virginia 23227
United Church of Christ 
Mr. Tom Tupper
Office of Church Life and Leadership
P.O. Box 179
St. Louis, MO 63166
United Methodist Church
Board of Higher Education Learning
Dr. J. Richard Yeager
P.O. Box 871
Nashville, TN 37202-0871
University of Wisconsin 
Rev. James A. Sparks,
Extension Division
610 Langdon Street, Room 414
Madison, Wisconsin
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(no)
(yes)
(yes)
(yes)
(yes)
(yes)
(yes)
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SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST SOURCES LISTING THE SPECIFIC 
PASTORAL SKILLS THAT CONSTITUTE THE 
MAJOR SKILLS AREAS
Seventh-day Adventist:
Title Publishers
Pastoral Evaluation Form Pennsylvania Conference 
of Seventh-day Adventist
Pastoral Questionnaire Northern California 
Conference of Seventh-day 
Adventist
Pastoral Self-Evaluation Northern California 
Conference of Seventh-day 
Adventist
Pastoral Skills Notebook Southern Union Conference 
of Seventh-day Adventist
Pastors Annual Review Northern California 
Conference of Seventh-day 
Adventist
Ministerial Internship 
Performance Appraisal 
Program
Dr. Joseph J Battistone 
Fletcher, North 
Carolina
Ministerial Leadership 
Evaluation
Northern California 
Conference of Seventh-day 
Adventist
Ministerial Leadership 
Evaluation
Pennsylvania Conference 
of Seventh-day Adventist
Ministerial Leadership 
Survey
Ohio Conference of 
Seventh-day Adventist
Seventh-day Adventist 
Basic Ministry Skills 
Inventory
Dr. Benjamin D. Schoun 
Seventh-day Adventist 
Theological Seminary
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Test Your P.R.A.Q.
(Pastor's Responsibility 
Awareness Quiz)
What Do You Want Your 
Pastor To Do?
(Expectations of the Pastors 
Role)
(PAGE 2 CONTINUED)
Oregon Conference 
of Seventh-day Adventist
Oregon Conference of 
Seventh-day Adventist
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SOURCES OTHER THAN SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST LISTING THE 
SPECIFIC PASTORAL SKILLS THAT CONSTITUTE THE 
MAJOR PASTORAL SKILLS AREAS
Other than Seventh-day Adventist:
Title Publishers
A Guide for Continuing Growth Academy of Parish 
Clergy, Incorporated
An Inventory for 
Self Evaluation
James Grenn, Consultant 
for Professional Leader 
Development of the
Presbyterian Church, USA
Developing and Evaluating an 
Effective Ministry
Division of Ordained 
Ministers, Board of Higher 
Education and Ministry,
United Methodist Church
Form A-Pastoral Rating Guide Office of Church Life and 
Leadership, United Church 
of Christ
Form B-The Coaching 
Interview Approach
Office of Church Life 
and Leadership, United 
Church of Christ
Needs Assessment Inventory 
Professional Church 
Leaders
Midwest Continuing for 
Education Team, American 
Baptist Churches, USA
Pastors' Self-Assessment Office of Ministry 
Garrett-Evangetical 
Theological Seminary
Professional Orientation 
Evaluator's Worksheet
Northeast Career 
Center
Skill Inventory Northeast Career Center
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The Nature and Function Division of Ordained
of Pastoral Ministry Ministry, Board of Higher
Education and Ministry, 
The United Methodist 
Church
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A PASTORAL SKILLS NEEDS INVENTORY
How to Use This Self-Assessment Inventory:
In the following pages are nine major categories of 
skills needed in the pastoral ministry. Under each major 
heading is found specific skills pastors need in order to 
be successful in that area. Mark at the right either in 
the "yes" or "no" column your assessment of whether you 
feel you would like the opportunity to acquire further 
knowledge or experience in that specific area.
I. ADMINISTRATION/ORGANIZATION YES NO
1. Defining the mission of the
church ____ ___
2. Establishing goals and 
objectives
3. Developing strategies and plans
4. Evaluating goals, objectives, 
strategies, and plans
5. Delegating and involving members 
in church work
6. Church Management:
a. Conduct meetings
b. Leadership
c. Finances
d. Departments
7. Conflict management
8. Communication of plans
9. Execution of plans
10. Planning and scheduling a well- 
balanced yearly calendar for 
sermons
11. Preparing church bulletins
12. Chairing board meetings and 
committees
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YES NO
13. Writing agendas
14. Reading financial reports
15. Understanding church treasurer's 
method of record keeping
16. Planning the church budget
17. Overseeing the church school's 
operation
18. Managing a building program
19. Planning church officers' 
meetings
20. Establishing and overseeing 
the work of a nominating 
committee
21. Communicating the duties of 
church officers:
a. Elder
b. Deacon
c. Deaconess
d. Sabbath School Superintendent
e. Youth Leader
f. Church Clerk
g. Treasurer
h. Community Services Leader
i. Pathfinder Director
j. Social Committee Members
k. Other
22. Sponsoring the Home and 
School Organization
23. Managing church properties:
a. Insurance
b. Maintenance
c. Organization
24. Making effective use of reports:
a. Clerk's report
b. Treasurer's report
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YES NO
25. Advising the operation of a 
Community Services Center
26. Processing properly the 
transfers of membership
27. Producing an effective church 
newsletter
28. Establishing useful church 
policies for:
a. Weddings
b. Use of church property
c. Music
29. Advertising church socials 
and recreational activities
30. Promoting an effective public 
relations program
31. Church discipline of members
32. Promoting lay activities and 
lay training
33. Organizing a successful 
Ingathering program.
34. Organizing a public 
evangelistic campaign
35. Organizing health programs:
a. Five-Day Plan
b. Cooking School
c. Stress Management Seminar
d. Weight Control Seminar
36. Understanding duties and 
functions of departmental 
leaders:
a. Education
b. Health/Temperance
c. Religious Liberty
d. Sabbath School
e. Ministerial
f. Public Relations
g. Youth
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YES NO
h. Personal Ministries
i. Family Life
j. Publishing
k. Church growth and church 
consulting
l. Other
37. Understanding duties and 
functions of Administrative 
Officers:
a. President
b. Secretary
c. Treasurer
38. Understanding function of 
Adventist Book Center
39. Organizing and leading 
senior youth programs
40. Leading the Pathfinder program
41. Staff Coordination and 
team development
42. Time management skills
43. Record keeping
44. Discovering and utilizing 
members' spiritual gifts
45. Problem solving skills
46. Decision making skills
47. Team building skills
48. Inspiring and motivating members
49. Understanding stewardship
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1. Communicating the gospel
effectively
2. Preparing sermons
a. Expounding sound theology
b. Preparing Biblical sermons
c. Preparing Christ-centered 
sermons
d. Feeding the flock (relating 
the Bible and theology to 
contemporary life)
e. Meeting the needs of the 
congregation (Making the 
faith understandable and 
relevant to everyday 
experience)
f. Sermon planning
g. Sermons well-balanced
h. Sermon delivering
i. Sermon structure (organization)
j. Sermon clarity, interesting
k. Spiritual application
l. Adequate and useful 
illustrations
m. Utilizing time and effective 
methods for sermon preparation
3. Planning a meaningful midweek
service
4. Conducting:
II. PREACHING AND LEADING IN WORSHIP
a. Weddings
b. Funerals
c. Baby dedications
d. Baptisms
e. Communion
f. Ordination service
5. Planning a well-integrated 
church service
6. Planning music for worship
7. Providing meaningful pastoral 
prayers 8
8. Using non-sexist language in 
prayers and liturgy
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YES
9. Reading scripture and liturgy 
meaningfully
10. Using traditional forms of 
worship
11. Using contemporary and experi­
mental forms of worship (e.g., 
drama, narrative, etc.)
12. Communicating through worship 
an authentic personal encounter 
with Jesus
13. Telling children's stories 
in worship
14. Preparing and presenting Week of 
Prayer programs for various
age groups
15. Conducting an anointing service
16. Using liturgy and ceremony in 
worship
17. Using voice and mannerisms in 
worship
18. Planning for and involving 
all ages in the worship
19. Creating community through 
worship
20. Using baptisms, child dedications, 
and communion services in ways
to enhance worship
21. Making announcements in worship 
service
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III. EDUCATION AND TEACHING YES NO
1. Knowledge of SDA educational 
philosophy
2. Acquaintance with financial 
ways and means of educaitonal 
support for SDA church schools
3. Competency in teaching groups 
and classes
4. Awareness of a variety of 
teaching techniques, resources, 
and methods
5. Skills as a discussion leader
6. Knowledge of local church 
school curriculum
7. Using the Bible with children
8. Advising Vacation Bible School 
and Neighborhood Bible Class 
Programs
9. Teaching adult Sabbath School 
classes
10. Teaching youth Sabbath School 
classes
11. Knowledge of various age-level 
developmental learning abilities 
and needs among children's 
Sabbath School divisions:
a. Cradle Roll
b. Kindergarten
c. Primary
d. Junior
e. Earliteen
f. Youth
12. Recruiting volunteers
13. Motivating volunteers
14. Training lay volunteers
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IV. COMMUNICATIONS YES NO
1. Teaching
2. Writing
3. Listening
4. Contemporary communication 
techniques 567
5. Making Christian faith and 
symbols come alive through 
communication
6. Public speaking
7. Constructive criticism (giving 
and accepting
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V. CHURCH GROWTH YES NO
1. Maintaining current membership
2. Maintaining high active attendance
3. Increasing transfer growth
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VI. RELATION BUILDING YES
1. Responding in the pastoral 
relationship according to need:
a. as a friend
b. as a counselor
c. as a teacher
2. Teaching others to clarify their 
own convictions and values
3. Helping people build a relation­
ship with God through:
a. prayer
b. meditation
c. healing
d. other spiritual experiences
4. Helping others in crises of faith 
and major life changes
5. Using informal conversational 
skills
6. Asking questions that build a 
climate of acceptance and trust
7. Involving others in finding and 
utilizing their spiritual gift 
for the ministry 8
8. Putting others at ease and 
getting along well with them at 
all age levels
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VII. EVANGELISM/OUTREACH - -
1. Knowledge in content and use of 
public outreach programs:
a. Breath of Life (Five-Day Plan)
b. Stress Management
c. Weight Control
d. Cooking Schools/Nutrition
e. Health PrSinciples of the 
Bible
f. Other
2. Involving members in personal 
(one-to-one) Bible studies
3. Involving members in public 
evangelism
a. Revelation Seminar
b. Daniel Seminar
c. Regular crusades
d. How to make Christianity Real
e. Other
4. Gaining decisions
5. Visiting evangelistic interests
6. Finding interests
7. Conducting a pastor1s Bible class
8. Teaching a baptismal class
9. Utilizing and personally becoming 
involved in radio evangelism
10. Utilizing and personally becoming 
involved in TV evangelism
11. Giving a Gospel presentation
12. Preparing subjects for a public 
crusade
13. Preparing church for a public 
crusade
14. Preparing advertising for a public 
crusade
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YES NO
15. Preparing a budget for a public 
crusade
16. Maintaining an up-to-date 
interest list
17. Implementing socials to save
18. Visiting program for former 
church members
19. Organizing small groups and 
leadership
20. Equipping others to witness
21. Assimilating new members
22. Knowledge of foundation for 
evangelism
23. Participating in local county/ 
city ministerial association
24. Familiarization with local church 
Community Services programs
25. Involvement in local Community 
Service oriented programs
26. Involvement with local Community 
Services agencies:
a. Disaster, famine, or emergency 
relief
b. Hunger relief
c. Foster parenting or adoption
d. Prison ministry
e. Women's Crises Center
f. Rape Crises Center
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1. Visiting active church members
2. Visiting inactive church members
3. Visiting the sick
4. Visiting new church members
5. Ministry to the terminally ill
6. Ministry to the bereaved and 
grief stricken:
a. children
b. adults
7. Ministry to shut-ins
8. Ministry to singles
9. Ministry to the elderly
10. Family Life ministry
11. Ministry to the divorced single 
parent
12. Pre-marital counseling
13. Marriage counseling
14. Family counseling
15. Individual counseling
16. Counseling of teens
17. Counseling of children
18. Religious liberty counseling
19. Counseling with the homosexual 
Crisis counseling:
a. suicidals
b. rape victims
c. battered wife
d. alcoholic
VIII. PASTORAL CARE AND COUNSELING
2 0 .
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YES NO
21. Helping people develop self­
esteem and self-understanding
22. Helping people set goals, make 
decisions, and take action as to 
counseling
23. Training of lay persons in 
pastoral care visitation
24. Theological foundation for 
counseling
25. Knowledge of pastoral counseling 
theory
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IX. PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL- GROWTH
1. Managing own aggressiveness
2. Managing own passiveness
3. Managing critical feedback
4. Managing positive feedback
5. Managing stress
6. Managing professional and 
personal life (family time)
7. Evaluating strengths and 
weaknesses
8. Reviewing call to the ministry
9. Reviewing goals for family 
and self
10. Reviewing leadership style
11. Clarifying expectations of:
a. Congregational leaders
b. Congregational members
c. Conference officers
d. Departmental leaders
e. Wife
f. Family
g. Self
h. Community
12. Awareness of continuing education 
and career development 
opportunities
13. Awareness of church consultative 
and professional help for 
congregational needs
14. Handling hostility, dependence, 
manipulation, suspicion, and 
despair in positive and helpful 
ways
15. Developing personal and 
professional goals
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YES NO
16. Knowledge of resources for 
strengthening private 
devotional life
17. Utilizing self-assessment 
performance procedures 
periodically
18. Utilizing self-appraisal informal 
procedures occasionally
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APPENDIX G
Now that you have completed the Inventory;
1. Go back and choose one top specific priority skill
from each of the nine major skill areas and place them 
in the spaces provided below.
1. 2. 3.
4. 5. 6.
7. 8. 9.
Now, out of the 
three you would 
below.
nine
like
skills listed above, 
to work on first and
choose the 
list them
1. 2. 3.
Out of three listed above choose the 
like to start work on immediately or
one skill you would 
as soon as the
opportunity arises.
1 .
APPENDIX H
COMPILATION OF PASTORAL SKILLS
NEEDS INVENTORY
Compilation of Pastoral Skills Needs Inventory
Instrument by Ralph Hollenbeck 
Assessment by Pastors of Carolina Conference
Completed October 14, 1986
ADMINI3 THATION/ORGANIZATION 
L. Defining che mission of che church
YES
7
PRIOR
-mr
1
/
2 3
2 . Establishing goals and objectives /7
3. Devoloping scracegies and plana £ 5 / /
4. Evaluadng goals, objeccives, scracegies, and plans z z .
5. Delegacing and involving members in church work J ct Z J /
6 . Church Management:
a. Conduct meetings O L
b. Leadership _____
c. Finances o * / f
d. Departments n
7. Conflict management f& / •f /
8 . Communication of plans Z3 z
9. Execution of plans _____ z
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1 0 . Planning and scheduling a wall-balanced yearly calendar 
for sermons
YES
32.
PRIOR
-I7Y
3
1
1
2 3
1 1 . Preparing church bulletins 3 /
1 2 . Chairing board meetings and committees
1
13. Writing agendas
U. Reading financial reports /(,
15. Understanding church treasurer's method of record 
keeping 13
16. Planning the church budget 37 X 1
17. Overseeing the church school's operation
/3
18. Managing a building program 37 l /
19. Planning church officers' meetings
37
t
’ 2 0 . Establishing and overseeing the work of a nominating 
committee 7
2 1 . Communicating the duties of church officers:
a. Elder
b. Deacon JA.
c. Deaconess to
d. Sabbath School Superintendent Ife. Youth leader t£
f. Church Clerk /o
g. treasurer /o
h. Community Services Leader //
i. Pathfinder Director /5"
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i . Social Committee Members
YES
/3
PRIOR
-mr
1 2 3
k. Ocher 3
2 2 . Sponsoring the Home and School Organization ID
23. Managing church properties:
a. Insurance f(o
b. Maintenance ? /
c. Organization ?
24. Making effective use of reports:
a. Clerk's report /3
b. Treasurer's report 20
25. Advising the operation of a Community Services Center t5
26. Processing properly the transfers of membership 5
27. Producing an effective church newsletter 3 5 /
28. Establishing useful church policies for:
a. Weddings 20
b. Use of church property 2Z.
c. Music Z3
29. Advertising church socials and recreational activities //
30. Promoting an effective public relations program 3 5 5 /
31. Church discipline of members X . !
32. Promoting lay activities and lay training
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33. Organizing a successful Ingathering program
34. Organizing a public evangelistic campaign
35. Organizing health programs:
a_._Five-Day Plan______________________________ _
b. Cooking School______ __ ______ _____________
c. Stress Management Seminar_______
d. Weight Control Seminar
36. Understanding duties and functions of departmental 
leaders:
YES
/<£
I f
PRIOR
-rnr
JfL
13
10
a. Education______________________
b. Health/Temperance_______________
c. Religious Liberty_______________
d. Sabbath School____ _______
"e^  Ministerial ~
f. Public Relations
g. Youth
h. Personal Ministries_____ ________
i. Family Life___________
j. Publishing
k. Church growth and church consulting
l. Other
J L
J L
<?
1 .
l L
JO_
J .
37. Understanding duties and functions.of Administrative 
Officers:
a. President
b. Secretary
c. Treasurer
aIE
/3
38. Understanding function of Adventist Book Center
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39. Organizing and leading senior youth programs 27 X /
40. Leading the Pathfinder program /3
41. Staff Coordination and team development 20
42. Time management skills
43. Record keeping 2.(o z
44. Discovering and utilizing members' spiritual gifts 32 z
45. Problem solving skills 3Z 1
46. Decision making skills 23
47. Team building skills / 23 / /
48. Inspiring and motivating members /
5* /
49. Understanding stewardship 7
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PREACHING AND LEADING IN WORSHIP YES PRIOR 1 2 3
-mr
1 . Communicating the gospel effectively /, / /
2 . Preparing sermons:
a. Expounding sound theology /¥• / .
b.' Preparing Biblical sermons t /•
c. Preparing Christ-centered sermons ..a
rd. Feeding the flock (relating the Bible and theology
contemporary life)
e. Meeting the needs of the congregation (Making the 2 .
faith understandable and relevant to 
experience)
everday
A S
f. Sermon planning AT- / /
g. Sermons well-balanced /I
h. Sermon delivering
i. Sermon structure (organization) --------- ------
J3
/*
1
j. Sermon clarity, interesting /s
k. Spiritual application /•/
l. Adequate and useful illustrations
m. Utilizing time and effective methods :or sermon
z f
1 /preparation -75'
3. Planning a meaningful midweek service 7 - 0A t
4. Conducting:
a. Weddings // l
b. Funerals
c. Baby dedications —-------..--- /Z
/
d. Baptisms /+'
e. Communion u
f. Ordination service ------ --- -- /+
5. Planning a well-integrated church service Z S l
6 . Planning music for worship
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YES PRIOR
-I7Y
1 2 3
7. Providing meaningful pastoral prayers // \ I
8. Using non-sexist language in prayers and liturgy o'
9. Reading scripture and liturgy meaningfully .
10. Using traditional forms of worship .
.....7
2/
11. Using contemporary and experimental forms of worship 
(eg. drama, narrative, etc.)
12. Communicating through worship an authentic personal 
encounter with Jesus 2 7 1
13. Telling children's stories in worship £2 1
14. Preparing and presenting Week of Prayer programs 
for various age groups 5
15. Conducting an anointing service <35 1
16. Using liturgy and ceremony in worship
__ zJL 1
17. Using voice and mannerisms in worship
20 %
18. Planning for and involving all ages in the worship
33 V
19. Creating community through worship
4.2
4 / /
20. Using baptisms, child dedications, and communion services 
in ways to enhance worship
21. Making announcements in worship service /5 i
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EDUCATION AND TEACHING
YES PRIOR 1 2 3
1. Knowledge of SDA educational philosophy 7 /
2. Aquaintance with financial ways and means of 
support for SDA church schools
educational
3c . -t.’
3. Competency in teaching groups and classes 13 1
4. Awareness of a variety of teaching techniques 
and methods
, resources
'j3 /
5. Skills as a discussion leader
6. Knowledge of local church school curriculum
9
1
~7. Using the Bible with children
77
l
87 Advising Vacation Bible School and Neighborhood Bible 
Class Programs JSL
9. Teaching adult Sabbath School classes / 7 1
10. Teaching youth Sabbath School classes
H 1
' 11. Knowledge of various age-.level developmental 
abilities and needs amoung children's Sabbath 
divisions:
learning
School
a. Cradle Roll /O
b. Kindergarten /O
c. Primary /z
d. Junior 7z
e. Earliteen /i? 1
f. Youth j"7
12. Recruiting volunteers 3C 2.
13. Motivating volunteers 3 5 to 0
14. Training lay volunteers 33 1 i
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COMMUNICATIONS 
1. Teaching
YES
... Jl
PRIOR
-m r
3
1 2
/
3
2. Writing 7 b i
3. Lis tening X ,
4. Contemporary communication techniques 3Z O
5. Making Christian faith and symbols come alive through 
communication .7. S'
d
6. Public speaking ■Z/ h 1 /
7. Constructive criticism (giving and accepting) Z-; 5~ i I
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CHURCH GROWTH
1. Maintaining current membership
2. Maintaining high active attendance
3. Increasing transfer growth
YES PRIOR 1 2 3
-mr
a
¥5 2i- / 2
- t  J**/ -j
188
VI. RELATION BUILDING PRIOR
--I7Y
1 2 3
1. Responding in Che pastoral relationship according 
to need:
a. as a friend
b. as a counselor 
c . as a-teacher
2 . Teaching others to clarify their own convictions and 
values
3. Helping people build a relationship with God through;
a. prayer
b. meditation
c. healing
d. other spiritual experiences'
4. Helping others in crises of faith and major life 
changes
5. Using informal conversational skills
6 . Asking questions that build a climate of acceptance 
and trust
YE5
J.I
-Zo
37
2 7
17.
7d
/ z
2 /
7. Involving others in finding and utilizing their spiritual 
gift-for the ministry
8 . Putting others at ease and getting along well with them
at all age levels /cj
t,
H-
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VII. EVANGELISM/Ol'TREACH
YES PRIOR
-mr
1 2
/
3
I.- Knowledge in content and use of public outreach programs:
a. Breath of Life (Five-Day Plan)
- b. Stress Management
c. Weight Control " ..............
/£
42?
/
/ / .
/
(
d. Cooking Schools/h’utrition
e. Health Principles of the Bible
f. Other
/<r
/S'
sc
2. Involving members in personal (one-to-one) Bible studies 36, 3 /
3. Involving members in public evangelism:
a. Revelation Seminar 
" b. Daniel Seminar
c. Regular crusades
d. How to make Christainity Real
*i
. A L
3_
7 '
—  -• -e.
e. Other 6
4. Gaining decisions
So 4 i
5. Visiting evangelistic interests •
6 . Finding interests
7. Conducting a pastor's Bible class
If
8. Teaching a baptismal class /£
9. Utilizing and personally becoming involved in radio 
evangelism
3 i
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2 3
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.  
19.
10. Utilizing and personally becoming involved in TV 
evangelism
Giving a Gospel presentation 
Preparing subjects for a public crusade 
Preparing church for a public crusade 
Preparing advertising for a public crusade 
Preparing a budget for a public crusade 
Maintaining an up-to-date interest list 
Implementing socials to save
Visiting program for former church members 
Organizing small groups and leadership
20. Equipping others to witness
21. Assimilating new members
22. Knowledge of foundation for evangelism
23. Participating in local county/city ministerial 
association
24. Familiarization with local church Community Services 
programs
YES PRIOR
-mr
1
Z C i 1
/z,
Z/ L
20
ZG 3
S G
/
3 3 i
Z-G f 1
35T 4'
- M .
2
.LZ
9
/
y
i
191
25. 
. ' 26.
Involvement in local Community Service oriented programs 
Involvemenc with local Community Services agencies:
a. Disasterfamine, or emergency relief 
~tT..Hunger relief__ ____
c. Foster parenting or adoption __
d. P r iso ri~mYh i s try"-
_ e^_ Women's Crises Center __________________ _
£._Rape Crises Center....... .... . . ..
• PASTORAL CARE AND COUNSELING YES PRIOR 1
1. Visiting active church members 7 7
-rrr->
2. Visiting inactive church members -77 >
3. Visiting the sick 77
4. Visiting new church members 77
5. Ministry to the terminally ill 37 /
6. Ministry to the bereaved and grief stricken: /
a. children
b. adults .. ...
7. Ministry to shut-ins / 7 /
8 . Ministry to singles .......... -?/
9. Ministry to the elderly ............  /¥■ /
10. Family Life ministry
3Z
z
1 1 . Ministry to the divorced single parent.
3-7
i ■ t
1 2 . Pre-marital counseling
33
t i
13. Marriage counseling
37
i
14. Family counseling 33 i
15. Individual counseling J3 l
16. Counseling of teens 21
17. Counseling of children 2b
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318. Religious liberty counseling
YES
20
PRIOR
-mr
i
1 2
19. Counseling with the homosexual
20. Crisis counseling: e 1
-- a. suicidalsb. rape victims
3 5
-c. battered wife ______  _ ________
d. alcoholic
Z7'
20
21. Helping people develop self-esteem and self-understanding z I
22. Helping people set goals, make decisions, and take 
action as to counseling 3!
i 1
23. Training of lay persons in pastoral care visitation 37
24. Theological foundation for counseling .........31 \
25. Knowledge of pastoral counseling theory 20 X
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. PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL GROWTH YES PRIOR 1 2 3
-mr /
I. Managing own aggressiveness /Z /
2. Managing own passiveness n z /
3. Managing critical feedback
Zo
// i
4. Managing positive feedback
/3
5. Managing stress
2C, / l. /
6. Managing professional and personal life (family time)
2 2 ¥
/
7. Evaluating strengths and weaknesses
31
3
8. Reviewing call to the ministry
13
9. Reviewing goals for family and self
/£>
/ /
10. Reviewing leadership style
z?
11. Clarifing expectations of: Z /
a. Congregational leaders Z f
b. Congregational members 20
c. Conference officers A!
d. Departmental leaders -20
e. Wife /£
f. Family > S'
g. Seif /6
h. Community
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12. Awareness of continuing education and career development 
opportunities
o
13. Awareness of church consultative and professional help for 
congregational needs
/
14. Handling hostility, dependence, manipulation, suspicion, 
and despair in positive and helpful ways jjcf ¥■
13. Developing personal and professional goals i
16. Knowledge of resources for strengthening private devotional 
life /S
Z
17. Utilizing self-assessment performance procedures
periodically 20
/
18. Utilizing self-appraisal informal procedures occasionally^
196
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RESULTS OF PASTORAL SKILLS NEEDS INVENTORY
ADMINISTRATION / ORGANIZATION # of # of Times
Inventorv Item #
People
Choosincr
Listed as 
A Prioritv
(48) Inspiring & motivating 
church members (41) ( 5)
(31) Discipline of church 
members (40) ( 2)
( 5) Delegating and involving 
members in church work 
Team building skills (39) (41)
(30) Promoting an effective 
public relations program (35) ( 3)
(44) Discovering & utilizing 
members spiritual gifts (34) ( 2)
(10) Planning & scheduling a 
well balanced yearly 
sermonic calendar (32) ( 3)
( 7) Conflict management (26) ( 4, #1)
II. PREACHING AND LEADING IN WORSHIP
( 3) Planning a meaningful
midweek service (36)
(14) Preparing and presenting 
week of prayer programs 
for various age groups (36)
(18) Planning for and involving
all ages in worship (33)
(19) Creating community through
worship (28)
( 1) Communicating the Gospel 
effectively
(12) Communicating through 
worship an authentic 
• personal encounter with 
Jesus
(23)
( V)
( 5) 
( 4) 
( 4) 
( 5)
( 1 )(27)
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(2c) Meeting the needs of-the 
congregation making the 
faith understandable and 
relevant to every day
experience (26) (2)
(17) Using voice and mannerisms
in worship (20) (2)
III. EDUCATION AND TEACHING
(13) Motivating volunteers (35, 10) (5 #2, 20 #3)
(14) Training lay volunteers (33) (7)
( 4) Awareness of a variety 
of teaching techniques,
resources, and methods (25) (3)
(12) Recruiting volunteers (30) (2)
( 2) Acquaintance with
financial ways and means 
of educational support
for SDA church schools (30) (2)
( 5) Skills as a discussion
leader (26) (2)
( 7) Using the Bible with
children (22) (2)
IV. COMMUNICATIONS
( 4) Contemporary communi­
cation techniques (32) (6)
( 2) Writing (27) ( 6)
( 6) Public speaking (21) ( 6)
( 7) Constructive criticism
(giving & accepting) (27) (5)
( 5) Making Christian faith
and symbols come alive
through communication (25) (4)
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V. CHURCH GROWTH
( 2) Maintaining a high active
church attendance (45)
( 3) Increasing transfer growth (24)
( 1) Maintaining current
membership (29)
VI. RELATION BUILDING
( 2) Teaching others to clarify 
their own convictions & 
values (31)
( 4) Helping others in crisis
(45, 1)
(30)
(31) 
(28, 3)
(27)
(19)
(16) Responding in the pastoral 
relationship according to 
need as a counselor (29)
VII. EVANGELISM / OUTREACH
(21) Assimilating new members (44, 5)
(20) Equipping others to
witness (35)
of faith and major life 
changes
( 7) Involving others in
finding and utilizing 
their spiritual gifts 
for the ministry
( 6) Asking questions that 
build a climate of 
acceptance & trust
(32) Helping people build
a relationship with God 
through prayer
(3b) Helping people build a 
relationship with God 
through meditation
( 8) Putting others at ease 
and getting along well 
with them at all age 
levels
( 5)
( 4)
( 6) 
(1-1)
( 5)
( 3) 
(1-2)
( 2)
( 4)
( 2)
(1-2, 1-3) 
( 4)
(24)
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( 4) Gaining decisions - (30)
(19) Organizing small groups
& their leadership (26)
( 2) Involving members in 
personal (one-to-one)
Bible studies (36)
( 3) Involving members in 
public evangelism 
(Revelation Seminars) (24)
(16) Maintaining an up-to-date
interest list (26)
( 9) Utilizing & personally 
becoming involved in 
radio e v a n g e l i s m  ( 2 4 )
(10) Utilizing & personally 
becoming involved in 
TV evangelism (20)
(17) Implementing socials
to save (36)
(18) Visiting program for
former church members (33)
( 8) Participating in local 
county/city ministerial 
association
( 4) 
( 4)
( 3)
( 3) 
( 3)
( 3)
( 3) 
( 1 ) 
( 1)
VIII. PASTORAL CARE AND COUNSELING
(20) Crisis counseling: ( 5)
suicidals (35)
rape victims (28)
battered wife (29)
alcoholic (26)
(23) Training of lay persons 
in pastoral care 
visitation (37) ( 4)
(12) Pre-marital counseling (33) ( 4)
(13) Marriage counseling (37)
( 2) Visiting inactive 
church members (32) ( 3)
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( 1) Visiting active church
members (19) (3)
(10) Family life ministry (32) ( 2)
(21) Helping people develop 
self-esteem and self-
understanding (23, 2) (1-2)
(22) Helping people set 
goals, make decisions, 
and take action as to
counseling (31, 17) (1-2)
IX. PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
( 7) Evaluating strengths
and weaknesses (31) (4)
(14) Handling hostility,
dependence, manipulation, 
suspicion, and despair in
positive and helpful ways (29) (4)
( 6) Managing a balance between 
professional and personal
life (family time) (28) ( 4)
(12) Awareness of continuing
education career development 
opportunities (21) (3)
(11) Clarifying expectations (16-21) ( 2)
( 2) Managing own passiveness (19) (2)
(10) Reviewing leadership
styles (27)
(16) Knowledge of resources 
for strengthening private
devotional life (15) (2)
( 5) Managing stress (26)
(17) Utilizing self-assessment 
performance procedures
periodically (20) ( 1)
(18) Utilizing self-appraisal 
informal procedures 
occasionally (23)
APPENDIX J
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Dear Sir,
I am the pastor of the Hendersonville Seventh-day 
Adventist Church and a member of the Pastoral Growth and 
Continuing Education Committee of the Carolina Conference 
of Seventh-day Adventist.
At the present time I am in the process of writing a 
dissertation for the Doctor of Ministry degree through 
the Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary, Andrews 
University, Berrien Springs, Michigan. Part of my 
dissertation is researching and acquiring of existing 
resources and materials to help pastors in the 
development of their pastoral skills. These resources 
and materials would be placed in a Resource Center at our 
conference headquarters in Charlotte, North Carolina, 
where pastors, after completing a Pastoral Skills 
Inventory, would select the resources that could possibly 
strengthen weak areas or help develop desired new areas 
of ministerial skills. This Resource Center would also 
provide detailed information on continuing education 
programs, seminars, retreats, and classes that would be 
available for the enhancement of ministerial skills.
Would you please send to me any. catalogues, pamphlets, 
bibliographies, and/or information that you have 
pertaining to any of the pastoral skills listed in the 
following pages.
I am specifically interested in resources that are hands- 
on self-help materials, be they in book, booklet, video, 
audio-cassette, or film form.
Thank you for your cooperation in this matter, and thank 
you in advance for your time.
Sincerely,
Ralph A. Hollenbeck, Pastor 
Hendersonville SDA Church
APPENDIX K
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REPLIES FROM LETTERS OF INQUIRY TO SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST 
SOURCES FOR INFORMATION CONCERNING RESOURCES OR 
MATERIALS ON THE SEVENTY-ONE SPECIFIC SKILL 
ITEMS FOR THE RESOURCE CENTER FOR 
PASTORAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
Useable
Information
General Conference of Seventh-day Adventist Yes
Center of Continuing Education for Ministry
World Headquarters
6840 eastern Ave. , NW
Washington, D.C. 20012
Mid-America Conference of Seventh-day Yes
Adventist Ministerial Association 
P O Box 6127 
Lincoln, NE 68506
Pacific Union Conference of Seventh-day No
Adventist 
P O Box 5005
Westlake Village, CA 91359
Southwestern Union Conference of Yes
Seventh-day Adventist
Department of Continuing Education
P O Box 4000
Burleson, TX 76028
Carolina Conference of Seventh-day Yes
Adventist 
P O Box 25848 
Charlotte, NC 28212
Andrews University Yes
Life Long Learning Department 
Berrien Springs, MI 49104
American Cassette Ministries Yes
P O Box 922 
Harrisburg, PA 17108
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Concerned Communications 
P O Box 700
Arroy Grande, CA 93420
Harding Hospital
445 East Grandville Road
Worthington, OH 43085
Oregon Conference of Seventh-day 
Adventist
13400 S.E. 97th Ave.
Clackomos, OR 97015
Elder W. R. Bornstein 
Evangelism Coordinator
Florida Conference of Seventh-day Adventist 
P O Box 1313 
Orlando, FL 32802
(CONTINUED) - -
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
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REPLIES FROM LETTERS OF INQUIRY FOR INFORMATION 
CONCERNING RESOURCES OR MATERIALS ON THE 
SEVENTY-ONE SPECIFIC SKILLS ITEMS FOR 
THE RESOURCE CENTER FOR PASTORAL 
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
Useable
Information
American Baptist Churches USA 
Division of Christian Higher Education 
P O Box 851
Valley Forge, PA 19482-0851
Yes
Asbury Theological Seminary
P O Box 1199
Wilmore, KS 43090-1199
Yes
Auburn Theological Seminary
3041 Broadway
New York, NY 10027
Yes
Bergamo Renewal Center 
4400 Shakertown Road 
Dayton, OH
Yes
Bethel Theological Seminary 
3949 Bethel Drive 
St. Paul, MN 55112
Yes
Board of Higher Education and Ministry 
The United Methodist Church 
P 0 Box 871
Nashville, TN 37202-0871
No
Career Planning Center of 
America, Inc.
8420 Delmar Boulevard 
St. Louis, MO 63124
Yes
Career Track Seminars 
1800 38th Street 
Boulder, CO 80301-2693
Yes
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Center for Church Renewal Yes
P O Box 863173 
Plano, TX 75086
College of Preachers Yes
3510 Woodley Road NW 
Washington, D.C. 20016
Continuing Education of Roman Catholic No
Clergy, Inc.
5401 South Cornell Ave.
Chicago, IL 60615
Daniel Management Center Yes
College of Business Administration 
University of South Carolina 
Columbia, SC 29208
Economic Education for Clergy, Inc. Yes
Suite 302
6410 Rockledge Drive 
Bethesda, MD 20817-1874
Ecumenical Theological Center Yes
8425 W. McNichols Road 
Detroit, MI 48221-2599
Emory University Yes
Candler School of Theology 
Atlanta, GA 30322
Episcopal Divinity School 
99 Brattle Street 
Cambridge, MA 02138
Fuller Theological Seminary No
135 North Oakland Ave.
Pasadena, CA 91101
Global Education Association No
Resource Library
475 Riverside Drive, Suite 570
New York, NY 10115
Grow Ministries No
P O Box 15272
Fort Wayne, IN 46885
Institute of Basic Youth Conflicts Yes
P O Box One
Oak Brook, IL 60522-3001
(CONTINUED) - -
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Intentional Growth Center Yes
Box 546
Lake Junaluska, NC 29\8745
Kirkridge Yes
Bangor, PA 18013
Lay Pastoral Ministry Program No
Athenaerem of Ohio 
6616 Beechmont Ave.
Cincinnati, OH 45230
Lead Consultants, Inc. Yes
Renoldsburg, OH
Luthern Church in America Yes
Division for Professional Leadership 
2900 Queen Lane 
Philadelphia, PA 19129-1090
Midwest Career Development Service Yes
1840 Westchester Boulevard 
P O Box 7249 
Westchester, IL 91016
Mission Advanced Research and Yes
Communications Center 
919 W. Huntington Drive 
Monrovia, CA 91016
National Council of the Churches No
of Christ USA
475 Riverside Drive
Room 774
New York, NY 10115-0050
National Seminars, Inc. Yes
6901 W. 63rd Street 
P O Box 2949
Shawnee Mission, KS 66201-1349
Nightingale-Covant Corporation Yes
7300 North Lehigh Ave.
Chicago, IL 60648
NTL Institute Yes
1501 Wilson Blvd., Suite 1000 
P O Box 9155 Rosslyn Station 
Arlington, VA 22209
(CONTINUED)
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Rape Crisis Center Yes
P O Box 2461
Hendersonville, NC 28793
Saint Joseph College Yes
West Hartford, CT 06117
Seminary External Education Division Yes
Southern Baptist Convention Building 
901 Commerce Street, Suite 500 
Nashville, TN 37203-3697
Society of the Advancement of Continuing Yes
Education for Ministry
Averbach Hall 229
University of Hartford
West Hartford, CT 06117
Stevens Ministries Yes
1325 Boland
St. Louis, MO 63117
The Academy of Parish Clergy Yes
RR 01, Box 195
West Winfield, NY 13491
The Alban Institute, Inc. Yes
4125 Nebraska Ave., NW 
Washington, D.C. 20016
The Center for Applied Research No
in Education, Inc.
West Nyack, NY 10995
The Center for Human Development No
3027 Fourth Street, N.W.
P 0 Box 4557 
Washington, D.C. 20017
The Menninger Foundation Yes
P O Box 829
Topeka, KS 66601-0829
The Center for Profession Development Yes
in Ministry
Lancaster Theological Seminary 
Lancaster, PA 17603
The Salvation Army No
120 W. 14th Street 
New York, NY 10011
(CONTINUED)
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(CONTINUED)
Thompson Center Yes
12145 Ladne Road 
St. Louis, MO 63141
University of Notre Dame No
The Institute for Pastoral and Social Ministry 
Notre Dame, IN 46556
University of Wisconsin-Madison No
610 Langdon Street, Room 314 
Madison, WI 53703
Word Incorporated Yes
P O Box 1790 
Waco, TX 76796
Yokefellow Institute Yes
920 Earlham Drive 
Richmond, IN 47374
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THE BREAKDOWN OF THE NINE MAJOR SKILLS CATEGORIES 
INTO FIFTEEN MAJOR SKILLS CATEGORIES WITH 
THEIR RESPECTIVE SPECIFIC SKILLS AREAS
AREAS
1. ADMINISTRATION
A. GENERAL
B. INSPIRING AND MOTIVATING MEMBERS
C. DISCIPLINING MEMBERS
D. TEAM BUILDING SKILLS
E. PROMOTING PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAM
F. CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
2. ORGANIZATION
A. GENERAL
B. DELEGATING AND INVOLVING MEMBERS
C. DISCOVERING MEMBERS SPIRITUAL GIFTS
D. PLANNING SERMON CALENDAR
3. PREACHING
A. GENERAL
B. WEEK OF PRAYER PROGRAMS
C. COMMUNICATING THE GOSPEL
D. MEETING CONGREGATIONS FAITH NEEDS
E. USING VOICE AND MANNERISMS IN WORSHIP
4. LEADING WORSHIP
A. GENERAL
B. PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE
C. INVOLVING ALL AGES IN WORSHIP
D. COMMUNITY THROUGH WORSHIP
E. COMMUNICATING JESUS THROUGH WORSHIP
5. EDUCATION
A. MOTIVATING VOLUNTEERS
B. RECRUITING VOLUNTEERS
C. FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF SCHOOLS
D. DISCUSSION LEADER SKILLS
E. USING THE BIBLE WITH CHILDREN
6. TEACHING
A. TRAINING LAY VOLUNTEERS
B. TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS 7
7. COMMUNICATIONS
A. CONTEMPORARY COMMUNICATION SKILLS
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B. WRITING - -
C. PUBLIC SPEAKING
D. CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM
E. COMMUN. FAITH AND SYMBOLS
8. CHURCH GROWTH
A. GENERAL
B. MAINTAINING CHURCH ATTENDANCE
C. INCREASING TRANSFER GROWTH
D. MAINTAIN CURRENT MEMBERSHIP
9. RELATION BUILDING
A. TEACHING CONVICTIONS AND VALUES
B. CRISES IN LIFE AND FAITH CHANGES
C. HELPING FIND SPIRITUAL GIFTS
D. BUILDING TRUST
E. HELPING PRAY
F. HELPING LEARN TO MEDITATE
G. GETTING ALONG WITH ALL AGES
H. BEING A COUNSELOR
10. EVANGELISM
A. ASSIMILATING NEW MEMBERS
B. GAINING DECISIONS
C. BIBLE STUDIES BY MEMBERS
D. EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS
E. UPDATED INTEREST LIST
F. RADIO EVANGELISM
G. TV EVANGELISM
11. OUTREACH
A. EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS
B. ORGANIZING SMALL GROUPS
C. IMPLEMENTING SOCIALS
D. VISITING FORMER MEMBERS
E. PARTICIPATING IN LOCAL MIN. ASSOC.
12. PASTORAL CARE
A. GENERAL
B. TRAINING LAY PERSON IN VISITATIONS
C. VISITING INACTIVE MEMBERS
D. VISITING ACTIVE MEMBERS
E. FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY
F. HELPING DEVELOP SELF-ESTEEM
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13. PASTORAL COUNSELING
A. GENERAL
B. CRISIS COUNSELING GENERAL 
SUICIDAL 
RAPE VICTIMS 
BATTERED WIFE 
ALCOHOLIC
14. PERSONAL GROWTH
A. EVALUATING STRENGTHS/WEAKNESSES
B. POSITIVELY HANDLING FEELINGS
C. BALANCING PROFESSIONAL/PERSONAL
D. MANAGING OWN PASSIVENESS
E. RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE
15. PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
A. CONTINUING EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES
B. CLARIFYING EXPECTATIONS
C. REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES
D. MANAGING STRESS
E. SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES
F. SELF-APPRAISAL PROCEDURES
APPENDIX N
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SOURCES OF ORDERED MATERIAL FOR THE RESOURCE 
CENTER FOR PASTORAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
Adventist Book Center 
P.O. Box 25848 
Charlotte, NC 28212
Abingdon Press 
P.O. Box 801 
Nashville, TN
American Cassette Ministries 
P.O. Box 922 
Harrisburg, PA 17108
Augsburg Publishing House 
P.O. Box 1209 
Minneapolis, MN
Broadman Publishing House 
Nashville, TN 37234
Beacon Hill Press 
P.O. Box 419527 
Kansas City, MO 64141
Daniel Management Center 
College of Business Administration 
University of South Carolina 
Columbia, SC
Episcopal Radio and TV Foundation, Inc. 
3379 Peachtree Road NE 
Suite 610 
Atlanta, GA 30326
Fleming H. Revell Company, Publishers
Old Tappan
New Jersey 07675
General Conference of Seventh-day 
Adventist Ministerial Association 
Tape of the Month Club 
6840 Eastern Ave., NW 
Washington, DC 20012
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General Conference of Seventh-day 
Adventist Communications Department 
6840 Eastern Ave., NW 
Washington, DC 20012
General Conference of Seventh-day 
Adventist, Ministerial Association 
Continuing Education for Ministry 
6840 Eastern Ave., NW 
Washington, DC 20012
Harper and Row Publishers 
151 Union St.
San Francisco, CA 94111
Image Books 
Doubleday and Company 
501 Franklyn Ave.
Garden City, NH 11530
InterVarsity Press 
11530 5206 Main St.
Downers Grove, IL 60515
Judson Book Store
P.O. Box 851
Valley Forge, PA 19482
Lead Consultants, Inc.
P.O. Box 664 
Renaldsbury, OH 43068
Leadership
465 Gunderson Drive
Carol Stream, IL 60188
Mid-America Conference of Seventh-day 
Adventist Ministerial Department 
P.O. Box 6127 
Lincoln, NE 68506
McGraw-Hill Publisher 
1221 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10020
Moody Book World 
820 North LaSalle Dr.
Chicago, IL 60610
Nightengale-Covant Corporation 
7300 North Lehigh Ave.
Chicago, IL 60648
Prentice-Hall, Incorporated 
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632
Presbyterian Publishing House 
341 Ponce DeLean Ave., NE 
Atlanta, GA 30365
Protestant Radio and Television Center, Inc. 
1727 Clifton Road, NE 
Atlanta, GA 30329
Real People Press 
P.O. Box F 
Moab, UT 84532
Regal Books 
P.0. Box 3875 
Ventura, CA 93006
Scott, Foresman and Company 
1900 East Lake Ave.
Glenview, IL 60025
The Alban Institute Publishers 
4125 Nebraska Ave., NW 
Washington, DC 20016
The Christian Corner 
250 N. Lake Ave.
Pasadena, CA 91101
Victor Books 
1825 College Ave.
Wheaton, IL 60187
Westminster Press 
925 Chestnut Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19107
Word Publishers 
P.0. Box 2533 
Waco, TX 76796
Zondervan Corporation 
P.0. Box 6900 
Grand Rapids, MI
APPENDIX O
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LETTER ASKING PERMISSION TO COPY 
OUT-OF-PRINT MATERIALS
Prentice - Hall, Inc.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632
Dear Sir:
This letter is for the purpose of requesting permission 
to photocopy the following book, that is out of print yet 
still copyrighted , for the purpose of placing it into 
our Resource Center for Pastoral Skills Development, to 
be used by our pastors.
The Helping relationship: Process and Skills 
by Lawrence M. Brammer (c) 1979
Thank you for your time and cooperation in this matter.
Sincerely
Ralph A. Hollenbeck 
Resource Center Developer
APPENDIX P
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THE TWENTY-TWO BOOKS THAT WERE PHOTOCOPIED 
FOR THE RESOURCE CENTER FOR PASTORAL 
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
Book List
A New Face for the Church by O. Richards
All the Children of the Bible by Herbert Larklear
Anatomy of Local Radio and TV copy by William Peck
Conflict Management in the Gospels by Rudy Klimes
Delighting in the Leadership of God by Rudy Klimes
Foundations for Purposeful Church Administration by Alvin 
J. Lindgren
Joining Together by David W. Johnson and Frank P. Johnson
Let Mv People Go by Alvin J. Lindgren and Norman 
Shawchuck
Management for Your Church by Alvin J. Lindgren and 
Norman Shawchuck
Modifying Vocal Behavior by John P. Moncer and Issac P. 
Brockett
One People by John Stott
Pastoral Care and Counseling by William E. Hulme 
Putting It Together in the Parish by John Glasse 
Reaching Out by Henry Nouwen
Sharpening the Focus of the Church by Gene Getz 
So You're Going on the Air by J.Orville Iversen 
Soul Winning Made Easier by Kembleton Wiggin 
The Apathetic and Bored Church Member by John Savage
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The Psychology of Witnessing by Jard Deville 
The Work of the Pastor by Orley Berg 
The Wounded Healer by Henry Nouwen
What's Gone Wrong with the Harvest? by James F. Engle 
and H. Wilber Norton
APPENDIX Q
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LETTER ASKING FOR PERMISSION TO BE PLACED 
ON PERPETUAL MAILING LIST
January 15, 1988
To Whom It May Concern:
Would you please put our organization of your continual 
mailing list?
We would like to keep an updated listing of all your 
classes, seminars, workshops, etc.
Thank you for your cooperation. Our address is
Carolina Conference of S.D.A.
The Resource Center for Pastoral 
Skill Development 
P.0. Box 25848 
Charlotte, NC 28212
Sincerely,
Ralph A. Hollenbeck 
Resource Center Developer
APPENDIX R
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ORGANIZATIONS WRITTEN TO REQUESTING THAT THE RESOURCE 
CENTER FOR PASTORAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT BE PLACED 
ON THEIR PERPETUAL MAILING LIST
List
Andrews University-Life Long Learning Department 
Auburn Theological Seminary 
Bergamo Renewal Center 
Career Tract, Inc.
College of Preachers
Daniel Management Center
Economic Education for Clergy, Inc.
Ecumenical Theological Center 
Grow Ministries 
Harding Hospital 
International Growth Center 
Institute of Basic Youth Conflict 
Kirkridge
L.E.A.D. Consultants 
Leadership
Mid-America Conference Ministerial Department 
National Seminars, Inc.
NTL Institute
Southern Baptist Seminary External Education Division 
St. Joseph College
Society for the Advance of Continuing Education in 
Ministry
Stephen Ministries 
The Alban Institute
The Center for Professional Development in Ministry 
The Menninger Foundation 
Thompson Center 
Yokefellow Institute
APPENDIX S
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PERIODICALS FROM WHICH ARTICLES WERE PLACED IN 
THE RESOURCE CENTER FOR PASTORAL SKILLS 
DEVELOPMENT
Seventh-dav Adventist Periodicals
Adventist Review 
Church and State
Focus on the Adventist Home and School
Liberty
Listen
PRAXIS
Signs of the Times
The Ministry (formerly Ministry)
These Times
Unlock Your Potential
Vibrant Life (formerly Life and Health) 
Your Life and Health
Other than Seventh-dav Adventist Periodicals
Christianity Today 
Leadership 
McCall's 
Your Church
APPENDIX T
DATA RETRIEVAL BY NUMERIC LISTING
CAROLINA CONFERENCE Of SDA
FILE NO
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
26
27
28 
29
PRCMAS REPORT —  NUMERIC
TITLE FORMAT
i
CATEGORY
Some Common Myths Of Wife Abuse MIMEO PASTORAL COUNSELING
Savage Lab 1 WRK.SHP ADMINISTRATION
Savage, Lab I WRK.SHP ADMINISTRATION
A Retreat On Guilt & Forgiveness WRK.SHP PASTORAL COUNSELING
How to Begin. . .Lay Caring Ministry. . . WRK.SHP ADMINISTRATION
Ministry Leadership Conference WRK.SHP ADMINISTRATION
Enabling & Supervising Volunteers in Church WRK.SHP ADMINISTRATION
Human Interaction Laboratory WRK.SHP ADMINISTRATION
How to Improve Morale, Motivation & Prod. WRK.SHP ADMINISTRATION
Team Building WRK.SHP ADMINISTRATION
Negotiation:. . .Conflict Mgt in the Church WRK.SHP ADMINISTRATION
Institute of Basic Youth Conflicts - Basic SEM ADMINISTRATION
Conflict Management & Resolution...Congr .Pain WRK.SHP ADMINISTRATION
Pastor As Professional Leader WRK.SHP ADMINISTRATION
Pastoral Effectiveness Training WRK.SHP ADMINISTRATION
Ministry Effectiveness Laboratory WRK.SHP ADMINISTRATION
Beyond Conflict: Manag. Dynamics cf Diff. WRK.SHP ADMINISTRATION
What's My Type? An Introduction to MBTI WRK.SHP PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
Making Criticism Work For You In Ministry SEM COMMUNICATIONS
Art of Biblical Storytelling WRK.SHP PREACHING
Child From One to Sixteen: Living . . . SEM LEADING WORSHIP
Act Your Size SEM PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
What Happens When We Worship? SEM LEADING WORSHIP
Developing Your Staff:...Improve Morale, Mot. WRK.SHP EDUCATION
The Art of Homily WRK.SHP PREACHING
Savage Lab II WRK.SHP TEACHING
Savage Post Lab II WRK.SHP TEACHING
Truth Through Personality WRK.SHP PREACHING
The Gospel In Stories SEM PREACHING
Consolidating Exp.: Transitions & Transfor. SEM PERSONAL GROWTH
AREA
CRISIS COUNSELING - BATTERED WIFE 
INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS 
INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS 
CRISIS COUNSELING - ALCOHOLIC 
INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS 
INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS 
INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS 
INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS 
INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS 
TEAM BUILDING SKILLS 
CONFLICT MANAGEMENT 
CONFLICT MANAGEMENT 
CONFLICT MANAGEMENT 
CONFLICT MANAGEMENT 
CONFLICT MANAGEMENT 
CONFLICT MANAGEMENT 
CONFLICT MANAGEMENT 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM 
COMMUNICATING THE GOSPEL 
INVOLVING ALL AGES IN WORSHIP 
REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES 
GENERAL
MOTIVATING VOLUNTEERS 
GENERAL
TRAINING LAY VOLUNTEERS 
TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS 
GENERAL 
GENERAL
EVALUATING STRENGTHS/WEAKNESSES
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30 Speaking From A Prepared Heart SEN
31 Delivering Total Adult Educ. in the Parish WRK.SHP
32 Neuro-Linguistic Programming - Level 1 SEM
33 Neuro-Linguistic Programming - Level 2 SEM
34 Neuro-Linguistic Programming - Level 3 SEM
35 Neuro-Linguistic Programming - Level 4 SEM
36 Communication Workshop: Learning by Doing WRK.SHP
37 Writing for Parish & Publication WRK.SHP
38 Coping with Personal & Professional Criticism w r k.SHP
39 Preaching To Children Of All Ages SEM
40 Building and Leading a Magnetic Church WRK.SHP
41 Institute of Basic Youth Conflicts - Advanced SEM
42 Getting Over the Hump: Type & Mid-life Crises WRK.SHP
43 Preaching To Communicate SEM
44 Spirituality for the Later Years: Per. Growth WRK.SHP
45 Men's Lives: Journeys & Transitions WRK.SHP
46 Faith, Ages & Stages: Perspective on P. Care SEM
47 Mid-Life Worshop/Retreat WRK.SHP
48 Religious Formations: Integrating Individual WRK.SHP
49 Prayer & Creative Imagination WRK.SHP
PREACHING 
TEACHING 
COMMUNICATIONS 
COMMUNICATIONS 
COMMUNICATIONS 
COMMUNICATIONS 
COMMUNICATIONS 
COMMUNICATIONS 
COMMUNICATIONS 
PREACHING 
CHURCH GROWTH 
COMMUNICATIONS 
RELATION BUILDING 
PREACHING 
RELATION BUILDING 
RELATION BUILDING 
RELATION BUILDING 
RELATION BUILDING 
RELATION BUILDING 
RELATION BUILDING
GENERAL
TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS 
CONTEMPORARY COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
CONTEMPORARY COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
CONTEMPORARY COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
CONTEMPORARY COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
CONTEMPORARY COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
WRITING
CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM 
GENERAL
MAINTAINING CHURCH ATTENDANCE 
CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM 
CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES 
COMMUNICATING THE GOSPEL 
CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES 
CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES 
CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES 
CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES 
CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES 
BUILDING TRUST
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APPENDIX U
DATA RETRIEVAL BY PUBLISHER LISTING
TEMPORARY REGISTRATION 
PRINTOUT WITH PUBLISHER
FILE NO TITLE FORMAT AREA
1000 Explorations In Faith
1002 Premarital Counseling Kit
1003 Premarital Communications Inventory 
100*1 Marriage Role Expectations Inventory
1005 Courtship Analysis/Dating Problems Ckecklist
1006 Sex Attitude Survey and Profile
1007 Sex Knowledge Inventory - Form X & Y
1008 Marriage Expectations Inventory
1009 Marrige Prediction Schedule & Adjust. Form
1010 The Marital Check-up Kit
1011 Parent-Adolescent Comm. Inven. - Form A
1012 rarent-Adolescent Comm. Inven. - Form P
1013 Marital Communication Inventory
1014 The Sexual Communications Inventory
2000 Leadership Development 
ment
2001 How to Prepare & Deliver a Sermon
2002 Principles of Preaching
2003 Public Worship
2005 Childhood Education In the Church
2006 How Churches Teach People
2007 Dynamics of Teaching
2000 Youth Education in the Church
2009 Adult Education in the Church
2010 Church Growth
2011 Pastor as Counselor
2012 Pastoral Care
2013 Problem Solving and Conflict Resolution
INV PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE
INV PRE-MARITAL COUNSELING
INV PRE-MARITAL COUNSELING
INV PRE-MARITAL COUNSELING
INV PRE-MARITAL COUNSELING
INV PRE-MARITAL COUNSELING
INV PRE-MARITAL COUNSELING
INV PRE-MARITAL COUNSELING
INV PRE-MARITAL COUNSELING
INV MARRIAGE COUNSELING
INV MARRIAGE COUNSELING
INV MARRIAGE COUNSELING
INV . MARRIAGE COUNSELING
INV MARRIAGE COUNSELING
SELF STUDY INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS
SELF STUDY COMMUNICATING THE GOSPEL
SELF STUDY COMMUNICATING THE GOSPEL
SELF STUDY GENERAL
SELF STUDY USING THE BIBLE WITH CHILDREN
SELF STUDY TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS
SELF STUDY TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS
SELF STUDY TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS
SELF STUDY TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS
SELF STUDY GENERAL
SELF STUDY CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES
SELF STUDY GENERAL
SELF STUDY CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
PUB
The Alban Institute
Seminary Extension Depart
Continuing Education Dept
., Gen Conf.SDA
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2014 Preaching Your Way To Better Preaching SELF STUDY
2015 Making Worship Meaningful SELF STUDY
. Conf. of SDA
201G Training Leaders For Active Min. W/The Aged SELF STUDY
ce Center
2017 Adventures In Church Growth (Self study) SELF STUDY
era! Conference
2018 Coping With Grief SELF STUDY
. Conf. of SDA
2019 Transitions SELF STUDY
. Conf. of SDA
2020 Seminar Evangelism SELF STUDY
. Conference
2021 Hospitality SELF STUDY
. Conference -
---*2022 Carefronting SELF STUDY
. Conf. of SDA
2023 Preparing For Marriage SELF STUDY
t. , Gen.. Conf.
2024 How To Cope With Human Needs SELF STUDY
elation, Inc.
2025 What Do I Have To Offer? Support For Laity. . SELF STUDY
2026 Christian Counselor's Library SELF STUDY
2027 The Work Of A Pastor SELF STUDY
inont
202G Dealing With Moral Problems SELF STUDY
on Division
GENERAL MINISTRY magazine
GENERAL Ministerial Assoc, of Gen
TRAINING LAY VOLUNTEERS Atlanta Presbytery UeBour
GENERAL Ministerial A s g o c .  of Gen
CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Ministerial Assoc, of Gen
CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Ministerial Assoc, of Gen
EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Ministerial Assoc, of Gen
EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Ministerial Assoc, of Gen
HELPING DEVELOP SELF-ESTEEM Ministerial Assoc, of Gen
PRE-MARITAL COUNSELING Adventist Family Life Dep
BEING A COUNSELOR Episcopal Radio & TV Foun
DISCOVERING MEMBERS SPIRITUAL GIFTS The Alban Institute
GENERAL Word Publications
CONTINUING EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES Seminary Extension Depart
GENERAL Seminary External Educati
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APPENDIX V
DATA RETRIEVAL BY ALPHABETICAL LISTING
CAROLINA CONFERENCE OF SDA
PRCMAS REPORT —  ALPHABETICAL
FILE NO TITLE FORMAT CATEGORY
419 10 Ways To Turn Out Terrific Kids ART PASTORAL CARE
3372 100 Ways To Defeat Depression BK PASTORAL CARE
701 125 Years Of Discipling MIMEO EVANGELISM
488 20 Simple Ways to Add Excitement To Your Mar. ART PASTORAL COUNSELING
4315 30 Critical Problems Facing Today's Family A/C PASTORAL CARE
574 7 Ways To Cope With Tension ART PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
3236 900,000 Plus Jobs Annually: Published sources BK PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
292 A Call For Christian Meditation ART RELATION BUILDING
3528 A Call To Prayer BK PERSONAL GROWTH
4111 A Christian Approach To Bio-Ethics A/C RELATION BUILDING
4193 A Conversion Focus A/C OUTREACH
3051 A Faith For The Middle Years BK RELATION BUILDING
3368 A Father. . .A Son. . .And A Three-Mile Run BK PASTORAL CARE
4192 A Guiding Framework A/C OUTREACH
3441 A History Of Christian Spirituality BK PERSONAL GROWTH
706 A Homiletical Style MIMEO PREACHING
579 A Lay Person's Guide To Conflict Management PAMPHLET ADMINISTRATION
280 A Listening Ear At The Hour Of Death ART RELATION BUILDING
456 A Little wine For Thy Heart's Sake ART PASTORAL COUNSELING
3165 A Long Obedience In The Same Direction BK PERSONAL GROWTH
501 A Major Cause of Many Divorces ART PASTORAL COUNSELING
164 A Meaningful Week of Prayer ART PREACHING
377 A NEW Approach to Telephone Evangelism ART OUTREACH
3123 A New Face For The Church BK OUTREACH
745 A Note To Those Closest To Rape Victims: . . MIMEO PASTORAL COUNSELING
334 A Parent's Guide to Drug Abuse ART RELATION BUILDING
265 A Parents Legacy: Teaching Children Success ART RELATION BUILDING
585 A Pastoral Skills Needs Inventory INV PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
3 A Retreat On Guilt & Forgiveness WRK.SHP PASTORAL COUNSELING
172 A Sermon For Sabbath ART PREACHING
3102 A Simple And Easy Way To Study The Bible . . . BK EVANGELISM
4161 A Strategy For Getting Decisions A/C EVANGELISM
AREA
FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY 
FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY 
ASSIMILATING NEW MEMBERS 
MARRIAGE COUNSELING 
FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY 
MANAGING STRESS
CONTINUING EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY 
HELPING LEARN TO MEDITATE 
RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE 
CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES 
FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE 
GENERAL
CONFLICT MANAGEMENT 
CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES 
CRISIS COUNSELING - ALCOHOLIC 
RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE 
MARRIAGE COUNSELING 
WEEK OF PRAYER PROGRAMS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
ORGANIZING SMALL GROUPS 
CRISIS COUNSELING - RAPE VICTIMS 
BEING A COUNSELOR 
TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
CRISIS COUNSELING - ALCOHOLIC 
COMMUNICATING THE GOSPEL 
BIBLE STUDIES BY MEMBERS 
GAINING DECISIONS
I
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719 A Transitional Ministry, Part III MIMEO
3464 A Treasury Of Prayer BK
3215 A Way In The World BK
209 A Wise Youth Ministry ART
532 Achieving Inner Peace ART
21 Act Your Size SEM
707 Activating The Local Congregation MIMEO
2039 Adult Education In The Church SELF STUDY
2009 Adult Education in the Church SELF STUDY
457 Adventist Alcoholics ART
4062 Adventist Worship and Practices A/C
3042 Adventures In Church Growth (Book) BK
2017 Adventures In Church Growth (Self study) SELF STUDY
381 Advertising For Evangelism ART
4203 Advice To Newlyweds A/C
497 Affair-Proof Your Marriage ART
3052 Affectional And Directional Orientations To. . BK
ADMINISTRATION 
PERSONAL GROWTH 
PERSONAL GROWTH 
LEADING WORSHIP 
PERSONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
OUTREACH 
LEADING WORSHIP 
TEACHING
PASTORAL COUNSELING 
LEADING WORSHIP 
CHURCH GROWTH 
CHURCH GROWTH 
OUTREACH 
PASTORAL CARE 
PASTORAL COUNSELING 
RELATION BUILDING
CONFLICT MANAGEMENT 
RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE 
BALANCING PROFESSIONAL/PERSONAL I 
INVOLVING ALL AGES IN WORSHIP 
RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE 
REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
INVOLVING ALL AGES IN WORSHIP 
TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS 
CRISIS COUNSELING - ALCOHOLIC 
GENERAL 
GENERAL 
GENERAL
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY 
MARRIAGE COUNSELING 
CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES
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APPENDIX W
DATA RETRIEVAL BY ALPHABETICAL TITLE WITHIN
EACH MAJOR CATEGORY
CAROLINA CONFERENCE OF SDA
PRCMAS REPORT —  TITLE WITHIN CATEGORY
FILE NO TITLE FORMAT CATEGORY AREA
579 A Lay Person's Guide To Conflict Management PAMPHLET ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
719 A Transitional Ministry, Part III MIMEO ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
3011 Beginning A New Pastorate BK ADMINISTRATION GENERAL
16 Beyond Conflict: Manag. Dynamics of Diff. WRK.SHP ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
676 Change And Conflict Management SEM ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
80 Christian Leadership Conference SEM ADMINISTRATION GENERAL
124 Church Censureship ART ADMINISTRATION DISCIPLINING MEMBERS
125 Church Discipline ART ADMINISTRATION DISCIPLINING MEMBERS
87 Clergy Development Institute SEM ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
3134 Conflict & Crisis MAG ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
127 Conflict In The Church ART ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
12 Conflict Management & Resolution. ..Congr.Pain WRK.SHP ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
3019 Conflict Management In The Gospel s BK ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
84 Conflict Management in Churches SEM a d m i n i s t r a t i o n CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
637 Conflict Management Seminar SEM ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
88 Congregation Management SEM ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS
116 Creating Specialists In Loving ART ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS
3135 Decision Making MAG ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
94 Discipleship Lab SEM ADMINISTRATION TEAM BUILDING SKILLS
3002 Discover Your Conflict Management Style BK ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
6 Enabling & Supervising Volunteers in Church WRK.SHP ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING S, MOTIVATING MEMBERS
3009 Foundations for Purposeful Church Admin. BK ADMINISTRATION GENERAL
118 Getting the Most from Volunteers ART ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS
4372 Growing within The Voluntary System A/C ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING i MOTIVATING MEMBERS
4000 Handling Conflict A/C ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
4322 Handling Conflict A/C ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
704 Healing In The Congregation MIMEO ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
126 Helping People Work Together ART ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
4321 How Conflict Can Be Used For Togetherness A/C ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
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473 How To Deal With Difficult People SEM
2040 How To Plant A Church SELF STUDY
3421 How To Use Tact And Skill In Handling People BK
682 How To Work With People SEM
4 How to Begin. . .Lay Caring Ministry. . . WRK.SHP
8 How to Improve Morale, Motivation & Prod. WRK.SHP
7 Human Interaction Laboratory WRK.SHP
11 Institute of Basic Youth Conflicts - Basic SEM
83 Introduction to Conflict Management SEM
120 It's Time To Do Less For Your Church Members ART
117 Keeping Lay Leaders Active ART
3016 Leadership and Conflict BK
2000 Leadership Development • SELF STUDY
474 Leadership Training SEM
4376 Leading Volunteers A/C
3020 Let My People Go: Empowering Laity For Min.. BK
3014 Let My People Go: Empowering Laity for Min. BK
119 Let The Laity Do Their Work ART
475 Management Effectiveness Seminar SEM
3017 Management For Your Church BK
3008 Management for Your Church BK
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
ADMINISTRATION TEAM BUILDING SKILLS
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL
2
4
4
APPENDIX X
DATA RETRIEVAL BY MAJOR CATEGORY AND 
SPECIFIC SKILL AREA
TEMPORARY REGISTRATION 
PRCMAS BY AREA AND CATEGORY
CAT AREA TITLE FORMAT FILE MO
ADMINISTRATON CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Handling Conflict A/'C <1 122
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT A Lay Person's Guide To Conflict Management PAMPHLET 579
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT A Transitional Ministry, Part III MIMEO 707
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Beyond Conflict: Manag. Dynamics of Diff. WRK.SHP lb
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Change And Conflict Management SEM 6 76
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Clergy Development Institute SEM 87
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Conflict & Crisis MAG 3114
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Conflict In The Church ART 127
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Conflict Management & Resolution...Congr.Pain WHK.SIIP 12
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Conflict Management In The Gospels BK 3019
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Conflict Management in Churches SEM 84
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Conflict Management Seminar SEM 637
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT , Decision Making MAG 3135
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Discover Your Conflict Management Style BK 3002
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Handling Conflict A/C 4000
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Healing In The Congregation MIMEO 727
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Helping People Work Together ART 126
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT How Conflict Can Be Used For Togetherness A/C 4 321
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT How To Use Tact And Skill In Handling People BK 3421
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Institute of Basic Youth Conflicts - Basic SEM 11
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Introduction to Conflict Management SEM 83
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Leadership and Conflict BK 3016
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Let My People Go: Empowering Laity For Min.. BK 3020
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Management For Your Church BK 3017
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Ministry Effectiveness Laboratory WRK.SHP 15
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Moving Your Church Through Conflict BK 3003
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Negotiation:. . .Conflict Mgt in the Church WRK.SHP 10
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Pastor As Professional Leader WRK.SHP 13
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Pastoral Effectiveness Training WRK.SHP 14
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Peacemaking Without Division SEM 86
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ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
ADMINISTRATION DISCIPLINING MEMBERS
ADMINISTRATION DISCIPLINING MEMBERS
ADMINISTRATION DISCIPLINING MEMBERS
ADMINISTRATION DISCIPLINING MEMBERS
ADMINISTRATION DISCIPLINING MEMBERS
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL
Peacemaking Without Division: Moving Beyond.. BK 1001
Problem Solving and Conflict Resolution SELF STUDY 2013
Putting It Together In The Parish BK 3018
Resolving Church Conflicts BK 3015
Seminar on Authority fi Power:Eff. use of Infl SEM 82
Should The Pastor Be Fired? BK 3021
Successful Negotiator SEM 93
Well Intentioned Eucharest BK 3000
Winning Negotiations SEM 691
Church Censureship ART 124
Church Discipline ART 125
Mandate To Discipline ART 122
Seventh-day Adventist Church Manual BK 3167
When Should A Church Discipline Members? ART 123
Beginning A New Pastorate BK 3011
Christian Leadership Conference SEM 80
Foundations for Purposeful Church Admin. BK 3009
Management for Your Church BK 3008
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APPENDIX Y
RESOURCES LISTED IN THE RESOURCE CENTER FOR
PASTORAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
iCAROLINA CONFERENCE OF SDA
Pastoral Resource Center Listing
CAT AREA TITLE FORMAT FILE NO
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT A Lay Person's Guide To Conflict Management PAMPHLET 579
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT A Transitional Ministry, Part III MIMEO 719
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Beyond Conflict: Manag. Dynamics of Diff. WRK.SHP 16
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Change And Conflict Management SEM 676
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Clergy Development Institute SEM 87
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Conf11ct A/C 4322
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Conflict & Crisis MAG 3134
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Conflict In The Church ART 127
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Conflict Management & Reso1ution...Congr.Pain WRK.SHP 12
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Conflict Management In The Gospels BK 3019
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Conflict Management in Churches SEM 84
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Conflict Management Seminar SEM 637
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Decision Making MAG 3135
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Discover Your Conflict Management Style BK 3002
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Handling Conflict A/C 4000
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Healing In The Congregation MIMEO 704
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Helping People Work Together ART 126
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT How Conflict Can Be Used For Togetherness A/C 4321
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT How To Use Tact And Skill In Handling People BK 3421
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Institute of Basic Youth Conflicts - Basic SEM 1 1
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Introduction to Conflict Management SEM 83
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Leadership and Conflict BK ~ 3016
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Managing Conflict: Organizational & Interper. SEM 476
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Ministry Effectiveness Laboratory WRK.SHP 15
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Moving Your Church Through Conflict BK 3003
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Negotiation:. . .Conflict Mgt in the Church WRK.SHP 10
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Pastor As Professional Leader WRK.SHP 13
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Pastoral Effectiveness Training WRK.SHP 14
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Peacemaking Without Division SEM 86
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Peacemaking Without Division: Moving Beyond.. BK 3001
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Problem Solving and Conflict Resolution SELF STUDY 2013
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Putting It Together In The Parish BK 3018
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Resolving Church Conflicts BK 3015
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Seminar on Authority & Power:Eff. use of Infl SEM 82
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Should The Pastor Be Fired? BK 3021
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Successful Negotiator SEM 93
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Well Intentioned Eucharest BK 3000
ADMINISTRATION CONFLICT MANAGEMENT Winning Negotiations SEM 681
ADMINISTRATION DISCIPLINING MEMBERS Church Censureship ART 1 24
ADMINISTRATION DISCIPLINING MEMBERS Church Discipline ART 1 25
ADMINISTRATION DISCIPLINING MEMBERS Mandate To Discipline ART 1 22
ADMINISTRATION DISCIPLINING MEMBERS Seventh-day Adventist Church Manual BK 3167
ADMINISTRATION DISCIPLINING MEMBERS When Should A Church Discipline Members? ART 1 23
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL Beginning A New Pastorate BK 301 1
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL Christian Leadership Conference SEM 80
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL Foundations for Purposeful Church Admin. BK 3009
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL How To Deal With Difficult People SEM 473
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL How To Plant A Church SELF STUDY 2040
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL Leadership Training SEM 474
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL Management Effectiveness Seminar SEM 475
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CAROLINA CONFERENCE OF SDA
Pastoral Resource Center Listing
CAT AREA TITLE FORMAT FILE NO
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL Management for Your Church BK 3008
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL Management of the Local Church SEM 78
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL National Inntei— City Pastors Conference SEM 81
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL Productive Board Meetings ART 1 14
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL Seminar for the Church Secretary & Admin. Ast SEM 79
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL Sharpening The Focus Of The Church BK 3012
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL Taming the Papei— Work Tiger ART 115
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL The Leader And Educational Administration A/C 4325
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL The Leader And M.B.O. A/C 4324
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL The Pair In Your Parsonage BK 3010
ADMINISTRATION GENERAL The Pastor As Church Administrator ART 1 13
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS Congregation Management SEM 88
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS Creating Specialists In Loving ART 1 16
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS Enabling & Supervising Volunteers in Church WRK.SHP 6
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS Getting the Most from Volunteers ART 1 18
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS Growing Within The Voluntary System A/C 4372
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS How to Begin. . .Lay Caring Ministry. . . WRK.SHP 4
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS How to Improve Morale, Motivation & Prod. WRK.SHP 8
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS Human Interaction Laboratory WRK.SHP 7
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING 8. MOTIVATING MEMBERS It's Time To Do Less For Your Church Members ART 120
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS Keeping Lay Leaders Active ART 1 17
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS Leadership Development SELF STUDY 2000
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS Leading Volunteers A/C 4376
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS Let My People Go: Empowering Laity for Min. BK 3014
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS Let The Laity Do Their Work ART 1 19
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS Ministry Leadership Conference WRK.SHP 5
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS Motivating Your Members ART 121
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS Mot i vat i on A/C 4323
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS Personal Touch A/C 4375
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS Savage Lab 1 WRK.SHP 1
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS Savage, Lab I WRK.SHP 2
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS Special Ministries For Caring Churches BK 3186
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS The Care and Feeding of Volunteers BK 3013
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS Unwrapping Your Spiritual Gifts BK 3185
ADMINISTRATION INSPIRING & MOTIVATING MEMBERS When A Congregation Cares: A New Approach... BK 3187
ADMINISTRATION TEAM BUILDING SKILLS Discipleship Lab SEM 94
ADMINISTRATION ‘ TEAM BUILDING SKILLS How To Work With People SEM 68 2
ADMINISTRATION TEAM BUILDING SKILLS Team Bui 1ding WRK.SHP 9
CHURCH GROWTH GENERAL Adventures In Church Growth (Book) BK 3042
CHURCH GROWTH GENERAL Adventures In Church Growth (Self study) SELF STUDY 2017
CHURCH GROWTH GENERAL Biblical Principles Of Love Discipline A/C 4095
CHURCH GROWTH GENERAL Body Bui 1di ng A/C 4373
CHURCH GROWTH GENERAL Church Growth SELF STUDY 2010
CHURCH GROWTH GENERAL Church Growth SELF STUDY 2041
CHURCH GROWTH GENERAL Church Growth & Evangelism: A Marriage To... A/C 4198
'CHURCH GROWTH GENERAL Church Growth In The 80's A/C 4093
CHURCH GROWTH GENERAL Church Growth Principles ART 239
CHURCH GROWTH GENERAL Church Growth: Catalyst or Method? ART 240
CHURCH GROWTH GENERAL Church Planting A/C 4094
CHURCH GROWTH GENERAL Church-Growth Strategy A/C 4096
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CHURCH GROWTH INCREASING TRANSFER GROWTH
CHURCH GROWTH MAINTAIN CURRENT MEMBERSHIP
CHURCH GROWTH MAINTAIN CURRENT MEMBERSHIP
CHURCH GROWTH MAINTAINING CHURCH ATTENDANCE
CHURCH GROWTH MAINTAINING CHURCH ATTENDANCE
CHURCH GROWTH MAINTAINING CHURCH ATTENDANCE
CHURCH GROWTH MAINTAINING CHURCH ATTENDANCE
CHURCH GROWTH MAINTAINING CHURCH ATTENDANCE
CHURCH GROWTH MAINTAINING CHURCH ATTENDANCE
CHURCH GROWTH MAINTAINING CHURCH ATTENDANCE
CHURCH GROWTH MAINTAINING CHURCH ATTENDANCE
CHURCH GROWTH MAINTAINING CHURCH ATTENDANCE
CHURCH GROWTH MAINTAINING CHURCH ATTENDANCE
CHURCH GROWTH MAINTAINING CHURCH ATTENDANCE
CHURCH GROWTH MAINTAINING CHURCH ATTENDANCE
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUN. FAITH 8. SYMBOLS 
CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM 
CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM 
CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM 
CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM 
CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM 
CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM 
CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM 
CONTEMPORARY COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
CONTEMPORARY COMMUNICATION SKILLS
CONFERENCE OF SDA
ource Center Listing
TITLE FORMAT FILE NO
How Adventism Can Stop Growing ART 236
How Churches Grow (Dudley) ART 233
How Churches Grow (McGauron) BK 3413
How To Help Your Church Grow BK 3043
Is Your Church Staffed To Grow? ART 242
Making The Small Church Effective A/C 4368
Marketing Our Church ART 237
McGavoran on Adventist Church Growth ART 235
Networks: Secret For Growth A/C 4097
Pastoral Care/Church Growth A/C 4090
Patterns Of SDA Church Growth In North Amer. ART 238
Pointer On Church Growth A/C 4089
Small Churches Can Grow ART 241
Strategies For Church Growth A/C 4092.
Strategy For Growth In The Urban Church A/C 4367
That Ye Bear Much Fruit A/C 4099
The Life Cycle Of A Congregation BK 3046
The Whole Church Catalog BK 3047
Unique Dynamics Of The Small Church BK 3048
Using Media Adv. . . . For Church Growth MIMEO 718,
Vital Signs Of A Healthy Church ART 234
Why Strict Churches Are Strong A/C 4098
Why Strict Churches Are Strong A/C 4377
Why The Back Door Swings PAMPHLET 580
Windows On The World A/C 4091
Customers Wanted - No Experience Required ART 249
Church Growth Through The Family-Life Center ART 251
What's Going On At 9:30 ART 250
Becoming A Vital & Faitful Congregation MIMEO 720
Building and Leading a Magnetic Church WRK.SHP 40
Doubling Attendance A/C 4343
Dynamics Of Church Growth A/C 4072
Enlarge Your Church Through Sabbath School ART 244
Fresh Air at 9:30 ART 246
Half The Congregation BK 3050
Let The Church Grow ART 243
Ohio Changes System ART 248
The Need For Discipleship ART 247
What To Do When Von Love God (but maybe . . . ART 245
When People Seek The Church BK 3049
Communicating The Gospel (Grey) A/C 4087
Coping with Personal & Professional Criticism WRK.SHP 38
Giving & Taking Criticism and Managing Anger BK 3040
How To Handle Criticism ART 232
How To Influence People SEM 683
How To Relate To Criticism ART 231
Institute of Basic Youth Conflicts - Advanced SEM 41
Making Criticism Work For You In Ministry SEM 18
Body Language A/C 4088
Cert. In Neuro-Linguistic Programming MIMEO 694
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PUBLIC SPEAKING
PUBLIC SPEAKING
PUBLIC SPEAKING
PUBLIC SPEAKING
PUBLIC SPEAKING
WRITING
WRITING
WRITING
WRITING
WRITING
WRITING
WRITING
WRITING
FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF SCHOOLS 
FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF SCHOOLS 
FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF SCHOOLS 
MOTIVATING VOLUNTEERS 
MOTIVATING VOLUNTEERS 
MOTIVATING VOLUNTEERS 
MOTIVATING VOLUNTEERS 
MOTIVATING VOLUNTEERS 
MOTIVATING VOLUNTEERS 
USING THE BIBLE WITH CHILDREN 
USING THE BIBLE WITH CHILDREN 
USING THE BIBLE WITH CHILDREN 
USING THE BIBLE WITH CHILDREN 
USING THE BIBLE WITH CHILDREN 
USING THE BIBLE WITH CHILDREN 
USING THE BIBLE WITH CHILDREN 
USING THE BIBLE WITH CHILDREN 
USING THE BIBLE WITH CHILDREN 
ASSIMILATING NEW MEMBERS 
ASSIMILATING NEW MEMBERS 
ASSIMILATING NEW MEMBERS
LLS
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TITLE FORMAT
Christian Communication A/C
Communication BK
Communication - Listening, Watching, Talking A/C
Communication Workbook BK
Communication Workshop: Learning by Doing WRK.SHP
Frogs Into Princes BK
How To Communicate With More Power SEM
Neuro-Linguistic Programming - Level 1 SEM
Neuro-Linguistic Programming - Level 2 SEM
Neuro-Linguistic Programming - Level 3 SEM
Neuro-Linguistic Programming - Level 4 SEM
Professional Telephone Skills SEM
Some Of The Problems Of Freedom A/C
The Leader And Communication A/C
What Do We Have To Offer The Pastor: Com.Dpt A/C 
What's Gone Wrong With The Harvest BK
How To Develops Self-Confidence and Influence BK 
Persuasion A/C
Public Service Broadcasting A/C
Speaking Out With Confidence SEM
Words, Words, Words ART
Business Writing Skills For Professional SEM
Editing WRK.SHP
Editing Church Newsletters ART
Getting Into Print: Solid Help For Christian BK 
Getting Your Message To The People MIMEO
Status of Religious Journalism A/C
When Will The Nighty-nine Hear? ART
Writing for Parish & Publication WRK.SHP
Financing Adventist Education - Part 1 ART
New Ways To Finance Christian Educ. - Part 2 ART 
The Role Of The World Church In . . .Educ-Pt3 ART 
Developing Your Staff:...Improve Morale, Mot. WRK.SHP 
Layman's Lib A/C
Releasing Motivation Through Gift Discovery A/C
Volunteers MAG
Why Volunteers Don't A/C
Why Volunteers Don't Perform Well A/C
All The Children Of The Bible BK
Childhood Education In the Church SELF STUDY
Childrens Sermons In Faith Dev. (Carr) A/C
Childrens Sermons In Faith Dev. (Craddock) A/C
Childrens Sermons In Faith Dev. (Delaplane) A/C
Childrens Sermons In Faith Dev. (Forbes) A/C
Childrens Sermons In Faith Dev. (Russell) A/C
Childrens Sermons In Faith Dev. (Silberman) A/C
Childrens Sermons In Faith Dev. (Stendahl) A/C
125 Years Of Discipling MIMEO
Assimilating New Members (Book) BK
Assimilating New Members (Seminar) SEM
FILE NO
4084
3036
4356
3037
36 
3039
679
32
33
34
35 
104
4081
4357 
4085'
3038 
3414
4082
4083 
684 
230 ' 
106 
722 l 
229
3412
695
4086
228
37
224
225
226 
23
4075
4071
3132
4074
4073
3034
2005
4069
4070
4066
4067
4068 
4065 
4064
701
3070
101
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CAT AREA TITLE FORMAT FILE NO
EVANGELISM ASSIMILATING NEW MEMBERS Assimilating New Members (Workshop) WRK.SHP 56
EVANGELISM ASSIMILATING NEW MEMBERS Closing The Evangelistic Back Door ART 348
EVANGELISM ASSIMILATING NEW MEMBERS Establishing New Converts A/C 4154
EVANGELISM ASSIMILATING NEW MEMBERS Establishing The Converts BK 3417
EVANGELISM ASSIMILATING NEW MEMBERS Evange1i sm MAG 3133
EVANGELISM ASSIMILATING NEW MEMBERS Evangelism Handbook BK 3416
EVANGELISM ASSIMILATING NEW MEMBERS Holding New Converts ART 349
EVANGELISM ASSIMILATING NEW MEMBERS How To Hold And Establish New Church Members MIMEO 594
EVANGELISM ASSIMILATING NEW MEMBERS Orientation For New Adventist BK 3069
EVANGELISM ASSIMILATING NEW MEMBERS Preparation for Baptism & Follow-Up A/C 4152
EVANGELISM ASSIMILATING NEW MEMBERS Preparing Candidates For Baptism And Active.. A/C 4388
EVANGELISM ASSIMILATING NEW MEMBERS Single Adults: Resource 8. Recipients For BK 3067
EVANGELISM ASSIMILATING NEW MEMBERS The Inviting Church: A Study Of New Members.. BK 3068
EVANGELISM ASSIMILATING NEW MEMBERS The Making Of Disciples In A Secular World A/C 4153
EVANGELISM BIBLE STUDIES BY MEMBERS A Simple And Easy Way To Study The Bible ... BK 3102 .
EVANGELISM BIBLE STUDIES BY MEMBERS Bridging The Gap In Evangelism ART 355
EVANGELISM BIBLE STUDIES BY MEMBERS Equipping Believers For More Effective Bible WRK. SHP 672
EVANGELISM BIBLE STUDIES BY MEMBERS Telephone Bible Class ART 356
EVANGELISM BIBLE STUDIES BY MEMBERS Training Light Bearers: How To Give Bible ... BK 3103
EVANGELISM BIBLE STUDIES BY MEMBERS Winning: Lay Bible Ministry Handbook BK 3104
EVANGELISM BIBLE STUDIES BY MEMBERS Witnessing For Christ: Illustrated Guide For. BK 3105 ,
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Bridging The Gap ART 367
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Building And Holding An Audience A/C 4167 ,
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Confrontation Evangelism A/C 4163
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Daniel & Revelation Classes A/C 4173
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Evangelism (Self Study) SELF STUDY 2034
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Evangelism: The Message, Scope, Means, Power A/C 4169
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Goals In Evangelistic Outreach A/C 4186
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Health Approach To Evangelism, Part I A/C 4181
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Health Approach to Evangelism, Part II A/C 4182
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Hospi tali ty SELF STUDY 2021
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS How To Conduct A Revelation Seminar MAN 366
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Is Public Evangelism Obsolete? ART 359
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Lost And Found A/C 4178
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Marketing Public Evangelism To The Secular... A/C 4387
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS NAD Evangelism Council ART 361
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS New Types of Evangelism ART 360
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Possibilities In Pastoral Evangelism A/C 4176
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Presenting The Evangelistic Message A/C 4165
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Prison Ministry ART 363
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Prison Work A/C 4183
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Public Evangelistic Guidelines ART 362
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Revelation Seminars ART 358
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Revelation Seminars - What Are They? . . . MAN 364
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Revelation Seminars: Their Facts and Formulas MAN 365
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Sabbath Seminars A/C 4162
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Semi nar Evange11sm SELF STUDY 2020
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Streamlining And Updating The Evangelistic... A/C 4164
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Successful Soul-Winning A/C 4168
EVANGELISM EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS Telephone Evangelism A/C 4174
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TV EVANGELISM
TV EVANGELISM
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UPDATED INTEREST LIST
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ASSIMILATING NEW MEMBERS
EVANGELISM BY MEMBERS
COMMUNICATING JESUS THROUGH WORSHIP
COMMUNICATING JESUS THROUGH WORSHIP
COMMUNICATING JESUS THROUGH WORSHIP
COMMUNITY THROUGH WORSHIP
COMMUNITY THROUGH WORSHIP
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TITLE FORMAT FILE NO
Ten Commandments Of Evangelism A/C 4185
The Church A Witness A/C 4184
The Church Is People In Mission A/C 4177
The Daniel Seminar, Part I A/C 4179
The Daniel Seminar, Part II A/C 4180
The Overworked Projector A/C 4187
Training Parish Callers MIMEO 702
What SDA's Can Offer And Learn A/C 4333
You Can Do Public Evangelism ART 357
A Strategy For Getting Decisions A/C 4161
Beginning Soul Winning A/C 4334
Calling For Decisions - Under Pressure or . . ART 352
Decisions: Persuading People For Christ STUDY GD 2031
Divine Dynamics Of Soul Winning A/C 4157
Doubling Acesslons - Part I & II A/C 4335
Gaining Decisions A/C 4155
Getting Decisions In Public Meetings A/C 4158
Getting Decisions In The Home A/C 4159
How To Give The Invitation ART 353
Making Effective Calls That Motivate People.. A/C 4389
Methods For Conducting Eight Night Revivals MIMEO 595
Ministry with the Baby Boom Generation SEM 102
Preparing Children For Baptism ART 350
Securing Decisions For Christ A/C 4156
Soul Winning Made Easier: The Psychology... BK 3071
Using Group Dynamics to Increase Baptisms ART 354
Whom Are We Winning ART 351
Working For Decisions A/C 4160
Anatomy Of Local Radio & TV Copy BK 3100
Art To The Kingdom BK 3101
How To Start A Radio Ministry ART 371
Media Evangelism In The Ethnic Context A/C 4370
So You're Going On The Air BK 3108
TV Ministry: Sophisticated, Expensive, . . . ART 372
Building The Prospect File ART 370
Six Steps to A Successful Visitation Program ART 369
The Broadcast Interest: Meeting the Demands.. ART 368
The Pastor As Professional Leader MIMEO 691
The Church In The Community A/C 4175
Making An Appeal ART 222
Planning Communion Music ART 223
Worship - Response to Divine Initiative ART 221
Harmony, How? ART 218
Make The Bible Live ART 215
Missing - A Sense Of Community ART 220
Revitalizing The Church Through Worship A/C 4371
The Deaconess and The Communion Service ART 219
The Sacraments A/C 4059
The Spirituality Of The Minister As Leader... A/C 4013
Tips On Teaching New Hymns ART 216
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LEADING WORSHIP COMMUNITY THROUGH WORSHIP
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LEADING WORSHIP INVOLVING ALL AGES IN WORSHIP
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TITLE FORMAT FILE NO
Worship Is A Verb BK 3032
Worship: The Missing Hub ART 217
Adventist Worship and Practices A/C 4062
Awe - An Essential Of Worship ART 196
Don't Make Vour People Endure Communion ART 192
How To Use The New Hymnal ART 190
Liturgy & Education A/C 4058
Making Worship Meaningful SELF STUDY 2015
Making Youth Baptisms Mean Something ART 193
Music, Youth, And Education BK 3020
Public Prayer ART 184
Pub 1i c Worsh i p SELF STUDY 2003
Publi c Worshi p SELF STUDY 2033
Ritual and Adventist Worship ART 188
Scripture and Prayer ART 195
The Baptismal Service ART 183
The Church Ordinances ART 181
The Lord's Supper ART 182
The Pastoral Prayer: Gathered for Praise. . ART 187
The Role Of The Bishop In Liturgy & Worship A/C 4057
The Stubborn Dilemma of Church Music ART 186
Using Prayer ART 185
What Happens When We Worship? SEM 22
What Sound Church Music? ART 191
Where Theology and Liturgy Meet ART 189
Worship MIMEO 717
Worship and the Fine Arts ART 194
Worship In The House Of Prayer A/C 4061
A Wise Youth Ministry ART 209
Adult Education In The Church SELF STUDY 2039
Ah, Storytime! ART 21 1
Aiding Children's Spiritual Gifts MIMEO 693
An Interview With David Dobias - Belvedere Ch ART 206
Child From One to Sixteen: Living . . . SEM 20
Childhood Education In The Church SELF STUDY 2036
Children As Partners In The Church BK 3031
Children In The Worship Hour ART 212
Children In Worship BK 3030
Developmental Psychology: A Life-Span Apprch. BK 3033
Encourage Children To Learn BK 3419
For Members Only? ART 208
How To Speak To Youth A/C 4379
How to Design Eff. Educ.: Connecting Worship. SEM 97
To Such Belongs The Kingdom of Heaven ART 213
Touching The Little People ART 210
Where Have All The Children Gone? ART 214
Why Johnny Can't Listen To The Sermon ART 207
Young Children & The Euchorest A/C 4060
Youth Education In The Church SELF STUDY 2038
Charismatic Countdown ART 203
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CAT AREA TITLE FORMAT FILE NO
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Better Living Breakthrough ART 204
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Christ's Agony & Ectasy STUDY GO 597
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Coming Events STUDY GD 3146
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Coming To Terms With Sin STUDY GD 598
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Contagious Christianity STUDY GD 599
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Dan i e1 STUDY GD 600
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Daniel and Revelation Series ART 205
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Dropping Your Guard STUDY GD 601
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Ellen G. White: The Early Years, 1827-1862 ART 201
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Exalting Christ The Son Of God STUDY GD 613
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Excellence In Ministry STUDY GD 602
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Explorations In Faith INV 1000
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Fundamentals Of Adventism STUDY GD 3145
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Galatians: Letter Of Liberation STUDY GD 603
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE God's Footprints On My Floor ART 199
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Growing Up In God's Family STUDY GD 604
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Hebrews, Volume 2 STUDY GD 606
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Hebrews, Volume I STUDY GD 605
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE How To Be A Victorious Christian ART 198
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE How To Know God STUDY GD 3144
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE How To Make Christianity Real STUDY GD 3139
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE How To Revitalize Prayer Meeting ART 202
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE ' Improving Your Serve STUDY GD 607
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Jesus, Our Lord (Revised) STUDY GD 624
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Joseph: From Pit To Pinnacle STUDY GD 609
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Koi noni a STUDY GD 610
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Lamentations of Jeremiah STUDY GD 61 1
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Learning To Love STUDY GD 3140
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Learning To Walk By Grace STUDY GD 612
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Letters To Churches (Revised) STUDY GD 622
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Life Spirit STUDY GD 3143
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Living Above The Level Of Mediocrity: A Com. STUDY GD 608
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Living On The Ragged Edge STUDY GD 614
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Moses STUDY GD 615
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Old Testament Characters STUDY GD 616
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Prophecy STUDY GD 617
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Proverbs STUDY GD 618
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Relating To Others In Love STUDY GD 619
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE So 1omon STUDY GD 621
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Spiritual Gifts STUDY GD 623
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Stress Management STUDY GD 3141
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Studies In Daniel STUDY GD 3137
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Studies In Revelation STUDY GD 3138
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE The Golden Eight ART 197
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE The Midweek Meeting & Midweek-Service Witness ART 200
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE Time & Priority Management STUDY GD 3142
LEADING WORSHIP PLANNING MIDWEEK SERVICE You And Your Child STUDY GD 620
ORGANIZATION DELEGATING & INVOLVING MEMBERS Coordinating Lay Volunteers SEM 89
ORGANIZATION DELEGATING & INVOLVING MEMBERS De1egat i on A/C 4346
ORGANIZATION DELEGATING & INVOLVING MEMBERS How To Delegate Work And Ensure It's Done Rt. SEM 95
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ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
OUTREACH
OUTREACH
OUTREACH
OUTREACH
OUTREACH
OUTREACH
OUTREACH
OUTREACH
OUTREACH
OUTREACH
OUTREACH
OUTREACH
OUTREACH
OUTREACH
OUTREACH
OUTREACH
OUTREACH
OUTREACH
OUTREACH
OUTREACH
OUTREACH
OUTREACH
OUTREACH
OUTREACH
OUTREACH
DELEGATING & INVOLVING MEMBERS 
DELEGATING & INVOLVING MEMBERS 
DELEGATING & INVOLVING MEMBERS 
DELEGATING & INVOLVING MEMBERS 
DELEGATING & INVOLVING MEMBERS 
DELEGATING & INVOLVING MEMBERS 
DELEGATING & INVOLVING MEMBERS 
DELEGATING & INVOLVING MEMBERS 
DISCOVERING MEMBERS SPIRITUAL GI 
DISCOVERING MEMBERS SPIRITUAL GI 
DISCOVERING MEMBERS SPIRITUAL GI 
DISCOVERING MEMBERS SPIRITUAL GI 
DISCOVERING MEMBERS SPIRITUAL GI 
DISCOVERING MEMBERS SPIRITUAL GI 
DISCOVERING MEMBERS SPIRITUAL GI 
DISCOVERING MEMBERS SPIRITUAL GI 
DISCOVERING MEMBERS SPIRITUAL GI 
GENERAL 
GENERAL 
GENERAL
PLANNING SERMON CALENDAR 
PLANNING SERMON CALENDAR 
PLANNING SERMON CALENDAR 
PLANNING SERMON CALENDAR 
PLANNING SERMON CALENDAR 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS
FTS
FTS
FTS
FTS
FTS
FTS
FTS
FTS
FTS
CONFERENCE OF SDA
ource Center Listing
TITLE FORMAT FILE NO
How To Prevent Lay Leader Burnout BK 3007
Lay Leaders' Resource Notebook BK 3005
Lay Ministry: A Too) Kit BK 3006
Learning To Share The Ministry BK 3004
Recruiting & Eauipping Volunteers SEM 90
Renewal in the Long Pastorate SEM 91
Sharing Ministry-The Clergy/Lay Connection SEM 92
The Pastor, Minister or Administrator? ART 128
Are They God's Gift To The Church? ART 129
Discovering Spiritual Gifts ART 134
Finding Gifts ART 130
I Believe - In The Gifts Of The Spirit ART 132
Spiritual Gifts - Your Opportunity For Min. ART 133
Spiritual Gifts In The Church ART 131
Study: The Pastor-Coach MIMEO 582
What Do I Have To Offer? Support For Laity.. SELF STUDY 2025
Your Spiritual Gifts Can Help Your Church Gr. BK 3022
Planning A/C 4345
Putting It Together In The Parish - Tape A/C 4001
Twelve Keys To An Effective Church BK 3023
How To Prepare 200 Talks A Year ART 138
Planning The Preaching Year A/C 4002
Planning Your Members Diet ART 136
The Preachers' Weekly Dilemma ART 135
What To Preach ART 137
A Conversion Focus A/C 4193
A Guiding Framework A/C 4192
A NEW Approach to Telephone Evangelism ART 377
Activating The Local Congregation MIMEO 707
Advertising For Evangelism ART 381
Blue Print For Lay Evangelism Action Teams MIMEO 631
Building The Church Ministries 'House' ART 387
Bussing For Jesus Is Success ART 386
Bussing Ministry ART 382
Challenge Of The Cities A/C 4190
Christ's Method Alone A/C 4199
Commuter Students: A Challenge For Ministry PAMPHLET 627
Congregations, Students and Young Adults BK 31 14
Contribution of SDA To Contemporary Christian A/C 4201
Equipping The Saints: A Method of Self-Direct BK 3119
Equipping Your Members To Minister ART 384
Evangelistic 'Guerrilla' Tactics ART 373
Exploring Problems Relative To Finishing ... A/C 4191
Harnessing Volunteer Evangelists ART 383
How Do You Say Hellow? ART 385
How To Get And Hold An Audience A/C 4195
Integrating Health Evangelism Into Public Ev. A/C 4166
Interact: Exercises In Young Adult, College.. BK 3115
Joy In Witnessing A/C 4200
Leadership Evangelism ART 379
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EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
EQUIPPING OTHERS TO WITNESS 
ORGANIZING SMALL GROUPS 
ORGANIZING SMALL GROUPS 
ORGANIZING SMALL GROUPS 
ORGANIZING SMALL GROUPS 
ORGANIZING SMALL GROUPS 
ORGANIZING SMALL GROUPS 
ORGANIZING SMALL GROUPS 
ORGANIZING SMALL GROUPS 
ORGANIZING SMALL GROUPS 
ORGANIZING SMALL GROUPS 
ORGANIZING SMALL GROUPS 
ORGANIZING SMALL GROUPS 
PARTICIPATING IN LOCAL MIN. 
PARTICIPATING IN LOCAL MIN. 
VISITING FORMER MEMBERS 
VISITING FORMER MEMBERS 
VISITING FORMER MEMBERS 
VISITING FORMER MEMBERS 
VISITING FORMER MEMBERS
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY
ASSOC.
ASSOC.
CONFERENCE OF SDA
ource Center Listing
TITLE FORMAT FILE NO
Methods Of Evangelism A/C 4374
My Struggle To Be A Caring Person: Support... BK 628
Organization for Every Member Lay Evangelism MIMEO 376
Our Duty To Church Members MIMEO 390
Preparation Of The Church A/C 4189
Preparation Of The City A/C 4188
Preparing For Public Meetings ART 380
Preparing For Successful Evangelism ART 388
Religious Public Presence BK 3113
Secret Bible Study Marking System MIMEO 633
Study #2: The Souls I Serve MIMEO 626
Study: The Face Of My Parish MIMEO 625
Taking Discipleship Seriously: A Radical... BK 3109
The Church That Cares BK 3110
The Neighborhood Church Clinic ART 389
The Psychology Of Witnessing BK 3128
Tissue Ministry ART 375
Training For Witnessing PAMPHLET 630
Training Laity In Preparation For Meetings A/C 4386
What Do I Have To Offer?: Support For Laity.. BK 629
What Evangelistic Preaching Is Expected To Do ART 374
Why Not Use The Net Too? ART 378
Witness In Revival And Reformation A/C 4194
Your Personal Testamonty Guide Sheet MIMEO 632
A New Face For The Church BK 3123
Getting Together: A Guide For Good Groups BK 3121
Group Dynamics In Evangelism BK 3420
Groups Alive - Church Alive BK 3415
How I Use Small Groups In Evangelism ART 391
Joining Together: Group Theory & Group Skills BK 3122
Leadership And Dynamic Group Action BK 3418
Raising The Fellowship Quotient ART 393
Resources For Small Groups MIMEO 591
Small Group Evangelism ART 392
Small Group Ministry MIMEO 589
Starting A Women's Fellowship Group ART 394
The Pastor and Ministers of Other Denomiation ART 398
The Work Of The Pastor (Book) BK 3168
Caring For Church Dropouts ART 395
Learning To Care: Ministering to Inactive ... SEM 596
Pain Precedes Healing ART 396
Reactivating The Inactive Members ART 397
The Apothetic And Bored Church Member BK 3129
Happiness Homemade BK 3259
10 Ways To Turn Out Terrific Kids ART 419
100 Ways To Defeat Depression BK 3372
A Father. . .A Son. . .And A Three-Mile Run BK 3368
Advice To Newlyweds A/C 4203
A11 The Money You Need BK 3369
Alone Again BK 3379
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PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY An Answer To Divorce BK 3242
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY An Answer To In-Law Relationships BK 3296
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY An Answer To Loneliness BK 3297
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY An Answer To Parent-Teen Relationships BK 3298
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Before You Marry Them BK 3300
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Between Parent And Child BK 3245
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Between Parent And Teenager BK 3246
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Beyond Divorce BK 3360
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Bible Reading With Children ART 410
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Bible Times Puzzle Book BK 3249
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Bible Word Hunt BK 3343
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Birth Order: Why You Are The Way You Are A/C 4212
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Black Culture And Lifestyles A/C 4251
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Building A Child's Self Esteem BK 3301
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Building Character BK 3334
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY But He Hit Me First BK 3247
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Can We Close The Gap Between The Youth And... A/C 4247
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Channels Worth Watching BK 3380
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Child Guidance BK 3328
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Children: The Challenge BK 3361
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Christian Fathering A/C 4204
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Christian Financial Concepts A/C 4263
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Christian Leadership In The Home A/C 4218
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Commitment And Marriage A/C 4239
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Common Sense About Your Family Dollars BK 3382
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Communication, Key To Your Parents BK 3325.
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Communication, Key To Your Teens BK 3326
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Communication, Not Confrontation ART 409
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Communication: Key To Your Marriage BK 3250
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Coping BK 3364
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Coping With Sibling Rivalry A/C 4206
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Couple Workbook: Increasing Awareness & Com. BK 3344
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Dare To Discipline BK 3252
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Delightful Discipline BK 3302
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Design For Christian Marriage BK 3253
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Developing A Single Adult Ministry BK 3303
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Discipline And Children BK 3304
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Divorce BK 3359
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Divorce And The Children BK 3363
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Divorced--I Wouldn't Have Given A Nickle For. BK 3254
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Don't Hassle Your Teenager ART 434
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Dr. James Dobson Talks About Anger BK 3305
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Dr. James Dobson Talks About God's Will BK 3306
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Dr. James Dobson Talks About Guilt BK 3307
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Dr. James Dobson Talks About Love BK 3308
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Effective Biblical Counseling BK 3327
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Eight Ways To Be A Terrific Stepparent ART 437
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Epuipping Christian Worship In The Home MIMEO 699
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Every Get Depressed? BK 3376
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Everything You Need To Know To Stay Married.. BK 3255
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PASTORAL CARE FAMILV LIFE MINISTRY Fami1y Counc i1 BK 3256
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Family Fun And Togetherness BK 3362
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Family Guide For Sabbath Nature Activities BK 3383
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Family Life Ministry That Works ART 430
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Family Life Today SELF STUDY 2029
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Family Life Workshop: Living Tog. By Grace WRK.SHP 724
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Family Ministry MAG 3570
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Family Recreation (Panel) A/C 4221
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Fami1y Re 1 ations A/C 4231
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Family Spirituality: Discovering The Sacred.. SEM 673
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Family Time, A Revolutionary Old Idea BK 3384
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Five Cries Of Parents BK 3192
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY For Those Who Hurt BK 3378
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Forces Undermining Marriage and Home ART 407
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Getting Ready For Marriage BK 3355 1
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Getting Your Family Together BK 3257
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY God And Divorce A/C 4241
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY God Invented Sex BK 3258
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Good Times For Your Family BK 3309
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Growing Parent: A Sourcebook For Families BK 3424
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Happiness Under One Roof BK 3348 1
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Heaven Help The Home BK 3260
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Help In Daily Living BK 3332 i
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Help Save Our Children ART 417
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Help Your Preschooler To Avoid Drug Abuse ART 414
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Help! I'm A Parent BK 3261
PASTORAL CARE FAMILV LIFE MINISTRY Helping The Family Where Sex Goes Wrong-Parti A/C 4170
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Hide Or Seek BK 3262
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY His Stubborn Love BK 3263
PASTORAL CARE FAMILV LIFE MINISTRY Home And Church: Ministering To Youth BK 3365
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Honor Thy Son And Thy Daughter A/C 4236
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY How Drugs Affect The Family ART 432
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY How To Communicate At Home ART 429
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY How To Cope With Conflict, Crisis And Change BK 3375
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY How To Get Control Of Your Time And Your Life BK 3264
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY How To Have A Happy Marriage BK 3385
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY How To Have Family Worhsip ART 422
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY How To Keep your Family Together And Still... BK 3265
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY How To Overcome A Parent Crises ART 420
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY How To Really Love Your Child BK 3266
PASTORAL CARE FAMILV LIFE MINISTRY How To Revive The Adventist Home A/C 4225
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY How To Save Your Marriage A/C 4207
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY How To Survive In A Household of Teenagers ART 433
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Human Sexuality: Source Of Energy, Source... A/C 4245
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY I Loved A Girl BK 3267
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY I Married You . BK 3268
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY I Wi11 Love You If. . . ART 423
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY I'd Pick More Daisies BK 3346
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY I'm Divorced— Are You Listening, Lord? BK 3269
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY In-Laws: Pro And Con BK 3353
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PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Inlaws, Out 1aws— Bui1ding Better Relationship BK 3357
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Institute Of Marriage/Fami1y, Part I A/C 4223
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Institute Of Marriage/Fami1y , Part II A/C 4224
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Intended For Pleasure BK 3310
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Is There A Priest In The House? A/C 4234
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY It's 0. K. To Be Single BK 3270
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY It's Sabbath BK 3312
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Journal Of A Happy Woman BK 3271
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Let's Plan A Party--Party Planning Guide For BK 3342
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Letters To Karen BK 3273
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Letters To Philip BK 3274
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Limits Mean Love ART 40B
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Living God's Love BK 3275
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Living Together By Grace WRK.SHP 678
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Lone 1y BK 3386'
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Love Will Keep Us Together A/C 4233
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Love Yourself BK 3276
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Married And Glad Of It BK 3387
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Married To The Enemy BK 3313
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Maximizing Your Midlife Years. A/C 4266
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Men In Mid Life Crisis BK 3324 1
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Men In Mid-Life Crisis A/C 4209
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Mind, Character, And Personality BK 3331 1
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Mindy BK 3314
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Ministering To One-Parent Families ART 431
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Money And The Christian BK 3147
PASTORAL-'CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Mother, Let Go Of That Burden BK 3388
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY My "Feel Good" Secrets BK 3315
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Old-Fashioned Fun and Games BK 3340
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY On The Other Side Of Anger BK 3377
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY One Bad Dude BK 3374
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY One Is A Whole Number BK 3389
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY One Is More Than Un BK 3390
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Other People In Your Marriage A/C 4235
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Our Family Got A Divorce BK 3370
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Parent Effectiveness Training BK 3277
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Parenting With A Purpose ART 415
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Parenting With Love And Limits BK 3350
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Parents and Prodigals ART 425
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Planning The Ideal Home BK 3316
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Possibilities In The Home A/C 4226
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Practical Pointers to Communication ART 424
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Premarital Counseling BK 3358
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Reading Resources for Singles ART 412
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Releasing Your Grown Child A/C 4210
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Rising To The Challenge VHS 4381
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Saints And Sex A/C 4237
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Sensible Sexuality ART 413
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Seven Functions of the Christian Family ART 427
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Sex Is A Parent Affair BK 3279
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PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Sexual Happiness In Marriage BK 3356
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Sexual Maturity For Women BK 3280
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Sexual Understanding Before Marriage BK 3318
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Sexuality, Marriage & Family WRK.SHP 59
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Single BK 3281
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Single and Human BK 3282
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Single Is Biblical ART 438
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Single Parenting - 2 ART 41 1
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Singularity: Relating, Dating And Mating A/C 4265
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY So You're Single BK 3349
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Solomon On Sex BK 3352
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Spirit-Controlled Temperament BK 3284
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Standards A/C 4216
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Straight Talk To Men And Their Wives BK 3391
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Strengthening The SDA Home A/C 4228
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Success In Marriage BK 3285
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Supei— Parent: An Uncomplicated Guide BK 3425
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Taming Your TV And Other Media BK 3366
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Teach Your Child About Money ART 436
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Teaching Your Children About Money A/C 4202
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Act of Marriage BK 3354
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Adventist Home A/C 4220
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Adventist Home BK 3329
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Affections Of Jesus A/C 4243
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Angry Book BK 3299
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Art Of Understanding Your Mate BK 3243
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Art Of Understanding Yourself BK 3244
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Bereaved Parent BK 3351
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Black Family In America A/C 4249
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Celebration Book BK 3248
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Chi 1d That Is A/C 4240
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Christian Counselor's New Testament BK 3339
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Christian Home A/C 4219
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Committed Marriage BK 3381
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Compleat Marriage BK 3335
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Compleat Parent BK 3251
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Fami1y A/C 4252
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Game Book BK 3341
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Home (Panel) A/C 4222
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Hurting Parent A/C 4238
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Intimate Marriage BK 3337
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Jewish Family In America A/C 4250
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Kids Are Getting Anxious ART 426
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Ladder Of Life BK 3272
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Ministry Of Healing BK 3330
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Pillars Of Marriage BK 3347
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Rod Vs The M & M's BK 3278
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Single Parent BK 3283
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Spirit-filled Home A/C 4215
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Spiritual Training of Children A/C 4205
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CAT AREA TITLE FORMAT FILE NO
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Strong Willed Child BK 3373
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Suicide of the Sexes ART 418
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Value Of The Family And Future Posslblllt A/C 4248
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY The Wedding Ring A/C 4229
PASTORAL. CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Then God Created Grandparents And It Was Very BK 3371
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY There's Only One You BK 3319
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Thoroughly Married BK 3320
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Til Death Do Us Part A/C 4242
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY To Understand Each Other BK 3321
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Today Is Friday BK 3322
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Toddlerhood A/C 4208
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Together Each Day: Dail Devotions For Husband BK 3392
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Transformed Temperaments BK 3286
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY True Meaning Of Marriage A/C 4214
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Understanding Children BK 3333
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Until Death Do Us Part ART 406
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY VD Is Not For Me BK 3295
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY We Can Have Better Marriages BK 3287
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY We've Changed The Rules On Sex A/C 4232
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY What Is A Family? BK 3345
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY What Wives Wish Their Husbands Knew About ... BK 3323
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Whatever Happened To Marriage? A/C 4246
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Whatever Happened To The Family That Prayed.. ART 435
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY When Days Are Dark BK 3288
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY When God Says You're O.K. BK 3289
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY When Religion Divides The Home ART 4 28
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY When The Honeymoon Is Over A/C 4230
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY When You Don't Agree BK 3393
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Where Do We Go From Here? BK 3317
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Who Am I? BK 3367
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Why Adventist Youth Do(n't) Use Drugs ART 421
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Why Do The Sexes Battle? A/C 4244
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Why Teenagers Reject Re 1igion--And What To... BK 3336
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Why Wait? BK 3290
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY With Love To Parents Of Teens A/C 4211
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Woman— Aware And Choosing BK 3291
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY You Can Be An Effective Parent Educator ART 416
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY You Can Be Financially Free BK 3292
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY You Can Be The Wife Of A Happy Husband BK 3338
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY You Can Have A Happier Family BK 3293
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Your Can Love Again BK 3294
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Your Marriage— Due 1 Or Duet? BK 331 1
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINISTRY Youth Relationships, Dating and Sex A/C 4227
PASTORAL CARE FAMILY LIFE MINI STY Helping The Family Where Sex Goes Wrong-Part2 A/C 4171
PASTORAL CARE GENERAL Pastoral Care SELF STUDY 2012
PASTORAL CARE GENERAL Pastoral Care and the Sick ART 399
PASTORAL CARE GENERAL Pastoral Care of the Aged ART 400
PASTORAL CARE HELPINGi DEVELOP SELF-ESTEEM Building Your Mate's Self-Esteem BK 3182
PASTORAL CARE HELPINGi DEVELOP SELF-ESTEEM Carefront i ng SELF STUDY 2022
PASTORAL CARE HELPING, DEVELOP SELF-ESTEEM Christian Self-Esteem MIMEO 638
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ource Center Listing
TITLE FORMAT FILE NO
Clergy, Money and Self-Esteem WRK.SHP 688
Counseling And Self-Esteem BK 3560
Healing For Damaged Emotions BK 3148
How To Raise Your Self-Esteem BK 3183
Is Your Self-Esteem Dragging? ART 442
Low Self-Esteem Among Adults ART 439
Picking Up The Pieces ART 440
Self Esteem And Feelings A/C 4313
Se1f-Esteem BK 3193
Teaching Self-Respect and Self-Denial ART 443
The Cutting Edge Of Pastoral Care A/C 4316
The Six Emotions of Man ART 441
Equipping Lay Persons to do Pastoral Care WRK.SHP 58
Expanding The Patient's World ART 404
Hospital Etiquette: Visiting the Sick ART 405
How To Make A Pastoral Call ART 403
Lay Shepherd Training Program MIMEO 708
The Healing Community MAG 3191
The Hospital Visit ART 402
Visiting The Sick ART 401
Marriage Role Expectations Inventory INV 1004
A Little Wine For Thy Heart's Sake ART 456
A Retreat On Guilt & Forgiveness WRK.SHP 3
Adventist Alcoholics ART 457
Alcohol And Drugs - Chemical Dependecy And.. A/C 4135
Alcohol: A Threat To Your Sexual Potential ART 454
Alcoholism - A Pastoral Challenge ART 459
Alcoholism Workshop MIMEO 690
Alcoholism: Even The Church Is Hurting ART 463
Alcoholism: The Real Culprit ART 458
Christian Counseling: A Comprehensive Guide BK 3045
Counseling And Alcoholism BK 3205
Sickness In A Bottle - Part 1 ART 460
Sickness In A Bottle - Part II ART 461
The Family's Bulwork Against Alcoholism ART 455
Tough Problem: Alcoholism A/C 4268
Understanding Alcoholics WRK.SHP 60
What's Wrong With A Little Alcohol? ART 462
Why People Drink ART 464
Battered Women: A National Conern MIMEO 733
Behind Closed Doors - Domestic Violence-Parti A/C 4260
Behind Closed Doors-Domestic Vio1ence,Part II A/C 4261
Bibliography On Battered Women MIMEO 739
Counseling For Family Violence And Abuse BK 3204
Fact Sheet On Family Violence MIMEO 734
Family Violence: The Hidden Crisis And Healin WRK.SHP 677
On Verbal Abuse . . . MIMEO 736
Some Common Myths Of Wife Abuse MIMEO 737
The Abusive Family ART 453
The Battered Woman: The Cycle Of Abuse MIMEO 735
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Resource Center Listing
TITLE
Wife Abuse: Why Will Women Stay And Take It? 
Contemporary Morality
Counseling Those With Eating Disorders 
Crisis Counseling 
Death From Child Abuse
How The Minister Can Help In Times Of Crises
Techniques of Crisis Intervention
A Note To Those Closest To Rape Victims: . .
An Introduction To Self Protection
Be On The Safe Side
Child Sex Abuse Questionnaire
Courtroom Suggestions
I Am A Male Survivor
Rape Crisis Center
Rape! A Crime Of Violence
RCC - Henderson Information Sheet
Sexual Assault Defenses
Some Facts About Pornography
Watch And Listen To Children: Physical & Beh. 
Suicide: Is It A Valid Way Out?
Tough Problem: Suicide
What You Should Know About Suicide
Battling Sexual Indiscretion
Beyond Betrayal: Healing My Broken Past
Christian Counselor's Library
Clergy Confidential
Counseling And Guilt
Counseling And Homosexuality
Counseling And Lack Of Self-Control
Counseling And The Search For Meaning
Counseling The Depressed
Dealing With Moral Problems
Early Drug Prevention: Grades Preschool-6
Effective Pastoral Counseling
Helping Those Who Don't Want Help
How To Counsel From Scripture
How To Make A Referral
Innovative Approaches To Counseling
Moving The Couch Into The Church
Pastor, I Love You
Pastoral Counseling
Pastoral Counseling: Who, Whom, How?
Sex and the Married Pastor 
Successful Counseling
The Holy Spirit Reconsidered In The Light ... 
Decision Making
Making Decisions: Can The Bible Really Help? 
20 Simple Ways to Add Excitement To Your Mar. 
A Major Cause of Many Divorces 
Affaii— Proof Your Marriage
FORMAT FILE NO
ART 73B
MIMEO 689
BK 3202
BK 3201
BK 3431
A/C 4317
SEM 103
MIMEO 745
PAMPHLET 741
PAMPHLET 743
MIMEO 747
MIMEO 751
MIMEO 748
PAMPHLET 740
PAMPHLET 744'
MIMEO 750
PAMPHLET 742
MIMEO 749
MIMEO 746
ART - 452
A/C 4267 1
BK 3203
ART 446i
A/C 4259
SELF STUDY 2026
ART 450
BK 3198
BK 3200
BK 3199
BK 3558
BK 3197
SELF STUDY 2028
WRK.SHP. 725
ART 444
BK 3557
BK 3195
MIMEO 711
BK 3196
ART 447
ART 448
BK 3194
ART 451
ART 449
ART 445
A/C 4385
A/C 4355
ART —  51 1
ART 488
ART 501
ART 497
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CAT AREA TITLE FORMAT FILE NO
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Communication In Marriage ART 496
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Counseling Families BK 3559
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Divorce In The Parsonage BK 3179
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Does Marriage Have To Be Unhappy? ART 500
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Enhancing Vour Marriage A/C 4256
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Forgiveness In Marriage ART 485
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Guide To Happy Step-Parenting BK 3178
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING How Healthy Is Your Marriage? ART 489
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING How Seriously Should We Take Marriage? ART 502
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING How To Redeem A Marriage ART 487
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING How To Repair A Cracked Marriage ART 498
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING I Love You But ART 491
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Identifying and Eliminating Roadblocks In... ART 480
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Marital Communication Inventory INV 1013
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Marital Counseling: A Resource For The . . . A/C 4319
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Marriage And Divorce: Restoration Of The Home BK 3181
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Marriage Commitment Seminar SEM 723
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Marriage Counseling MIMEO 710
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Marriage, Divorce, And . . . BK 3180
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Marriages Ten Critical Areas ART 494
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Must Wives Submit? ART 492
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Parent-Adolescent Comm. Inven. - Form A INV 1011
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Parent-Adolescent Comm. Inven. - Form P INV 1012
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Sex and the Single Eye ART 486
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Six Keys To A Stronger Marriage ART 499
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Successor to Marriage Encounter: Psych. Type WRK.SHP 62
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Ten Steps For A Happier Marriage ART 490
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING The Basic Roles of Husbands and Wives - Parti ART 481
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING The Basic Roles of Husbands and Wives-Part 2 ART 482
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING The Marital Check-up Kit INV 1010
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING The Sexual Communications Inventory INV 1014
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING The Wedding Band, Ellen G. White, and SDA Ch ART 483
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Together Again MIMEO 709
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING What Constitutes A Good Marriage? ART 493
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING When Marriage Falls Apart ART 495
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING When The Magic Goes Out Of The Marriage ART 484
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Who Says the Honeymoon Must End? ART 510
PASTORAL COUNSELING MARRIAGE COUNSELING Why Men Divorce ART 503
PASTORAL COUNSELING PRE-MARITAL COUNSELING Are You Fit To Be Tied? ART 470
PASTORAL COUNSELING PRE-MARITAL COUNSELING Born To Be Free A/C 4352
PASTORAL COUNSELING PRE-MARITAL COUNSELING Building A Successful Marriage BK 3427
PASTORAL COUNSELING PRE-MARITAL COUNSELING Communication: Key To Your Marriage BK 3562
PASTORAL COUNSELING PRE-MARITAL COUNSELING Communication: Key To Your Marriage -Lead. GD BK 3563
PASTORAL COUNSELING PRE-MARITAL COUNSELING Counseling And Unwanted Pregnancies BK 3208
PASTORAL COUNSELING PRE-MARITAL COUNSELING Courtship Ana 1ysis/Dating Problems Ckecklist INV 1005
PASTORAL COUNSELING PRE-MARITAL COUNSELING Distortions Of The Sexual A/C 434B
PASTORAL COUNSELING PRE-MARITAL COUNSELING Forgive And Forget BK 3207
PASTORAL COUNSELING PRE-MARITAL COUNSELING How Seriously Should We Take Marriage? ART 47 1
PASTORAL COUNSELING PRE-MARITAL COUNSELING Love Makes It Right A/C 4351
PASTORAL COUNSELING PRE-MARITAL COUNSELING Love Must Be Tough BK 3209
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ource Center Listing
TITLE FORMAT FILE NO
Love, Life, And Death A/C 4353
Marriage - A Quaint Ceremoney From The Past? ART 467
Marriage Expectations Inventory INV 1008
Marrige Prediction Schedule & Adjust. Form INV 1009
More Communicaion: Keys For Your Marriage BK 3564
More Communication: Keys For Your Marriage-LG BK 3565
On Learning To Trust A/C 4354
Pastoral Care With Couples Living Together... MIMEO 593
Pre-Marital Counseling & Marriage Enrichment SEM 61
Pre-Martial Counseling Handbook For Ministers BK 3206
Premarital And Marital Counsel Seminar SEM 635
Premarital Communications Inventory INV 1003
Premarital Counseling Kit INV 1002
Premarital Counseling: A Resouce For The. . . A/C 4318
Preparing For Marriage SELF STUDY 2023
Romancing Your Marriage BK 3561
Sex Attitude Survey and Profile INV 1006
Sex and The Single Eye ART 466
Sex Knowledge Inventory - Form X 8. Y INV 1007
Sexual Problems Outside Marriage A/C 4349
The Divine Purpose Of Sex A/C 4347
The Fine Art of Choosing A Mate ART 468
The Pastor and Premarital Counseling ART 469
The Pillars Of Marriage BK 3566
The Pillars Of Marriage - Leader's Guide BK 3567
The Wedding Band, Ellen G. White, and The... MIMEO 465
The Wedding Service A/C 4269
What Is A Good Marriage? (Part I & II) A/C 4350
A Way In The World BK 3215
An Ounce of Prevention ART 525
Annual National Ministers Conference SEM 1 10
Can A Pastor Have Friends ART 530
Clergy Couples BK 3156
Clergy Couples In Crises BK 3214
Clergy Family & Family Process SEM 67
Conquering the Clock ART 520
Doing It Now A/C 4380
He And She And TLC A/C 4369
How To Get More Done In Less Time SEM 680
How To Pastor The Small Congregation - Part 2 A/C 4 197
How To Pastor The Small Congregation, Part 1 A/C 4196
How To Save Time in the Ministry - Conclusion ART 522
How To Save Time in the Ministry - Part 1 ART 521
How to Have. . . Time Management for Pastors WRK.SHP 66
I Am A Pastor ART 529
Male Metapause ART 524
Managing Your Time BK 3218
Marriage Roles In Ministry A/C 4015
Married to the Youth Pastor? ART 527
Men Married To Ministers BK 3155
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LIFE
LIFE
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LIFE
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LIFE
LIFE
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LIFE
LIFE
LIFE
LIFE
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ource Center Listing
TITLE FORMAT FILE NO
Minister, Wife and Church BK 3157
Ministry Time Management MIMEO 716
Pastoral Priorities ART 531
Pastors Enrichment Congress SEM 109
Personal Finances For Ministers BK 3216
Preacher, What About Your Home? ART 523
Retirement And How To Prepare For It MIMEO 715
Strategy For Living BK 3219
Team Ministry ART 528
The Leader And Time Management A/C 4342
The Leader: His Home And Family A/C 4341
The Minister And His Family A/C 4274
The Minister's Family A/C 4020
The Minister's Home, Part I A/C 4271
The Minister's Home, Part II A/C 4272
The Pastor's Family MAG 3213
The People In The Parsonage ART 526
T i me MAG 3212
Time And Talents A/C 4273
Time Management (Leas) BK 3158
Time Management (tape) A/C 4340
Tools For Time Management (Dayton) BK 3159
Tools For Times Management (Engstrom/Dayton) BK 3217
Beyond The Boundry: Meeting The Challenge... BK 321 1
Consolidating Exp.: Transitions & Transfor. SEM 29
Counseling Christian Workers BK 3151
Crossing The Boundry Between Seminary and... BK 3210
Integri ty A/C 4339
MBTI & The Pastoral Role SEM 686
New Beginnings: Pastorate Start-up Workbook BK 3150
Passages For Clergy A/C 4017
Pastor Types & Professional Stripes WRK.SHP 63
Personal Crises Of The Pastor A/C 4018
Prof. Dev. Planning Retreat for New Ordinals WRK.SHP 65
Professional Development Planning Retreat WRK.SHP 64
Profile of a Pastor in Trouble ART 516
Self Evaluation MAG 3568
Self Improvement A/C 4270
The Devotional Life Of The Christian Minister A/C 4019
The Minister As A Becoming Person A/C 4016
The Pastor As A Person SELF STUDY 2030
The Pastor As Newcomer BK 3149
The Temptations of Ministry ART 512
Twenty Don'ts for Young Pastors ART 513
What's In It For Me? ART 515
Who Ministers to the Minister? ART 514
The Minister and Anger ART 517
The Problem Of Hostility A/C 4337
Unheald Wounded Healers ART 519
When Tragedy Strikes the Pastor ART 518
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Pastoral Resource Center Listing
CAT AREA TITLE FORMAT FILE NO
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE A Call To Prayer BK 3528
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE A History Of Christian Spirituality BK 3441
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE A Long Obedience In The Same Direction BK 3165
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE A Treasury Of Prayer BK 3464
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Achieving Inner Peace ART 532
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE After Revival Comes BK 3487
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Alive In Christ: The Dynamic Process Of Sp. BK 3432
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Alive To God Through Prayer BK 3470
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE All Things Are Possible Through Prayer BK 3449
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Answers To Prayer BK 351 1
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Beyond Petition BK 3525
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Body as a Means of Grace SEM 73
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Books That Have Enriched My Devotional Life ART 535
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE By My Spirit BK 3478
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE By The Power Of God BK 3532
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Celebration Of Discipline BK 3184
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Celebration Of Discipline BK 3436
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Continous Revival BK 3481
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Continuing Education for Ministry ART 539
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Creative Prayer BK 3489
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Deeper Experiences Of Famous Christians BK 3504
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Destined For The Throne BK 3450
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE ' Devotional Life In The Wesleyan Tradition BK 3440
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Devotional Life Of The Minister A/C 4275
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Dimensions Of Prayer BK 3541
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Discovering How To Pray BK 3507
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Don't Forget Devotions A/C 4278
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Don't Waste Your Sorrows BK 3451
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Dry Bones Can Live Again BK 3468
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Dwight L. Moody BK 3474
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Education For Spiritual Growth BK 3438
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Effective Prayer BK 3536
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Exploring The Road Less Traveled WRK.SHP 69
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Forming The Spiritual Life MIMEO 700
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Fundamental Formation BK 3437
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE George Mueller: Man Of Faith BK 3534
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Go Home And Tell BK 3535
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE God's Chosen Fast BK 3552
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Handle With Prayer BK 3539
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Holistic Spirituality BK 3445
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE How I Know God Answers Prayer BK 3479
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE How Spiritual Awakenings Happen BK 3555
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE How To Make The Bible Come Alive ART 534
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE How To Pray BK 3548
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE How To Pray For Others BK 3556
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE In His Presence BK 3499
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Intercessory Prayer BK 3506
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Jesus Prayed BK 3553
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Jesus Teaches On Prayer BK 3540
PERSONAL GROWTH RESOURCES FOR DEVOTIONAL LIFE Journey Toward Whole Ministry SEM 72
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ource Center Listing
TITLE FORMAT
Journey With David Brainerd BK
Knowing Him Better ART
Lectures To My Students BK
Liberating The Leaders Prayer Life BK
Life Of Charles Haddon Spurgeon BK
Life Of Christ BK
Life Together BK
Living Above The Level Of Mediocrity BK
Lord, Teach Us To Pray BK
Miracles In Ministry, Part I A/C
Miracles In Ministry, Part II A/C
More Than Wanderers BK
My Calvary Road BK
My Heart, Christ's Home BK
Nine Roads To Renewal BK
No Easy Road BK
Our Heavenly Father BK
Pathways to Spiritual Growth WRK.SHP
Peace With God BK
Power And Praying Men BK
Power Through Prayer BK
Power Through Prayer BK
Practice Of The Presence Of God BK
Prayer (Bunyan) BK
Prayer (Hallesby) BK
Prayer - The Greatest Force On Earth BK
Prayer Can Change Vour Life BK
Prayer Is Invading The Impossible BK
Prayer O r Pretense BK
Prayer Power Unlimited BK
Prayer Without Pretending BK
Prayer's Deeper Secrets BK
Prayer, The Mightiest Force In The World BK
Prayer: Conversing With God BK
Prayer: Life's Limitless Reach BK
Prayering With Power BK
Praying Hyde BK
Praying Today BK
Preacher And Prayer BK
Prevailing Power BK
Prevailing Prayer BK
Purpose In Prayer BK
Quiet Talks On Prayer BK
Reaching Out BK
Rees Howells: Intercessor BK
Renewal And Personal Growth A/C
Renewing Your Mind In A Secular World BK
Resources for Spiritual Fitness SEM
Revival Praying BK
Road To Renewal BK
FILE NO
3485 
538
3537
3222 
3469 
3530 
3447 
3163 
3554
4276
4277
3433
3491 
3512 1
3492 
347 1 
3547
71
3162
3459 i 
3458 
3477 i 
3503 
3465
3483
3520 
3519 
3488
3484 
3529
. 3550 
3495 
3501 
3526 
3544 
3497
3508
3521
3460 
3475
3509
3461 
3480
3434 
3482 
4336
3223 
68
3523
3486
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When Revival Comes BK 3546
When You Pray BK 3505
Why Blame the Church? ART 537
Why Prayers Are Unanswered BK 3502
With Christ In The School Of Prayer BK 3515
With The Holy Spirit And With Fire BK 3533
You Can Pray As You Ought BK 3522
A Sermon For Sabbath ART 172
A Text Ooes Not A Sermon Make A/C 4391
Art of Biblical Storytelling WRK. SHP 19
Biblical, Christ-Centered Preaching A/C 4037
Bringing The Sermon To A Close ART 169
Choosing A Theme A/C 4046
Communicating The Gospel (Foreman) A/C 4036
Coping With Dull Preaching ART 162
Developing A Proposition A/C 4047
Emotion In Preaching ART 149
Evangelistic Preaching ART 159
Featuring God's Promises In Our Sermons ART 155
Grow, Preacher, Grow ART 148
How To Preach As To Convert Nobody ART 157
How To Tell Stores A/C 4040
How to Prepare & Deliver a Sermon SELF STUDY 2001
Illustrations In Preaching ART 150
Journey Toward Intimacy ART 158
Leadership and Preaching A/C 4041
Moving Together ART 167
Myers-Briggs Type Inidcator & Neuro-Linguisti SEM 96
Narrative Preaching ART 154
Pity Poor David? ART 174
Preach What You Believe ART 151
Preaching As Storytelling, Part I A/C 4055
Preaching As Storytelling, Part II A/C 4056
Preaching Design A/C 403B
Preaching To Communicate SEM 43
Preaching To Convince BK 3017
Preaching With A One-Track Mind ART 173
Preaching With Power A/C 4039
Preparing Your Sermon ART 166
Principles of Biblical Preaching: A Text Does A/C 4054
Principles of Preaching SELF STUDY 2002
Putting Your Sermon On Target ART 168
Rightly Handling The Word Of Truth ART 156
Secrets Of Great Preachers ART 152
Sermon Preparation (Osborn) A/C 4043
Sermon Transitions and Divisions A/C 4049
Sermons People Can Follow ART 175
Sounding Brass or Preaching With Clarity ART 170
Text or Pretext A/C 4053
The Anointing Makes The Difference A/C 4006
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PREACHING COMMUNICATING THE GOSPEL The Conclusion, Part I A/C 4050
PREACHING COMMUNICATING THE GOSPEL The Conclusion, Part II A/C 4051
PREACHING COMMUNICATING THE GOSPEL The Eyes Have It ART 153
PREACHING COMMUNICATING THE GOSPEL The Ministers Supreme Task A/C 4052
PREACHING COMMUNICATING THE GOSPEL The More Excellant Way A/C 4042
PREACHING COMMUNICATING THE GOSPEL The Parson Who Talked Sense ART 163
PREACHING COMMUNICATING THE GOSPEL The Transitional Sentence A/C 4048
PREACHING COMMUNICATING THE GOSPEL The Uses Of Images In Preaching A/C 4004
PREACHING COMMUNICATING THE GOSPEL The View From The Pew ART 160
PREACHING COMMUNICATING THE GOSPEL Treasure In Earthen Vessels ART 171
PREACHING COMMUNICATING THE GOSPEL Using Illustrations In Preaching ART 161
PREACHING COMMUNICATING THE GOSPEL Using Scripture In Preaching SEM 675
PREACHING COMMUNICATING THE GOSPEL What's The Big Idea? ART 165
PREACHING COMMUNICATING THE GOSPEL What's The Big Idea? - Part I A/C 4044
PREACHING COMMUNICATING THE GOSPEL What's The Big Idea? - Part II A/C 4045
PREACHING GENERAL A Homiletical Style MIMEO 706
PREACHING GENERAL Consider The Source ART 139
PREACHING GENERAL Discussion On Preaching A/C 4034
PREACHING GENERAL Fundamentals of Preaching BK 3024
PREACHING GENERAL How I Preach (Coffin) A/C 4003
PREACHING GENERAL How I Preach (Forbes) A/C 4007
PREACHING GENERAL , How I Preach (Vannorsda1 1 ) A/C 4005
PREACHING GENERAL How I Preach (Walker) A/C 4008
PREACHING GENERAL If You Don't Know What You Are Doing . . . ART 146
PREACHING GENERAL Lectures On Preaching A/C 4024
PREACHING GENERAL Making Your Sermons Live ART 142
PREACHING GENERAL Preaching (Docherty) A/C 4033
PREACHING GENERAL Preaching (Loveless) A/C 4027
PREACHING GENERAL Preaching (Pierce) A/C 4025
PREACHING GENERAL Preaching (Richards) A/C 4026
PREACHING GENERAL Preaching And Worship MAG 3130
PREACHING GENERAL Preaching As Story Telling A/C 4012
PREACHING GENERAL Preaching In A Time Like This A/C 401 1
PREACHING GENERAL Preaching On Bible Biographies ART 141
PREACHING GENERAL Preaching To Children Of All Ages SEM 39
PREACHING GENERAL Preaching Your Way To Better Preaching SELF STUDY 2014
PREACHING GENERAL Preaching, Part I A/C 4031
PREACHING GENERAL Preaching, Part II A/C 4032
PREACHING GENERAL Preaching: Its Nature, and Urgency A/C 4028
PREACHING GENERAL Principles of Preaching SELF STUDY 2032
PREACHING GENERAL Quality Control For Sermons ART 143
PREACHING GENERAL Seminar At Columbia Theo. Seminary MIMEO 705
PREACHING GENERAL Sermon Preparation (Reaves) A/C 4035
PREACHING GENERAL Speaking From A Prepared Heart SEM 30
PREACHING GENERAL The Art of Homily WRK.SHP 24
PREACHING GENERAL The Bible In Sermon Preparation ART 140
PREACHING GENERAL The Discouraged Preacher A/C 4029
PREACHING GENERAL The Essence Of New Testament Preaching-Part 2 ART 145
PREACHING GENERAL The Essence of New Testament Preaching-Part 1 ART 144
PREACHING GENERAL The Foolishness of Preaching A/C 4030
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The Gospel In Stories SEM 28
The Holy Spirit And Preaching A/C 4326
The Leader's Study & Preaching The Word ART 147
The Sermon MAG 3131
Through The Bible In A Year MIMEO 713
Truth Through Personality WRK.SHP 27
Ministering To The Hostile ART 176
Ministry Is Prayer, Prayer Is Ministry A/C 4009
Pastoral Care and Counseling BK 3027
Pastoral Counseling and Preaching: A Quest... BK 3026
Speaking To Life's Problems: A Source Book... BK 3025
Charles E. Weniger on Preaching - Conclusion ART 180
Charles E. Weniger on Preaching, Part 1 ART 179
Excerpts On Voice Culture From . . . E.G.W. MIMEO 17B
Magic In Your Voice ART 177
Modifying Vocal Behavior BK 3029
Voice and Articulation: A Handbook BK 3028
A Meaningful Week of Prayer ART 164
The Gospel and The Minister A/C 4014
Appointed To His Service A/C 4285
Blessings And Responsibility Of The Minister A/C 4279
Evaluating the Pastor's Performance ART 545
Minister Of Christ A/C 4283
Our Unique Ministry A/C 4284
Pastoral Description Packet MIMEO 543
Roles And Expectations MAG 3172
Start-Up A New Church MIMEO 69 2
The Minister And His Ministry A/C 4280
The Motivated Pastor ART 542
The Southern Heritage and The Minister's ... A/C 4010
The Work Of The Pastor, Part I A/C 4281
The Work Of The Pastor, Part II A/C 4282
The Work of the Minister ART 544
What I Expect of A Pastor ART 546
What I Expect of a Pastor ART 540
What I Expect of an Administrator ART 541
The American Almanac Of Jobs And Salaries BK 3408
900,000 Plus Jobs Annually: Published sources BK 3236
Bernard Haldane Assoc.; Job And Career Planni BK 3398
Breaking In BK 3228
Career Assessment SEM 107
Career Evaluation & Planning SEM 74
Career Guide To Professional Associations BK 3231
Earning Money Without A Job BK 3403
Economic Education for Clergy SEM 105
Executive Jobs Unlimited BK 3230
For Intership And Jobs With Non-Profit Org.: BK 3241
God Hire Yourself An Employer BK 3400
Guerrilla Tactics In The Job Market BK 3401
Guide To American Directories BK 3234
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How To Find Information About Companies BK 3233
How To Get College Credit For What You Have.. BK 3232
Human Resources Dev., Career & Life Planning SEM 75
Looking For Work In The New Economy BK 3407
Making Vocational Choices: A Theory Of Career BK 3399
Money Jobs: Training Programs Run By Banking. BK 3235
Pastoral Transitions, Start-up, Renewal, . . SEM 685
Register For Church-Related Organizations BK 3239
Register For Government Jobs: Federal Career MAG 3238
Register For Jobs Overseas BK 3240
Register For Teachers MAG 3237
Sabbatical Planning For Clergy And Congr. BK 3176
Successful Recareering: How To Shift Gears... BK 3227
Sweaty Palms: The Neglected Art of Being Int. BK 3404
The Complete Job-Search Handbook: Presenting BK 3397
The Damn Good Resume Guide BK 3405
The Relocating Spouse's Guide To Employment:. BK 3229
The Three Boxes Of Life And How To Get Out Of BK 3394
The Work Of A Pastor SELF STUDY 2027
What Color Is Your Parachute? BK 3395
Where Do I Go From Here With My Life? BK 3396
Who's Hiring Who? BK 3402
Wishcraft: How To Get What You Really Want BK 3406
7 Ways To Cope With Tension ART 574
Are You Hooked On Your Own Adrenalin? ART 564
Change MAG 3572
Coping With Depression ART 563
Coping With Depression In The Ministry And... BK 3225
Coping With Stress ART 557
Don't Let Stress Get You Down ART 562
Energy And Endurance MAG 3569
Exercise and the Mind ART 570
Getting Off The Stress Express ART 561
Is The Ministry Letting You Down? ART 568
Is The Moving Van Coming? ART 576
Making Stress Work For You BK 3224
Ministerial Burnout - Cause and Prevention ART 558
Ministerial Tune-Up ART 571
Pastor And Congregation Frace Retirement BK 3153
Relaxation ART 575
Running Through The Thistles: Terminating... BK 3152
Strategy For Stress Control ART 572
Stress MAG 3136
Stress In The Chaplaincy ART 569
Stress, Power, And Ministry BK 3226
Struggling with Stress ART 566
Successful Transitions in Life 8. Work-.Coping WRK.SHP 77
Taking Stress In Stride ' ART 573
The Leader And Stress A/C 4366
The Pastor and His Pastime ART 565
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PROFESSIONAL GROWTH MANAGING STRESS The Relaxant That Isn't A Pi 11 ART 560
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH MANAGING STRESS Time-Stress Management Seminar SEM 636
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH MANAGING STRESS When The Pastor Burns Out ART 567
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH MANAGING STRESS Whirlwinds of Stress ART 559
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH MANAGING STRESS Women In Parish Ministry: Stress And Support BK 3154
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH MANAGING STRESS Workshop On Stress Management & Body Tension WRK.SHP 634
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Act Your Size SEM 21
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Be The Leader You Were Meant To Be BK 3409
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Christ The Master Leader A/C 4288
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Christ's Leadership And The World A/C 4292
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Church & Organizational Leadership WRK.SHP 76
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Delighting In The Leadership Of God BK 3166
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Do's and Don'ts For Church Committees ART 556
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Excellence In Leadership A/C 4293'
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Help! I've Got Three Churches ART 553
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES How To Leave A Pastorate ART 554
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Leader's Training Courses WRK.SHP 752
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Leaders BK 3120
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Leaders Administrative Style A/C 4359
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Leadership And The Church A/C 4294 1
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Leadership And The Community A/C 4295
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Leadership Development SELF STUDY 20351
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Leadership in Crisis ART 548
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Leadership: A Philosophy of Form and Function MIMEO 590
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Learning How To Lead WRK.SHP 727
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Learning To Lead BK 3170
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Management In Action A/C 4287
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Ministry As Reflective Practice: A New Look.. BK 3169
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Mission And Leadership A/C 4296
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Models Of Leadership In The Bible A/C 4297
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Moral Identity: Perception & Judgement A/C 4300
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Needed: Christian Leaders ART 555
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Pastor Power? ART 547
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Personnel Management A/C 4358
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Portraits Of The Servant Leader A/C 4301
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Power to Effective Leadership SEM 108
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Projection Statement A/C 4302
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Relationships With Administrators A/C 4291
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Significance Of Leadership A/C 4289
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Strategy For Leadership BK 3174
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES Temptations of a Virtuous Pastor ART 552
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES The Administrator And Personnel A/C 4361
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES The Art Of Board Chairmanship A/C 4286
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES The Bible And Leadership A/C 4298
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES The Departmental Leader A/C 4290
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES The Frontiers of Management A/C 4378
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES The Leader And Denominational Organization A/C 4364
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES The Leader And Integrity A/C 4365
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES The Leader: Power And Authority A/C 4362
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES The Making Of A Christian Leader BK 3175
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PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES 
REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES 
REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES 
REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES 
REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES 
REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES 
REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES 
REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES 
REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES 
REVIEWING LEADERSHIP STYLES 
SELF-APPRAISAL PROCEDURES 
SELF-APPRAISAL PROCEDURES 
SELF-APPRAISAL PROCEDURES 
SELF-APPRAISAL PROCEDURES 
SELF-APPRAISAL PROCEDURES 
SELF-APPRAISAL PROCEDURES 
SELF-APPRAISAL PROCEDURES 
SELF-APPRAISAL PROCEDURES 
SELF-APPRAISAL PROCEDURES 
SELF-APPRAISAL PROCEDURES 
SELF-APPRAISAL PROCEDURES 
SELF-APPRAISAL PROCEDURES 
SELF-APPRAISAL PROCEDURES 
SELF-APPRAISAL PROCEDURES 
SELF-APPRAISAL PROCEDURES 
SELF-APPRAISAL PROCEDURES 
SELF-APPRAISAL PROCEDURES 
SELF-APPRAISAL PROCEDURES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES
TITLE FORMAT FILE NO
The Organizational Climate A/C 4363
The Pastor and Teens ART 549
The Servant Leader As Leader A/C 4303
The Servant Leader As Leader (Cont'd) A/C 4304
The Servant-Leader ART 550
Volunteers And Leadership A/C 4299
Working With Committees A/C 4305
Your Attitude: Key To Success BK 3410
Your Spiritual Gifts Can Help Your Church Gr. BK 341 1
Youth Leadership (Huzzy) MIMEO 551
An Inventory For Self-Evaluation INV 655
Evaluation Of The Ministry (C1ergyperson) INV 666
Evaluation Of, By, For, and To The Clergy INV 654
Intern Pastor Self-Evaluation INV 656
Ministerial Leadership Evaluation INV 658
Myers-Brigg Type Ind. & Sexuality & Spiritual SEM 1 1 2
Myers-Briggs Type Ind. & Spiritual Growth SEM 1 1 1
Pastoral Evaluation INV 663
Pastoral Expectations INV 657
Pastors Responsibility Awareness Quiz INV 653
Performance Appraisal A/C 4360
Professional Orientation Evaluator's Workshee INV 664
Self-Evaluation Sheet INV 659
Skill Inventory INV 665
The Personal Profile System INV 588
The Pew Speaks To Pulpit INV 662
What Do You Want Your Pastor To Do? INV 661
What Do You Want Your Pastor To Do?: Expec. INV 660
Conference Needs Survey INV 586
A Pastoral Skills Needs Inventory INV 585
Clergy Self-Assessment WRK.SHP 687
Conference Leadership Survey (OH) INV 667
Conference Leadership Survey (PA) INV 649
Conference Strategy Survey INV 587
Departmental Evaluation INV 668
Developing And Evaluating An Effective Min. INV 647
Evaluation: Of, By, And To The Clergy PAMPHLET 639
Form A Pastoral Rating Guide INV 651
Guide For Continuing Growth INV 646
In-Parish Preaching Evaluation MIMEO 714
Intern Pastor's Supervisor's Evaluation INV 648
Ministerial Leadership Survey INV 652
Needs Assessment Inventory For Prof. Ch. Lead INV 643
Office Staff Evaluation Of Department Heads INV 669
Pastor's Self-Assessment INV 670
Pastoral Questionnaire INV 645
Pastoral Self-Evaluation INV 644
Pastors Annual Review INV 650
Self & Job Evaluation of A Sr. Minister MIMEO 721
Self-Evaluation Worksheet INV 584
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PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES
BUILDING TEACHING CONVICTI
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR
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ource Center Listing
TITLE FORMAT FILE NO
Testing Educational Needs INV 583
The Pew Speaks To The Pulpit INV 641
What's My Type? An Introduction to MBTI WRK.SHP 17
Worship Questionnaire INV 64 2
The Heavy Shoes of Death A/C 4147
A Parent's Guide to Drug Abuse ART 334
Aids And The Education Of Our Children PAMPHLET 728
Aids, Sex and You PAMPHLET 731
Aids, The Facts PAMPHLET 730
Aids: What Should We Do? ART 314
America's Battle Against The Bottle ART 329
Anger - Who Needs It? ART 317
Anx i ety ART 340
Assessment & Referral SEM 55 1
Caring Enough Not To Forgive BK 3061
Caring Enough To Confront BK 3062
Caring Enough To Forgive BK 3060
Caring Enough To Hear And Be Heard BK 3063
Change Your Conduct Or Change Your Mind A/C 4390
Christian Caregiving: A Way of Life WRK.SHP 50 ’
Christian Child-Rearing And Personality Dev. BK 3426
Christian Counselors' Library. A/C 4126 1
Clergy And The Sexual Revolution BK 3055
Confidentiality and Caring ART 331
Coping With Fear A/C 4330
Coping With Loss ART 347
Coping With Stress Without Drugs ART 332
Dating While Divorcing ART 344
Depressed? You Can Be Helped ART 308
Depression MIMEO 698
Does The Bible Condemn Moderate Drinking? ART 302
Eithical Issues In Genetic And Reproductive. . A/C 4124
Facts About Aids And Drug Abuse PAMPHLET 732
F i nance A/C 4332
Forgiveness Begins at Home ART 328
Generation To Generation: Family Process. . ,. BK 3190
Getting Along With Your Parents A/C 4254
God's Gift of Guilt ART 313
God's Love Affair With The Guilty A/C 4320
Happiness Is A Choice A/C 4257
Homosexual Healing ART 336
Homosexual Recovery - Six Years Later ART 337
Homosexuality: A Biblical Perspective ART 304
How To Conquer Depression ART 299
How To Control Your Temper ART 330
How To Cope With Fatigue ART 325
How To Cope With Human Needs SELF STUDY 2024
How To Cope With Loneliness ART 307
How To Handle Guilt ART 326
How To Have A Happy Convalescence ART 338
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CAT AREA TITLE FORMAT FILE NO
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR How To Meet Temptations ART 298
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR How To Overcome You Weakness Through The. . . A/C 4329
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR How To Relax and Avoid Bleeding Ulcers and ART 306
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR How To Say No To A Stubborn Habit BK 3430
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR How To Slow Down Aging ART 341
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR How We Can Handle Our Fears ART 296
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Human Sexuality, Sex Therapy and Lifestyles A/C 4125
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR I Believe - In The Sacrifice of Jesus Christ ART 310
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR In Praise of Guilt ART 316
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Is There Hope For Homosexuals? ART 335
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Jeremiah And The Word Of God A/C 4384
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Let's Not Shakle The Single Life ART 309
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Lines On The Mind A/C 4100
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Listening Is More Than Hearing ART 339
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Living With Anger A/C 4141
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Living With Death A/C 4143
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Living With Frustration A/C 4139
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Living With Humor A/C 4138
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Living With Tension A/C 4140
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Loneliness & Spiritual Growth WRK.SHP 51
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Losing With Leo ART 342
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Mind Over Emotions A/C 4264
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Minister as Diagnostician SEM 53
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Ministering To The Deeply Troubled ART 315
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR More Hours In My Day A/C 4262
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR No Need To Be Discouraged ART 345
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Pastoral Care Course SEM 100
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Pastoral Development Opportunities MIMEO 703
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Person And Grace A/C 4314
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Personality Clash And What To Do About It ART 305
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Personal 1ty Plus A/C 4253
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Reaching Out BK 3065
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Reality of Suffering SEM 54
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Recipe for Stress Stew ART 323
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Self, Sexuality, And Family In A Changing.. A/C 4134
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Sex And Consequences: Helping Teen-agers Cope ART 726
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Sex and the Single Life ART 324
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Singleness: His Share For Me ART 301
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Spirituality & Sexuality WRK.SHP 52
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Straight Talk ABout Love, Sex And Dating A/C 4255
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Stress Can Be A Bear ART 297
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Thank God For Guilt ART 303
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR The Art Of Human Relations BK 3 1 SB
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR The Battered Child ART 346
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR The Cause And Cure Of Depression A/C 4331
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR The Church and The Homosexual ART 300
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR The Counselor: Qualifications and Attitudes ART 31 1
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR The Healing Of Homosexuality A/C 4315
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR The Helping Relationship Process And Skills BK 3066
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR The High Cost of High Tension ART 343
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RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR The Human Response To Pain A/C 4063
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR The Invigorating Effects of Forgiveness ART 322
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR The Middle-Ages Myth ART 318
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR The Power Of Love A/C 4258
RELATION. BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR The Task Of The Church And The Role Of Its... BK 3189
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR The Wounded Healer BK 3064
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Therefore Be Not Anxious For the Morrow A/C 4382
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Trapped By Anger ART 312
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR What Everyon Should Know About Aids PAMPHLET 729
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR What Everyone Should Know About V. D. ART 333
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR When Guilt Is Not From God ART 327
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR When Mothers Work BK 3428
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Why Pain? A/C 4127
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Why We Act The Way We Do - Parts I & 11 A/C 4328
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Working Mothers And Guilt PAMPHLET 640
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Working Mothers and The Problem of Illness. . ART 320
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Working Mothers and The Problem'of Not Enough ART 321
RELATION BUILDING BEING A COUNSELOR Working Mothers and the Problem of Guilt ART 319
RELATION BUILDING BUILDING TRUST Prayer 8c Creative Imagination WRK.SHP 49
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES A Christian Approach To Bio-Ethics A/C 4 111
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES A Listening Ear At The Hour Of Death ART 280
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Affectional And Directional Orientations To. . BK 3052
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE 8, FAITH CHANGES Anger A/C 4115
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE 8. FAITH CHANGES Ask Him Anything BK 3053
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Caring For The Spiritual Needs of Cancer Pat. ART 279
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE 8, FAITH CHANGES Caring In Times Of Crises A/C 4102
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Coping With Emotional Crises ART 266
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Coping With Grief SELF STUDY 2018
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Crisis In The Middle Years A/C 4107
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Dealing With Discouragement A/C 4116
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE 8. FAITH CHANGES Death A/C . 4021
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE 8. FAITH CHANGES Death A/C 4106
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Death Educ. - Parents To Children MIMEO 696
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Facing Loneliness A/C 4108
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Faith Resources And Pastoral Care Needs A/C 4309
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE 8. FAITH CHANGES Faith, Ages 8c Stages: Perspective on P. iCare SEM 46
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Getting Over the Hump: Type 8. Mid-life Crises WRK.SHP 42
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE 8. FAITH CHANGES Going On After Your Mate Is Gone ART 273
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Grief Recovery SELF STUDY 4118
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE 8. FAITH CHANGES Grief Recovery - I ART 281
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Grief Recovery - II ART 282
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Grief Recovery - III ART 283
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Guilt: Direction For Creative Living A/C 4110
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES How To Cope With Depression ART 268
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE 8. FAITH CHANGES How To Handle Doubt ART 267
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE 8. FAITH CHANGES If God Cares Why Do I Still Have Problems? BK 3054
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES In Search of Marital Health ART 277
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Loneliness in the Church SEM 99
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Love: Energy For Creative Relationships A/C 4114
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Loving Each Other A/C 4119
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CAT AREA TITLE FORMAT FILE NO
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Making The Most Of Mistakes BK 3041
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Manipulation Of Life A/C 4112
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Men's Lives: Journeys & Transitions WRK.SHP 45
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Mid-Life Worshop/Retreat WRK.SHP 47
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Ministering To People In Trouble A/C 4101
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Ministry In Times Of Grief A/C 4103
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Moral Di1emmas A/C 4109
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES One Is A Lonely Number A/C 4120
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE 8. FAITH CHANGES Pastor as Counselor SELF STUDY 201 1
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Pastoral Care And Christian Hope MIMEO 697
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Pastoral Care In Illness And Death A/C 4312
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Pastoral Care Needs And Faith Resources A/C 4310
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Principles And Practices Of Grief Counseling A/C 4105
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Reflections On A Humane Experience A/C 431 1
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Religious Formations: Integrating Individual WRK.SHP 48
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Sat i sfact ion ART 276
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Spiritual Care And Counseling SEM 674
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Spirituality for the Later Years: Per. Growth WRK.SHP 44
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Stillborn: How The Pastor Can Help ART 270
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES The Absence Of Feeling A/C 41 13
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES The Congregation As Genre: Pastoral Care ... A/C 4308
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE 8. FAITH CHANGES The Human Response To Grief And Loss A/C 4022
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES The Priest As A Spiritual Resource A/C 4307
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES This Is A Rough Time For Me, How Do I Get. . ART 271
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES To Help Them Cope ART 274
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Trans i t i ons SELF STUDY 2019
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Unresolved Grief: Implications For The ... A/C 4104
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Visiting The Grief-Stricken ART 278
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES When Going To Pieces Holds You Together BK 3056
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES When It's Time To Move: A Guide to Changing.. BK 3177
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Whose Funeral Is It, Anyway? ART 269
RELATION BUILDING CRISES IN LIFE & FAITH CHANGES Widowhood: Instant Singleness ART 272
RELATION BUILDING GETTING ALONG WITH ALL AGES Getting Along With Others ART 295
RELATION BUILDING GETTING ALONG WITH ALL AGES Helping People Work Together ART 294
RELATION BUILDING GETTING ALONG WITH ALL AGES How To Get Along With Difficult People BK 3429
RELATION BUILDING GETTING ALONG WITH ALL AGES People Working Together ART 293
RELATION BUILDING HELPING LEARN TO MEDITATE A Call For Christian Meditation ART 292
RELATION BUILDING HELPING LEARN TO MEDITATE Christian Meditation ART 291
RELATION BUILDING HELPING PRAY How To Form A Prayer Pattern A/C 4122
RELATION BUILDING HELPING PRAY How To Pray ART 286
RELATION BUILDING HELPING PRAY How's Your Prayer Life? ART 284
RELATION BUILDING HELPING PRAY My Prayer Journal ART 289
RELATION BUILDING HELPING PRAY Prayer Can Change Your Personality ART 287
RELATION BUILDING HELPING PRAY Prayer For The Sick ART 290
RELATION BUILDING HELPING PRAY Prayer In Revival And Reformation A/C 4121
RELATION BUILDING HELPING PRAY Prayer, Power, and Perseverance ART 288
RELATION BUILDING HELPING PRAY Reach Out and Touch Someone! ART 285
RELATION BUILDING HELPING PRAY Self-Talk, Imagery And Prayer In Counseling BK 3059
RELATION BUILDING HELPING PRAY The Kneeling Christian BK 3423
RELATION BUILDING HELPING PRAY The Three Dimensions Of Prayer A/C 4172
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RELATION BUILDING HELPING PRAY
RELATION BUILDING HELPING PRAY
RELATION BUILDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUI LDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUI LDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUI LDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUI LDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUI LDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUI LDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUI LDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUILDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUILDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS 8. VALUES
RELATION BUILDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUILDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUILDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUILDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUILDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUILDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUILDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUILDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUILDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUI LDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUI LDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUI LDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUI LDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUI LDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUI LDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUI LDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUI LDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUI LDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUI LDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUILDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUI LDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUI LDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUI LDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUI LDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUI LDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
RELATION BUILDING TEACHING CONVICTIONS & VALUES
TEACHING TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS
TEACHING TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS
TEACHING TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS
TEACHING TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS
TEACHING TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS
TEACHING TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS
TEACHING TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS
TEACHING TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS
TEACHING TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS
TEACHING TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS
TEACHING TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS
TEACHING TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS
CONFERENCE OF SDA
ource Center Listing
TITLE FORMAT FILE NO
Three Stages Of Prayer MIMEO 712
What Happens When People Pray A/C 4123
A Faith For The Middle Years BK 3051
A Parents Legacy: Teaching Children Success ART 265
After The Funeral ART 275
Big Worries and God's Care A/C 4128
Communicating Morality A/C 4327
Dealing With Grief A/C 4131
Decisions. . . Decisions. . . More Decisions! ART 258
Decisions. . .The Junior High Years ART 262
Getting Rid Of Guilt A/C 4148
Grat i tude A/C 4136
Handling Hostility A/C 4145
Hazards Mount For The Unborn-Prudent Life. . ART 259
How Children Learn Values ART 253
How To Teach Moral Values To Children Under 3 ART 252
How To Teach Young Children To Say No To . . ART 257
Human Relations A/C 4117
Living With Suffering A/C 4142
Living With Tension A/C 4132
Making Decisions: Primary Experience In. . . ART 263'
Only The Lonely A/C 4150
Our Trouble With Grief A/C 4 146
Overcoming Your Fears A/C 4133
Pre-Ado 1escent Decisions For Baptism ART 254
Questions Parents Ask ART 255
Se1f-Justification And Forgiveness A/C 4306
Symposium On Divorce: Divorce And The Effects MIMEO 592
Taking A Chance On Love A/C 4151
The Longing for Belonging A/C 4144
The Right To Choose ART 261
The Seasons of Life A/C 4149
Turn Loose One Day At A Time ART 256
What Should Parents Expect? ART 264
What Teen-agers Want From Their Pastor ART 260
When the Worst Happens A/C 4137
You and Your Feelings A/C 4129
Your Personal Health and Peace A/C 4130
Adult Education in the Church SELF STUDY 2009
Delivering Total Adult Educ. in the Parish WRK.SHP 31
Dynamics Of Christian Adult Education BK 3422
Dynamics Of Teaching SELF STUDY 2037
Dynamics of Teaching SELF STUDY 2007
How Churches Teach People SELF STUDY 2006
Leading A Child To Christ SELF STUDY 2042
National Resource Seminar for Youth Workers SEM 98
Perspectives On The Teaching Ministry Of ... A/C 4023
S.D.A. Youth - Religious Experience Within... A/C 4079
Savage Post Lab II WRK.SHP 26
Teaching MAG 3571
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TEACHING TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS The Power Of A Youth Witness A/C 4078
TEACHING TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS Working With Youth A/C 4077
TEACHING TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS Youth Education In the Church SELF STUDY 2008
TEACHING TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS Youth Leadership (Kester) A/C 4076
TEACHING TEACHING TECH./RESOURCES/METHODS Youth Ministry In The 80's. A/C 4080
TEACHING TRAINING LAY VOLUNTEERS * One People BK 3035
TEACHING TRAINING LAY VOLUNTEERS Savage Lab II WRK.SHP 25
TEACHING TRAINING LAY VOLUNTEERS The Pastor As A Trainer ART 227
TEACHING TRAINING LAY VOLUNTEERS Training - Equipping - Involvement A/C 4344
TEACHING TRAINING LAY VOLUNTEERS Training Leaders For Active Min. W/The Aged SELF STUDY 2016
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